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In 1993, over 700 people from around the world gathered at the third annual
Assassination Symposium on John F. Kennedy to participate in panel discussions, networking opportunities and research findings regarding the questions
remaining 30 years after that tragic and puzzling day in Dallas.
Planning is underway for ASK '94 which will once again feature panel
presentations, network lunches, eyewitness accounts, new information from
authors and research authorities. The ASK Mart will offer information, products
and memorabilia, as well as the latest books and papers, some with authors in
attendance for autograph and interview opportunities. A souvenir-quality program book/registrants' directory provides registrants' access to information,
products and networks throughout the year.
This year's event will take place in the Adolphus Hotel, a venerable Dallas
landmark steeped in history, from whose balconies and windows guests cheered
the President's motorcade, only blocks away from the fateful Dealey Plaza.
Across the street once stood the infamous Carousel Club, owned by Jack Ruby.
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ASK registration is priced to be affordable for anyone. To find out more about
the program schedule and registration fees, just contact the ASK office.
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Want a registration brochure?
Get in touch, we'll send you you one in the return mail.
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e were amused recently when
PARANOIA received a letter
criticizing us for using too many
"liberal" sources. We placed it
in the "Letters" file, awng with the
letter criticizing us for publishing too
much "right wing clap-trap. "
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DISCLAIMER

A few months previously. a publication had run a
aitical review of PARANOIA, but the criticism was not
based on our content, but on some of our sources,
which the reviewer judged to be hateful, anti-Jewish,
and homophobic. By association, he believed, we
were promoting such sentiments. We responded that
we believe readers and critics should evaluate the
individual articles in a publication, rather than limit
their information sources with a blind political litmus
test. We also said that we thought our readership
intelligent enough to evaluate ideas on their own,
without requiring us to "protect" them from certain
viewpoints.
A criticism that does concem us involves the title of
this publication. Because the word "paranoid" has
been used to unfairly dismiss those who dare question
the official version of reality, we can understand the
feeli0gs of conspiracy researchers who do not want to
be associated with a zine called PARANOIA. So let us
clarify what we mean by the term.
To us, paranoia is simply a heightened state of
awareness. It can be of two types: personal and
societai. Personal paranoia ("they're out to get me")
may indeed be irrational in many cases. However,
societal paranoia ("they're out to get usj is a simple

acknowledgment that powerful individuals and organizations often act against the welfare and interests of
the average citizen. When you consider the outright
lies, distortions, and cover-ups that our politieal and
economic leaders engage in every day, a kind of
hyper-suspicion seems much more rational than an
unaitical acceptance of "all the news that fits" the
official agenda.
Think of this issue as the anti-agenda. This doesn't
mean the mainstream media hasn't covered some of
these topics, just that such coverage has been minimal, narrow, or misfocused. Yes, we have jumped on
the OJ bandwagon, but in a way that examines the
bigger picture, rather than a particular conspiracy
theory. Another piece that may rattle your expectations is Downard and Hoffman's exploration of the
Kennedy assassination. It doesn't deal with evidence,
as we usually think of the term. Nor does it speak of
bullets, trajectories or documents. But we think you'll
find it riveting. And, if you thought the mainstream
media told you everything you need to know about the
life and death of actor River Phoenix, we have some
surprises for you. There's also a question that the
mainstream media mocks, but which we think is worth
asking: What's behind "the Clinton body count?" And
we haven't even begun to tell you about the secret
underground bases, Nazi drug mafia, and the concentration camps for American dissidents..~
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in uncrowded regions [, conditions not at
all conducive to transmission.] Not all
Avon Books, New York.
outbreaks of bubonic plague were preceded
by rodent infestation; in fact, only a
espite the oppression of the Inquisiminority
of cases seemed to be related to
tion, Europe in the 13th century was
an
increase
in the presence of vermin.
beginning to recover from the ecoThe
greatest
puzzle about the Black
nomic and social disruption caused
Death
is
how
it was able to strike isolated
by the Crusades. Signs of a European
renaissance were visible in the widening of human populations which had no eontact
with earlier infected areas. The epidemics
intellectual and artistic horizons. Trade
also tended to end abruptly. To 5olve
with other parts of the world did much to
enrich European life. Europe was entering ·these puzzles, an historian would normally
look to records from the Plague'years to
an era in which chivalry, music, art, and
see
what people were reporting. When he
spiritual values were playing greater roles.
does
so, he encounters stories so stunHardly a century of this progress had
ning
and
unbelievable that he is likely to
passed, however, before a disastrous
reject them as the fantasies and superstievent abruptly brought it to a temporary
tions of badly frightened minds. A great
halt: That event was the Bubonic Plague,
many people throughout Europe and other
also known as the Black Death.
Plagu&6tricken regions of the world were
The Black Death began in Asia and
reporting that outbreaks of the Plague
soon spread to Europe where it killed well
were
caused by foul-smelling "mists.•
over 25 million people (about one third of
Those
mists frequently appeared after
Europe's total population) in less than four
unusually
bright lights in the sky. The
years. Some historians put the casualty
historian
quickly
discovers that "mists" and
figure closer to 35 to 40 million people, or
bright
lights
were
reported far more freabout half of all Europeans. The epidemic
quently
and
in
many
more locations than ·
first spread through Europe between 1347
were
rodent
infestations.
The Plague
and 1350. The Bubonic Plague continued
years
were,
in
fact,
a
period
of heavy UFO
to strike Europe with decreasing fatality
activity.
What,
then,
were
the
mysterious
every ten to twenty years in short-lived
mists?
outbreaks all the way up until the 170as.
There is another very important way in
Although it is difficult to calculate the total
Yklich
plague germs can be transmitted:
number of deaths from that 400-year
through
germ weapons. The United states
period, it is believed that over 100 million
and
the
Soviet Union today have stockpeople may have died from the Plague ...
piles
of
biological
weapons containing
We would normally shake our heads at
bubonic
plague
and
other epidemic dis- .
this tragic period of human history and be
eases.
The
germs
are
kept alive in canisthankful that modern medicine has develters
which
spray
the
diseases
into the air
oped cures for these dread diseases.
on
thick,
often
visible,
artificial
mists.
However, troubling enigmas about the
Anyone breathing in the mist will inhale
Black Death still linger. Many outbreaks
occurred in summer during warm weather the disease. There are enough such germ
Excerpted by permission from The
Gods of Eden by William Bramley,
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This illustration,
first published

in 1586, depicts
fleets of huge
globes seen
over Basel on
August 7 of
that year.
weapons today towipe out a good portion of humanity.
Reports of identical disease-inducing mists from the
Plague years strongly suggest that the Black Death was
caused by germ warfare. Let us take a look at the incredible reports which lead to that conclusion.
The first outbreak of the Plague in Europe followed an
unusual series of events. Between 1298 and 1314, seven
large •comets• were seen over Europe; one was of "awe
inspiring blackness."(1) One year before the first outbreak
of the epidemic in Europe, a "column of fire• was reported
over the Pope's palace at Avignon, France [This was a
second unauthorized pope who
assumed the title as the result of
a schism within the Catholic
Church.) Earlier that year, a "ball
of fire" was observed over Paris;
it reportedly remained visible to
observers for some time. To the
people of Europe, these sightings
were conSidered omens of the
Plague which soon followed. It is true that some reported
"comets• were probab!Y just that comets. Some may also
have been small meteors or fireballs (large blazing meteors). Centuries ago, people were generally far more superstitious than they are today and so natural meteors and
similar prosaic phenomena were often reported as precursors to later disasters even though there was no real-life
connection. On the other hand, it is important to note that
almost any unusual object In the sky was called a "comet.•
A good example is found in a bestselling book published in
1557: A Chronicle of Prodigies and Ponants ... by Conrad Lycosthenes. On page 494 of Lycosthenes' book we

read of a "comer obseNed in the year 1479: "A comet was
seen In Arabia in the manner of a sharply pointed wooden
beam .. ." The accompanying Illustration, which was based
on eyewitness descriptions, shows what clearly looks like
the front half of a rocketship among some clouds. The
object appears to have many portholes. Today we would
call the object a UFO, not a comet. This leads us to wonder how many other ancient "comets" were actually similar
rocketlike objects. When we are confronted with an old
report of a comet we therefore do not really know what
kind of thing we are dealing with unless there is a fuller
descri(Xion. A report of a sudden
increase In •comets• or similar celestial phenomena may, in fact, mean
an increase in UFO activity.
The link between unusual aerial
phenomena and the Black Death was ·
established immediately during the
first outbreaks of the Plague in Asia.
As one historian tells us:

The Plague years were,
in fact, a j>eriod of
heavy UFO activity.

"The fnt reports [of the Plap) came out of the East They
ware confused, exaggerated, frVllening, as reports from that
CJJ8r1er of the wortd so often ara: descll>tions of storms and
earthcµlkes: of meteors and comets trailing noxious gases that
killed trees and destroyed the fertility of the land... ."(2)
The above passage indicates that strange flying objects
were doing more than just spreading disease: they were
also apparently spraying chemical or biological defoliants
from the air. The above passage echoes the ancient
Mesopotamian tablets which described defoliation of the
landscape by ancient Custodial "gods." Many human
casualties from the Black Death may have been caused by
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such defol_
iants. The connection between aerial phenomena and plague had begun centuries before the Black
Death, [for example,] Justinian's Plague. We read from
another source about a large plague that had reportedly
broken out in the year 1117-almost 250 years before the
Black Death. That plague was also preceded by unusual
celestial phenomena: ·
"In 1117, in January, a comet passed like a fiery army from the
North towards the Orient the moon was o'ercaat blood-red in
ai ectt>ae. a year later a liglt ~ more brillant than the
sun. This was followed by $J98l cold, farrine, and pague, of
which one-third of tunanlly la said 1D haYa
p haw
seen no mention of this ~ in any olher h
book. It rT1ll'f
have been . a local ~ague 'Atlich deslrot/ed not a lhid of
humanly, but a third d the afflicted pqxJlation.](3)

=·

in Bnmrixlg r11 GimW1YI Chant append In 1559 honble
man, d whom at fnt tlftaen.aid la'8r on twalva were seen. The
fawnoet had belide . . poatarlora ltlle heads. the Others
falflj faces aid long acythel. with wtich they art at th9 oats,
80 that the awiah cculd be hamd at a weal dsWlce, tu the
cm ramalned lllnlng. Wien a cpl1tity of ~e cane
nmilg out k> aee them, they want on with their IOO'tWlg."(6)
The visit of the strange men to the oat fields was followed immediately by a severe outbreak of the Plague in
Brandenburg. This incident raises Intriguing questions: who
were the mysterious figures? What were the long scythellke Instruments they held that emitted a loud swishing
sound? It appears that the "scythes" may have been long
Instruments designed to spray poison or germ-laden .gas.
This V«>Uld mean that the townspeople misinterpreted the
movement of the "scythes" es an attemp to cut oats when,
in fact, the movements were the act of spraying aerosols
on the town. Similar men dressed in black.were reported in

Once the medieval Black Death got started; noteworthy
aerial phenomena continued to accompany the dread
epidemic. Reports of many of these phenomena were
assembled by Johannes Nohl
and published in his book, The
-------------------------- •...In the year of Christ 1571 was
Black Death, A Chronicle of
seen at Cnmitz in the mountilin
the Plasiiu• (1926). According to
ctthe~onm?,
Mr..Nohl, at least 26 •comets'
~~J
au,
were reported between 1500
when on lhe Sctuelenlberg there
and 1543. Fifteen or sixteen
8A>B8d 80 many bla:k riclara
lhat the opinion was pravalent that
were seen between 1556 and
the Tllka: were making a aec:ret .
1597. In the year 1618, eight or
l1lid, but who rapkly ~
nine were.observed. Mr. Nohl
again. nJ thenq>on 8 RQ~
emphasizes the connection
plague broke out in the
whiCh people perceived between
neigt'borhood."(7) .
the 'comets" and subsequent
Strange men dressed In black, "demons,· and other
epidemics:
terrifying ~ures were observed In other European comin the )'881' 1606 a comet was seen, after which a general
munities. The frightening cnatures were often observed
plague traversed the wortd. In 1582 a comet brotqt so Wllent
carrying long "brooms.• "scythes,• or "swords" that were
a plap l4>0f1 Majo, Prague, ThLfingia, the Nelheflmlda, and
USed to "sweep" or "knock at" the doors of people's homes.
other places that in Thuringia It C8fTied off 37,000 ·llld in the
Nether1anda 46,415."(4)
The inhabitants of those homes fell ill with plague afterwards.
It Is from these reports that people created the
From Vienna, Austria, we get the following description of
popular
Image of "Death" as a skeleton or demon carrying
an event which happened in 1568. Here we see a conneca
scythe.
The scythe came to symbolize the act of Death
tion between an outbreak of Plague and an object demowing
down
people like stalks of grain. In looking at this
scribed in a manner remarkably similar to a modern cigar
haunting
Image
of death, we may, in fact, be staring into
or beamshaped UFO:
the face of the UFO.
"When In sun and moonlight a beautiful raitlow ll1d a fiery
Of all the phenomena connected to the Black Death, by
beam were seen haJering above the church of Sl Stiaphaiie,
far the most frequentty reported were the strange, noxiOus
wtich was followed by a violent epidefric in Austria, Sw!Da,
hJasbera. Wuerterri:>erg, Nurerrburg, and other places, car"mists.• The vapors were often observed even \\flan the
iyiilg off ll.aman beings and catUe."(5)
.
other phenomena were not. Mr. Nohl points out that moist
Sightings of unusual aerial phenomena usually occurred pestilential fogs were •a feature which preceded the epidemic throughout its whole course."(8) A great many .
from several minutes to a year before an outbreak of
physicians of the time took it for granted that the strange
Plague. Where there w.1s a gap between such a sighting
mists
caused the Plague. This connection was established
and the arrival of the Plague, a seoond phenomenon was
at
the
ve~ beginning of the Black Death, as Mr. Nohl tel.ls
sometimes reported: the appearance of frightening humanus: "The origin of the plague lay in China, ·there it is said to
like figures dressed in black. Those figures were often
have commenced to rage already in the year 1333, after a
seen on the outskirts of a town or village and their presterrible mist emitting a fearful stench and infecting the
ence v.uuld sgnal the outbreak of an epidemic almost
air."(9)
immediately. A summary written in 1682 tells of one such
Another account stresses that the Plague did not spread
visit a century ear1ier.

Hunga~:

A second .Phenomenon
was sometnnes reported: r:'1n
.the appearance of
·frightel!ffig humanlike
figures dr~ in black.
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from pe1SOn to pe1SOn, but was contracted by breathing
the deadly stinking air:
"CUing the v.flole of the y&ar" 1382 there was oo \\1nd, in
~ of which the lir grew putrid, so that an epidemic
broke Ol4; · and the plague dd not pass fran one man to
another, but eY8l')'On8 who was killed by it got it slraig,t from
the lir.·(1O)

The same newspaper story later adds:
"When Macjster Harde expired in tis agony a blue-smoke was
seen ID rise from his throat, and this in the presence of the
dean; the same has been obaeMld In the case of others
aJCPiring. In the same namer blue smoke has been observed
to rise from the gables of houses at Eisleben aN the inhal:Xtants
of which have ded. In the church of St Peter blue smoke has
been OOselved hU1 up near the ceHlng; on this aa:oont the
church is shunned, particularly as the parish has been
exterminated.'(19)

Reports of deadly "mists• and "pestilential fogs• came
from all Plague-infested parts of the world:
"A Prague chronicle clesaibes the epidemic In China, lncia and
Penis; and the Florentine historian Matteo VIiiani, who took ~
the 'Mlk of tis brother Giovanni after he had ded of the plague
in Rorence, relays 1he account of earthq.Jakes and pestilential
fogs from a traveler in Asia; ..."(11)
The same historian continues: "A similar incident of
earthquake and pestilential fog was reported from Cyprus,
and it was believed that the wind had been so poisonous
that men were struck down and died from ft."(12)
He adds: "German accounts speak of a heavy vilesrrielllng mist which advanced from the East and spread
Itself over Italy. '(13) ·
That author states that in other countries: •... people
were convinced that they could contract the disease from
the stench, or even, as is sometimes described, actually
see the plague comi111 through the streets as a pale
fOg. "(14} He summarizes, rattler dramatically:
"The earth itself seemed in a state of conwlsion, shuddering and spitting, putting forth heavy poisonous winds
that destroyed animals and plants and called swarms of
Insects to life to complete the destruction."(15)
S.lmllar happenings are echoed by other writers. A
journal from 1680 reported this odd incident
"That between Eisenberg aoo 0ormerg thirty funeral biecs
(caslcet atlflds] al CCM"8d with black cloth were seen in broad
~ atm111 them 0n a bier a black man was standr'lJ·wlth
a white cross. ~these ta:t ~a~ heat set in
80 that the ~ ii this place could hardy stand it. But when
the 8tll had set they perceived so swaet a perf\Jne as if they
were in a gmdell of roses. By this time lt\6'f ware all plunged in
perturbation. Wlereupon the epidenic set In in ThurlrV& In
many places.9(16)
Further south in Vienna: •... evil smelling mists are
blamed, as Indicative of the plague, and of these, indeed,
several were observed last autumn.9(17) Direct from the
plague-ravaged town of Eisleben, we get this amusing and
perhaps exaggerated newspaper account published on
September 1, 1682:
in the cemetery of EiSleben on the 6th Inst [?) at night the
fclkMing incident was noticed: When <irirYJ the
1he graw
clggers were hard at work cigging trenches, for on many days
between eighty and ninety have died, lt\6'f sudderiy observed
that the cemetery church, rrore eapeQally the pu~it was
~up by bright sunshine. But on their going ~to it so deep
a darkness and black, thick fog came CNer the "8W'f&rd that
they coUd hardy see one another, and v.tich they took ID be
a1 evil omen. Thus day and right SJU8SO'Tl8 evil spirits 818 seen
frld'ltsning the peq>le, gd>llna ~ .at them and pelti
them, but also many white fl10Sts and apectres .. ."(18)
ng

nvu

The "mists" or Plague poisons were thick enough to mix
with normal air moisture and become part of the morning
dew. People were warned to take the following precautions:
If newly baked bread is placed for the night at the end of a pole
and i'l lhe rnomi'1g is fOund ID be mild8wed and intematy grown
IJ980, yelt:NI and un-eatable, and when ttmMl to fowls and
cbgs causes them to de from eating it, in a sirrilar manner If
fowls drink the morning dew and die In COl1S8CJ.llm8, then the
plague poison is near at hand."(20)
·

As noted ear1ier, lethal "mists" were directly associated
with bright moving lights in the sky. Other sources for the
stenches were also reported ..For example, Forestus
Alcmarlanos wrote of a monstrous "whale" he had encountered v.tlich was
'28 els ~<>;: feetl in length and 14 ells [33 feetl broad wtich,
con*1g
the western sea, was ~ ~ the shore of
Egerront by gaat waves and was unable to reach the open
again; it procb:ed so great a foulnees and maligrity of the air
that V8l'f soon a great epidemic broke out in Egemont and
nelgtmhood."(21)
It Is a shame that Mr. Alcmarianos did not provide a
more detailed description of the deadly whale because ft
may have been a craft similar to modem UFOs which have
been observed entering and leaving bodies of water. On
the other hand, Mr. Alcmarianos' v.i\ale may have been
just that: a dead rotting whale which happened to wash up
on shore just before a nearby outbreak of the Plague.
t Is significant that foul mists and bad air were blamed
for many other epidemics in history. Duling a plague in
ancient Rome, the famous physician Hippocrates (ca.
460-337 B.C.) stated that the disease was caused by
body disturbances brought on by changes in the
atmosphere. To remedy this, Hippocrates had people build
large public bonfires. He believed that large fires woukf set
the air aright Hippocrates' advice was followed centuries
later by physicians during the medieval Plague. Modem
doctors take a dim view of Hippocrates' advice on this
matter, however, in the belief that Hippocrates was ignorant about the true causes of plague. In reality, huge outdoor bonfires were the only conceivable defense against
the Plague if ft was indeed caused by germ-saturated
aerosols. Vaccines to combat the Plague had not been
Invented and so the people's only hope was to bum away
the deadly 'mists' with fire. Hippocrates and those who
followed his advice may have actually saved some lives.
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. Minsk (Russia)." The
Commission docs not
infer the source of the
photo nor how this

"l
.

llrigbt. What's
your name?" No

answer. "Bentley
·. .reached over and
pulled a billfold from

illustrious body knew
where the photo was
taken! lack White
surmises that the Commission picked up this
photo from another
source, since they do
not cmmect it with the
ID card. He notes that
·had they connected the
photo and the c8rd, it
would have been immediately apparent that
the Minsk photo should
not be on a U.S. Department of Defense
card!"
The Mimk photo,
according to Jack
White, is a composite
of the faces of two
different individua.IS, the
real Oswald and the
impostor "Hidell, • so
that the photo used as
an ID card looks like
both of them. He
believes that "the real
Lee Harvey Oswald lent
bis idemity (legend) to a
trained Russianintelligence

the prisoner's left rear
pocket. He opened it,
took out some cards,

and studied them for a
IllQlllellt. "Are you Lee

Harvey Oswald? That's.
what this card says."
Still no answer. Bentley
pulled out another ID
card from the billfold
and said "Hey, this
one's got different
name. Alek J. Hidell,
H-1-D-E-L-L. Same
picture, though." He
gestured toward "Os-

a

wald."

.

"Both of the pictures
are him. ..
The preceding questioning
of •1.ee Harvey Oswald"
took place in the back seat of
the UlllD8rlced police car of
Officer Bob Carroll, as
reported in a 1969 book
written by Judy Ponner
entitled llmsdp&a of a

Hmiddde. .Bonner's book,
now out of print, details infonnation
oblained from her friend Sgt. Gerald
Hill. Sgt. Hill WU present at the initial
discoveI)' by a Dallas Police Detective,
Paul Bentley. of tbe two distinctly different m cants canied by ·0swa1c1-Hiden,"
as reporred by Jack White in the Jamwy
1993 issue of 1be Third Dec8de journal. The Oswald-Hidell ID cards could
have provided a major clue to the identity
of the conspiratOrs in the JFK assassination had they been seriously comidered
by the Warren Commission.
But then again, who on the Warren
Commission was looking for a coospirw:;y? 1be Warren Commission ilready
bad their man and only sought to bolster
the theory set in place by the PowersTbat-Be. 1bc lone psycbopadl model was
to be the only clodl held up to the sniff-

. sPeitdns
ing bloodhounds that were the aooinmd
members of Earl Warren's hand-picked
Commission. This Inquisition ~
bad its cake, and they were eating it too:
a soli1ary scapegoat and a guilty verdict
wi1hout a trial. The Bidell-Oswald
espionage story would have been the can
of WOIDlS juSt busting to crawl on the

American psyche.

The Minsk Photo
The Hidell card is a bogus Selective
Service card bearing the •Minsk photo"
with the Hidell signature appearing at
left. Genuine Selective Service cards,
claims Jack White, did not have a photo
on them. While the ID card found by
detectives Bentley and Hill is not reproduml in the Warren Commission volumes, the photograph itBe1f does appear,
identified as "a photo of Oswald taken in

·,.-
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agent who was sent to
- the USSR as a defector... Mr. White claims that be presented

this infonnation to the H9W1C Assassinations Committee, but bis testimony was
igliored.
The Selective Service card was dealt
with by the Warren Commission but
only on the grounds that Oswald ostemibly forged the card biµlself for the
purpose of ordering a rifle by mail order
under the name Bidell. This is ludicrous
on at least two counts: 1) rifles can be
easily J;lllChased in Texas, and 2) no
postal record was ever produced which
proved that a gun was picked up by
Oswald or Hidell. Dallas resean:bers :Ray
and Mary LaFontaine published an
·
article on November 22, 1992 in the
BOUSCon Post which stated that •m
December 1966,' when the FBI finally
released Oswald's Defense Department

m card to the Natimial An:hives, it
mived nealiy oblitera1ed by FBI fating.• AppaRody, there are m pic:tmes
of 1bc curious DDl 173 c:anl in its
pristine condition as poblished in Judy
Bonner's 1969 book, and reproduced
here.
AllnOswald
1be theory that there Wete actually
two •OswaJds" is taken quite seriously
by amlher assassinologist, R.B. Cutler,
in bis book entitled Alias Oswald•
which is dedfoated to AJek James Bidell
•w11o died in an heroic attempt to save '
his Plaident's life." Cutler proposes
that the birth place of A1ek J. Bidell was
a •Baltic country," probably Riga,
Latvia in about 1938. He suggests that
the ~bom Bidell later became an
American, served in the Marine Corps
and became a CIA recruit in 1957. This
is the. Bidell (as Oswald) who defected
to the USSR, married Marina Pmsakova, recumed to the United States, was
under orders to infiltra1e an existing
compiracy to assassinate President
Kamedy, wai' framed as the assassin
· and murdered by mobster Jack Ruby.
What happened to the real Oswaki
accotding to this theory?
Lee Harvey Oswald, born on October
18, 1939 in New Orleans, had WIDted to
be a spy ever since he was a little boy.
His father had died two months before
be was born. The high school dropout
enJis1ed in the Marines in October of
l~. at .~ years old, and was
assigned as a radar operator in Atsugi,
Japan in September of 1957. Cutler
states: •Serving with Ills radar unit
overseas in Japan, be turns out to be the
look-alib of a CIA 1llC1'Uit training for a
spy mission to Moscow. The Oswald
name, m, civilian and military background are tnnsfened to the spy who
dim lives 49 months as Lee Harvey
Oswald... CutJer notes that ..proficieocy
in the difficu1t Russian 1anguage appears
to have been the primary reason for the
imposture." The whereabouts of the real
Oswald after both be and Bidell were
discharged from the Marines in September of 1959 remains unknown. Hany
Dean, a CIA operative who knew
Oswald-Bidell well, states •he had two
outs!Bnding qualities which made him a
munber one agent. He wiis inlelligent

The bogus Hldell Selective a.vice Cll"d. Genuine cmdl did not have 111 mphatD.

::~ knew how to keep bis mouth

Alek James Hiclell
Next to nothing is known about the
Russian-born Bidell before an appamit
de:mal exam in El Toro on March 27,
1958. He spoke Russian with a Baltic
accent. Upon bis return from the Soviet
Union, Oswald's family noted to others
that bis appearance had changed. His
hair had thinned drastically and bis
hairline had n:ceded. This Lee was
much thinner and there was, apparently,
a two inch difference in height. During
his two years and eight moDlbs behind
the Iron Curtain as a Cold War espio:.
nage agent, Oswald's Ariicrican family
was conditioned to accept the double's
· appearance by photographs of him with
Marina and baby June sent from Russia.
His mother, Marguerite, told a friend
..Lee's not the same person. He even
looks different." The family, however,
never had a chance to c:onfroot the
impostor. He took it upon himself to
create a distance with his espionage
work. He had received a new assignment.

In March of 1963, the CIA beard a
rumor of a communist, Castro-backed
conspiracy to kill JFK. 1be agent Bidell
was sent to downtown Dallas to infiltrate
the plot. According to Cutler, he .. was
assigned to monitor the movements of
Castro supporters." The CIA/FBI
needed infOimation on the backgrounds
of these "death squad members ... Cudcr
paranoia

surmiseS, •If they were only aDli-

·.·
Kennedy, it was possible that they had ·
been recruited by Castro. If they wtn
both aDli-Kennedy and aDli-CastJo, the
·conspiracy was undoubtedly a domesCi;
plot." Carrying out bis assignmeol,. . '
Bidell bnmched a campaign in New
Orleans for the Fair Play for Cuba
Committee. He ordered application
forms and membership cards, which be ·.
signed as A.J. Bidell, mailing the cud
back to national FFCC headquarters.
Bidell continued to project bis ConmmDist image by passing out "Hands Off
Cuba" leaflets on the Dumaine Street
Wharf in New Orleans; He was later
jailed for disturbing the peice in a
curious about-face (agent provocmm1)
which entailed passing out pro-Castro
leaflets on the same street.
·
The morning after bis arrest, Bidell
asked to see an FBI . _ . Bail was paid
and he was released, to appear in court
the next day. Apparently, the agentprovocatlm had made enough of a
spectacle of himself to warrant TV news·
coverage as he left the courtroom. after .
paying a $10 fine for disturbing the ·.. ·
peace. During the next teil days, Bidell
was again filmed distributing pro-CaatlO .
material in front of the IotematioDal :·
Trade Mart. Cutler believes that the·
Conspirators' plan was to give Oswakla
high profile in the Dallas area. In a ·
televised debate set up with the local , · .
delegate of the Cuban StudenU>iRctmate, Bidell proved hiJJJself very klJoWi,;
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Top: Back of Oswald ID card, as published in Judy Bonner's lnvedgatlon of 1 Homicide.
Mlddle: Front of the Oswald ID card. Note signature, "Minsk' photo, and "posbnark.' Bottom:
Alleged to be the same card, as published in Dick Russell's book, The lllln Mio New Too
lluc:h. Note <flfferent signature and photo. (Images as reproduced In The Third Decade)
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edgeable in Marxist theory. Cutler believes
that this performance "placed Hidc1l head
and shoulders above any other ronrinee for .
the Conspiracy's patsy." He posits that
Bidell walked into the trap set up by the
CIA/FBI, was branded as a Red and the
cogs in the conspiracy to assassinate JFK
were set in motion. 1be Communist
"legend" was the set-up dJat would make
their story stick, especially if the patsy
didn't live long enough to ta1k. While
being led to believe that he was gathering
information concerning a foreign or domestic plot to kill the nation's first and
only Catholic President, Oswald-Bidell was ·
actually being double-crossed by the
agency he worked for. 1be spy, as
Communist-defector and lone gun-nut, was
set up to hold the bag for the munter of the
President. As Cutler surmises, "Hidell's
successful infiltration was the result of bis
CIA assignment after his return from the
Soviet Union. Apparently, he never even
smelled the cheese in the trap."
R.B. Cutler's highly recommended
book, Alias Oswald, presents a theory that
is compatible with known facts and is
within limits of reason given the blatant
omission of certain other facts by those in ·
charge of the most insidious conspiracy
cover-up campaign in America's history. In
the world of.covert intelligence operations,
it is not too far-fetched to believe that the
"Oswald-Bidell" switcberoo occurred and
that the double-agent lived in a dangerous
world where he was an "actor" infiltrating.
a "violently pro-Castro cabal dominated by
autonomous intelligence operatives and
mob elements."
Alek James Bidell, alias U:e Harvey
Oswald, died at Parkland Hospital at 1:07
p.m. on November 24, 1963, widlout ever
regaining consciousness from the impact of ·
Jack Ruby's bullet. He was buried on
November 25 at Rose Hill Cemetery in
Fort Worth, Texas initially under the name.
"William Bobo." Before her death on
January 17, 1981, Marguerite Oswald,
U:e's mother, told a Dallas newspaper she . ·
had "serious doubts that the man buried in
the Rose Hill grave was her son."•
The current issue of The Third
Decade journal is available from Prof;
Jerry Rose, State University College,
Fredonia, NY 14063, for $4.
R.B. Cutler's Alias Oswald is available
from Paranoia, PO Box 3570,
Cranston, RI 02910, for $20, ppd.

"When the wor1d is pregnant with lies, a
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CIA recruit Alek James Hidell, alias Lee Harvey
Oswald, died at Parkland Hospital at 1:07 pm on
November 24, 1963, without ever regaining consciousness. The real Lee Harvey Oswald lived on,
and perhaps still lives, in parts unknown. This is the
intriguing theory presented in alias OSWALD, the
7x11 %, 205 page hardcover work available now from
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by .Al Hldell

hen the Clinton administration
launched its abortive takeover of
Washington, pundits coined the term
F.().B. (Friends of Bill) to designate the
seemingly endless roster of Clinton associates receiving government posts. Today,
however, the tenn has become less a badge
of honor, and more like a kiss of death.

W

·With iii first tenn yet to be completed, the Clinton administration has experienced a seemingly Inordinate num.ber of •suicides,• plane crashes, and fatal "accidents.• The
following Is a summary of these deaths. The list includes
people who were personally close to Bill Clinton or his
Inner circle, Clinton bodyguards or military escorts, and
_Investigators looking into Clinton's affairs.

··c. v-., Raiser II, National Finance C«M:hairman,
Clinton for President campaign

· ·~Raiser, canipaign Aide
·PlaMCrash, Diiiingham, AK, ~uly 30, 1992

C. Victor Raiser II, 52, the national finance co-chairman

of the Clinton for President campaign, and his son, R.
Montgomery Raiser, 22, were among five people killed July

30. 1992, In a crash of a private plane near Dillingham,

-~· l~ators did not speculate about a cause, but

.weather was believed to be a factor In the crash. Victor
Raiser was a Washington lawyer and he was counsel to
the Washington law firm of Jones Day Reavis & Pogue.
untll 1991. He had also seived as the national finance
chairman of the Democratic National Committee. N. his
death, he was the national finance co-chairman of the
Clinton for President campaign. The campaign's press
secretary, Dee Dee Myers, described him as a "major
. player" In the Clinton organization. He and his wife had
been friends of the Clintons for ten years. Victor Raiser
was chairman of the American Mobile Satellite Corp., a
telecommunications development company in Washington,
and vice chairman of Mobile Tetecommunicatton Technologies Corp. of Jackson, Miss., a paging and voice
messag~ company. Its main subsidiary In Washington is
SkyTel Corp., an International paging company used by
federal police agencies such as the FBI. His son Montgom-

9
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ery Raiser was also active
campaign.
•Paul Tully, Democratic National Committee Political
Director
Unknown causes, Hotel In Little Rock, AK, Septlmber

21,1992
Paul Tully, 48, Democratic National Committee political
director, devised the campaign strategy that put Bill Clinton.
in the White House. He was found dead In his hotel room
on September 24, 1992, In Little Rock, Arkansas of ind&terminate cause. Authorities speculated his death was from
a heart attack or stroke. In a press release, thenpresldentlal candidate Clinton called Mr. Tully ·a dear
friend and trusted adviser.•
• Paula Gober, Clinton's Speech lntlrpr•r for the
Deaf
One car accident, McGeh•, AK, Deoember 9, 1992
Paula Gober, 36, of McGehee, Arkansas, who was an
interpreter for the hearing impaired, died on December 9,
1992, from injuries suffered when her car overturned at a
cuive on Arkansas 4, east of Monticello, In McGehee,
Arkansas, throwing her 33 feet from the vehicle. There
were no known witnesses. Gober had worked as Clinton's
interpreter for several years and had first accompanied
Clinton In 1978 in his bid for governor.
• Jim Wilhlta, Vice Chairman, Arkla, Inc.
0n91*'son Skiing Accident, Aspen, CO, December 21,

1992
Jim Wilhite, 54, of Shreveport, Louisiana, a close friend
and business associate of former White House Chief of
Staff and Clinton boyhood friend Mack Mclarty, suffered .
fatal head injuries when he hit a tree on Sn<Mfllass Mountain while skiing in Aspen. Wilhite was vice chairman of
Ar1da Inc., a multistate natural gas company, spanning
Arkansas and Louisiana. Mack Mclarty, prior to becoming
White House Chief of Staff, had been chairman and chief
executive officer of Arkla.
• Major General Jarret J. Robertson, Deputy
Commanding Gen•al, V Corps, Europe
• Col. Wiiiiam J. Densberger, V Corps Chief of
Operations and Plans
• Colonel Robert J. Kelly, V Corps Chief of lntllllgence
• Spec. Gmy L Rhodes. Crew chief

paranoia
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Blackhawk Helicopter Crash, Wiesbaden,
Germany, February 23, 1993
Maj~ Geli. Janett J. Robertson, 52, the deputy mmmanding general of v Corps, died When an Arm/ u~o
Blackhawk helicopter crashed on February 23, 1993, as it
attempted to land at Wiesbaden air base. Also killed were
Col. William J. Densberger, 47, the Corps' chief of opera- .
tions and plans; Col. Robert J. Kelly, 48, its Chief of Intelligence, and Spec. Gary L. Rhode6, 23, the helicopter crew
chief. No cause was determined for the crash, in Which
four officers also were injured. V Corps, headquartered in
nearby Frankfurt, is the U.S. Arrrrf's chief oombat force in
Europe and currently has troops in. Somalia and a medical
unit in Croatia. The officers were returning from a meeting
at the U.S. European Conmand headquarters in Stuttgart
when their Blackhawk fell suddenly to the ground not far
from the Wiesbaden air base's mntrol tower and burst
into flames. V Corps and 1st Armored Division figure
prominently in the U.S. Bosnia-Serbia peacekeeping plan,
along with the Carrier Roosevelt. Eight other persons who
were associated with Clinton's visit to the carrier Roosevelt died within four months of each other in aviation accidentS. (See separate entry.)

... \
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March 26, 1993
Five Navy aviators were killed when their E-2C Hawkeye,.-f:'
ear1y warning plane crashed into the Ionian Sea off~ · · · , ··
coast of Italy, after tt was "waved oft" from landing during . ··< ,
its first approach because of a "foul deck, n meaning that
·:.
something obstructed the landing area, a Navy spokesman·,. ~";;.
said. The a'fN/ had been attempting to return to the airaaft · , ;
carrier USS Theodore Roosevelt. A Navy statement said :. '
the Hawkeye aashecl for reasons unknown about a mile:
from the carrier. President Clinton had visited the· Roasavelt two weeks earlier after it left port in Norfolk, Virginia.
The five naval airmen killed in the Hawkeye aash had
been President Clinton's esmrts on the carrier during that
visit The three men who flew President Clinton to the·
Roosevelt by heliex>pter also died later in a helicopter
crash. The carrier figures prominently in the U.N. Bosnia- ·
Serbia peacekeeping plans, as did V Corps and 1st Ar-.
mored DMsion in Europe. (The Deputy Commanding
General of V Corps had been killed in a helicopter aash a ·.
month earlier. See separate listing.)

• Staff Sgt. Brian D. Haney, 32, of North Rldgavllle, OH

• Stave Wiiiis, 32, of Houston, TX
• Robert J. Wiiiiams, 26, of Little Rock, AK

J.Reynolds,33
uardslEscorts

. • Conway LeBleu, 30, of New Orleans
•Todd McKaahan, 28, of New Orlea.119.~-.
Clinton Bodyguards executed by gunfint,
February 28, 1993
All four agents killed by gunfire in the Wam rai y
agents of the Al<X>hol, Tobaa::o, and Firearms bu u on
the Branch Davidians, had fonnerly been bod-iygu s
Bill Clinton. In his address to emplo-iyees of the Treasu
Department on March 18, 1993, Clinton said: "...Three of
those four were assigned to m-iy security during the murse
of the primary or general election." However, the Little
Rock, Arkansas office of the BATF confirmed that all four
had at one point been bodyguards for Bill Clinton, three
while he was campaigning for President, and one while he
had been governor of Arkansas.
In the videotape by the American Justice Federation,
WACO II: the Big Ue Continues, Linda Thompson demonstrates that 15 shots were fired from six separate weapons into and out of a room into Which three of the four
agents had entered through a window. Four of these shots
were fired from an overhead helimpter, at least two shots
were fired into the room by an agent outside the window,
firing an MP5 submachine gun, who also threw in a concussion grenade. Autopsies revealed that three of the
agents had virtually identical wounds to the left temple that
exited through the rear of the head, execution-style.

waco,

• Fiw Navy aviators (names not determined)
Clinton Bodyguards/Escorts
E-2C Hawkeye plane crash, Ionian Sea (Italy),

r Crash outside Quantico, VA, May 19, 1993
Marines who were members of a Presidential
~!!O~lllP!!llll••u killed When their UH-60N Black~~1e1ir.N16111!1'"'111i111J111t..dal~ in a heavily wooded area
mac River from the Marine base in Quanan inspection flight after undergoing
flight originated at Quantioo, Where the
fleE•1i1rine Helicopter Squadron 1, is based.
from the scene, and Debi Higdon,
e I ian Head Volunteer Fire Departwas ti
· h "lots of Marines with
~it4'.~rinAo~i"iaf seized videotape recon:tecl

rtment
Clinton had
on that particular craft, according
to VVhite House _spokeswoman Dee Dee Myers. That flight
took the president to the aircraft carrier USS Theodore
Roosevelt off the Virginia coast in Marcil, she said. All four
of the men killed had escorted Clinton on the flight to the
carrier. (See separate listing.) Ha.Never, the only CfffN
member regular1y assigned to the downed helicopter was
Sabel, the a'fN/ chief.
• Paul Wilcher, Washington Attomey Investigating
govemment conuptlon
Bathroom of his apartment In W8shlngton, D.C., June
22, 1993
The partially decomposed body of Paul Wilcher, a 49
year old investigative lawyer, was found on a toilet in his
Capitol Hill apartment The cause of death was undetermined. N. the time of his death, he was investigating mn-
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nections between the "October Surprise" conspiracy during
the 1980 federal election campaign, drug and gun running
out of Mena, Arkansas while Clinton was governor, and the
federal assault on Waco. He had written a 99 page affidavit
to Attorney General Janet Reno three weeks prior to his
death. Recent revelations about the Clintons' bank dealings
in Arkansas tie directly to the gun and drug running out of
Mena, Arkansas, by way of the Arkansas Development
Finance Authority.
Webster Hubbell, former law partner of Bill Clinton,
Hillary Clinton, Vincent Foster, and a business associate of
Mack Mel.arty, until March 15 was Associate Attorney
General. While in Arkansas, however, he obtained the first
loan under the Arkansas Development authority. A 2. 75
million dollar loan for his son-in-law, Skeeter Ward, the
executiVe director of Park On Meter, a metal fabricating
company that makes parking meters. This company then
made chemical bombs and ferry drop canisters for the
Contras.
•Vince Foster, White House Counsel
Gunshot wound to head, Marcey Park, Virginia ·July 21,
1993
On July 21. 1993, the White House announced that
Vincent Foster, staff legal counsel to President Clinton had
"committed suicide in a park outside Washington.• In a
statement, White House press secretary Dee Dee Myers
said that Vincent Foster, Jr., 48, the White House deputy
counsel, was found dead in a suburban Virginia park,
supposedly killed by a self-inflicted gunshot wound. Foster,
originally from Hope, Ark., like Clinton, had come to Washington from the Rose Law firm, where Hillary and Bill Clinton were formerly employed, along with Thomas "Mack"
Mclarty, who is now chief legal counsel in the White
House, and Senior Rose law firm partner, Webster Hubbell.
Foster was also the Clintons' financial adviser while Clinton
was Governor of Arkansas.
• Stanley Heard, 48, from Hot Springs, AK, Chairman,
National Chiropractic Health care Advisory Committee
•Steve Dickson, 37, from Topeka, KS, Counsel to th•
National Chiropractic Health care Advisory Commitllle
Plane crash outside Dulles Airport, Washington, D.C.,
September 10, 1993
Stanley Heard, 48, a chiropractor from Hot Springs, AK,
who was chairman of the National Chiropractic Health Care
Advisory Committee, and Steven Dickson, 37, a lawyer
from Topeka, KS, who also was an advisor on health care
reform issues, were killed in a plane crash shortly after take
off from Dulles Airport in Washington, D.C. The men had
rented the plane from Air Spirit Aviation in St. Louis after
C.jckson's plane developed mechanical problems on the
way to Washington.
Shortly after take off from Dulles, Dickson told air traffic
controllers there was a fire on board, according to Fauquier
County Sheriff Joe Higos. The plane crashed while attempting an emergency landing at a nearby farm. The men had
attended a briefing the day before in the Washington area
~fall 1994

on the Clinton administration's health care plan. According
to a Health Care Professional Program newsletter, Heard
had met Clinton during the 1970s over a pinball game in a
Hot Springs restaurant, they became friends, and Heard
was later appointed Chairman of the Health Care Advisory
Committee. The newsletter said Heard· had treated Clinton's mother, stepfather and brother at his Hot Springs
clinic. Three of Heard's children were barred from school
for most of the 1983-84 year after Heard and his wife, citing
concerns about the safety of vaccinations, refused to have
them immunized. (The Clinton administration has proposed
a major federal child immunization program.)
• Luther Parks, Head of Clinton's Security in Arkansas
Gun shot wounds, on roadside near Jacksonville, AK,
September 26, 1993
· Luther Parks, 47, who owned the security firm American
Contract Services, was the former head of Clinton's security team in Little Rock, Arkansas. He was shot while driving
in his car at approximately 6:45 p.m. on September 26,
1993 at the intersection of Chanaul Parkway and Cantrell
Road, near Jacksonville, Arkansas. The family reported
that prior to his death, they were being followed by persons
unknown. The initial reports in the Arkansas Democrat
Gazette from the State Police said that he was shot •multiple" times; however, the State Police will no longer comment, other than to say he had a. gunshot wound to his
head.
• Ed Willey, Real Estate AtllOrney, Clinton Fund Raiser
Gunshot wound to head, Queen County, VA,
November 30, 1993
Ed Willey, 60, a prominent real estate attorney and land
developer, was found in deep woods late in the morning by
sheriffs deputies in Virginia, after hunters reported his
Isuzu Trooper parked off state Route 14. Investigators found
no suicide note, and there appeared to be no motive for a
suicide. An autopsy attributed the cause of death to a
self-inflicted gunshot wound to the head, according to State
Police officials. Willey was an influential fund raiser for the
Clinton Presidential campaign. His wife works for Hillary
Clinton during at least part of each week, according to
friends. Willey was the son of the late Edward E. Willey,
Sr., a state senator from Richmond who served as chairman of the finance committee and is considered one of the
most powerful legislators in Virginia history.
• Dr. Ronald Rogers, Dentist from ·Royal, AK
Was planning to give information to reporter
Airplane explosion, March 3, 1994
Dr. Ronald Rogers, a dentist from Royal, AK, had contacted Ambrose Pritchard, a news correspondent for the
Washington office of the London Daily Telegraph. Pritchard says Rogers was planning to meet him with ·news of
a sensitive nature• concerning Whitewater. Rogers' plane
exploded in the air on March 3, 1994, the day before he
was to meet with Pritchard. Correspondent Pritchard has
written articles exposing other matters concerning the
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Clintons, such as the near-death
beating by thugs of attorney Gary
Johnson, in Arkansas, after Johnson's
outdoor surveillance cameras on his ·
home apparenUy filmed Bill Clinton
visiting a gir1frtend at a nearby home.

• Herschell Friday, attomay and
Clinton fund raiser
Kiiied when his plane exploded
Death confirmed, link to Clinton
confirmed. Research in progress.•
This article is based upon research
conducted by attorney and conspiracy researcher Linda Thompson
and published as The Clinton Body
Count. Currently, Thompson is
researching what she calls •the
extraordinary number of military
helicopter and plane crashes which
seem to be killing off the leaders of

the National Guard and Reserve. n
She is also attempting to document •first-hand accounts and
information on U.N, troop movements in this country, encounters
with unmarked black helicopters,
gun confiscation efforts around the
country and photographs of detention camps. [See related articles,
this issue.] She welcomes any
contributions to these efforts, as
well as any additions, deletions, or
corrections to the information in
this summary.

In May, 1994, the former wife of an Arkansas state trooper who is a codec
fendant with President Clinton in the Paula Jones sexual harassment lawsuit was
~
said to have convnitted suicide. Kathy Ferguson, 38, was found with a fatal gunshot == :f'
wound to her right temple in her Sherwood apartment, located just outside Little
~
Rock.

-

Deputy coroner Mark Malcom stated, "We have absolutely no evidence of foul
play." Ferguson's former husband, Danny Ferguson, was a bodyguard to thengovernor Bill Clinton and is said by Paula Jones to have set up her liaison with
Clinton in a Little Rock hotel room.
In July, 1994, a police infonnant who testified against Clinton's surgeon general
Joycelyn Elders' son during his recent cocaine trial was found shot to death. CaMn
Wallraven, 24, was reported to have committed suicide.
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NWO agents provocateur caught in the act?
•At. 2 P.M. on February 9, 1994, California Highway Patrolman Scott Wall was .issuing a traffic
citation when he noticed a bus load of passengers
being fired upon from a passing pickup truck. Giving chase, he soon caught the perpetrators in
heavy traffic on the Harbor Freeway. Upon arresting
the two occupants of the pickup, it was discovered
that they were both California police officers. The
driver, thirty year old Michael "Mikey• Herrera, who
gave his address as 1032
E. Michelle St., West
Covina, CA 91790-5419,
is a nine year LAPD
veteran from that town.
His partner, Theodore
"Teddy" Teyechea is an
eight year LAPD veteran
from Monterey Park.
When arrested, the pair
had a blood alcohol level
almost twice the legal
limit and they had both
emptied their twenty one
round clips in the direction of the bus and officer
Wall. Despite these facts, they were both released
within ten hours on a bail of $5,000. (Only $500 of
which they had to pay.) This $5,000 is only 10% Of
the standard bail set for such offenses. The facts of
this case seem to suggest that Herrera and
Teyechea have mends in high places. Many patriots and others that some regard as "paranoid" have
long warned of agents employed to ferment civil
unrest. Now that these t\W have been caught, red
handed, it will be interesting to see if the mainstream media follows up on this story. It is also
interesting to speculate on the future welfare of
officer Wall. (ANGRY THOREAUAN, PO Box
2246, Anaheim, CA 92814, or RevTinear@aol.com)
Tap-happy Clinton
•During the Bush regime, wire taps were used by
Federal authorities 332 times per year. In contrast,
the first year of Clinton's reign brought about 450
tapped phones. These 450 intercepts allowed the
Feds to listen in on 98,800 people. These taps cost
the taxpayer an average of $57,300 each for a total
of $25, 765,000. The irony here Is that the Clinton
administration is pushing it's Clipper Chip computer
encryption proposal [which would force manufacturers to modify their equipment to enable the Feds to
decipher any private "scrambled" electronic communication] by stating that Federal snoops will only
poke around your e-mail if they have permission
from a Federal judge. The problem is, Of the 2,700
applications for line taps requested in 1993, not one
was rejected. Therefore, your most private computer meanderings will be an open book to a wide

m
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variety of government bureaucrats and "hackers•. If
you would like tO know if you were one of the
96,600 mentioned above, there is a Federal document which lists the application approvals on phone
taps. Ask for: Report on Applications for Orders
Authorizing or Approving the Interception of
Wire, Oral, or Electronic Communications
(Wiretap Report) Statistics Division, Administrative
Office of the U.S. Courts, Washington, D.C. 20544,
(202) 273- 2156. fax, -2158. (Privacy Journal, AP)
A truthful
politician?
•In response to
the supermarket
tabloid headline,
"12 Senators are
from Outer
Space•, Texas
Senator Phil
Graham responded, "It's all
true. We are
space aliens. I'm
amazed that it's taken you so long to find out• '
(Newsweek)

How about a guns for drugs swap?
•The U.N. disarmament commission is proposing
tighter controls on gun trading in the United States.
Rather than target large gun manufacturers, the
U.N. campaign is focusing on smaller, independent
arms producers. The campaign was initiated by
Patti Londono, a diplomat from Columbia. (NY
Times)
11

Killing in the name of..."
•The ruling family of Kuwait handed out at least
$300 million in bribes to U.S. and European leaders
in order to enlist their support for Operation Desert
Storm. The evidence for these allegations came to
light quite by accident when a group of Spanish
auditors were investigating the financial records of
Grupo Torres, a holding company for Kuwaiti investments in Europe. Spain's Attorney General,
Eligio Hernandes, immediately confiscated the
incriminating documents and secretly sent two high
ranking officials to Washington, D.C. to discuss how
best to help NATO save face. According to the
documents, Chemical Bank and Banker's Trust
Corp. were the U.S. conduits for the bribe money. It
is not known whether any of this money went to
George Bush, although it is known that he was paid
more than $7 million directly when invited to Kuwait
immediately after Operation Desert Storm was
concluded. (Nexus, The Spotlight)•

n its official obituary of actor River Phoenix, the young
star of Stand By Me, Running on Empty, and My
Own Private Idaho, Time magazine mentioned in
passing that Phoenix's parents had served in Latin America as "missionaries" for a group known as the Children of
God. Like previous coverage of Phoenix's past, the mild
woros obscured a dark and unbelievable secret.

I

some two monthS befOre Phoenix's fatal
Halloween 1993 drug overdose, Time had carried
a brief Item In Its News Digest headlined •Argentine SB>< Cult,• which stated that Argentine
authorltleS had taken 170 children (near1y 60
American) Into custody after allegations that
many ware being sexually abused by members of
"The Family, an American-led cult that calls Itself
a worldwide Christian missionary church.• The
news Item failed to note that the group, whose
full name Is the Family of Love, was formerly
known by another name: The Children of God.
Missionary Man
Phoenix's father John had not been your
average Christian missionary. He and his family
had actually been followers of a cult that promoted, among other things, adult-child and
child-child sex. Rather than a lowly "missionary.·
John Phoenix had actually been named the
groups "Archbishop" in Venezuela. River Phoenix
twnself admitted in 1991 that he spent much of
his youth as a cult member, and had been forced
to h8ve sex with other children until the age of
ten. However, it is important to note that Phoenix's parents disassociated themselves from the
cult In 1en, and have never been charged with
sex.ual abuse.
Yet, In our supposed tabloid media culture,
most reporters consistently Ignored or missed this
Important aspect of the Phoenix family's past
The fact that his death came in the midst of a
major a'lminal investigation of the cult (based on
the Argentine raids of September, 1993), has

The
cult
that
haunted
River
Phoenix

also eluded the mainstream press. And
no one has told us exactly why the
drug dealer who allegedly supplied
Phoenix's fatal doses was never
questioned by police, or how
Phoenix-who had no needle
marb on his body-had consumed .
such a large quantity of heroin
·
and cocaine.
Granted, this might be a simple
case of a tragic drug overdose,
and the timing of the death mere
coincidence. However, the more
one learns aboUt the Family of
Love and Its powerful allies, and
the way it has repeatedly evaded
seemingly certain criminal
prosecution, the more one has
to wonder...

One Big Hippy Family
Time's sister publication Ufe
(the journalistic powerhouse
that obtained the Zapruder film
and then •aceidentally" switched
two frames In order to make
Kennedy's head appear to snap
forward), ran an article in
August 1987 that Is typical of
past superficial and unrelent-
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ingly upbeat coverage of the Phoenix family. Entitled •0ne
Big Hippy Family,• the artide mentions that John and Ar1yn
Phoenix once joined a "Christian comm.me· and traveled as
•Children of God missionaries.• It also quotes Mrs. Phoenix
as saying that ·aur strength [as a family] has always been
that we could hug and huddle.· Rolling Stone's Lisa Bernhard does refer to the Children of God as a "religious culr in
her October 1991 profile of River Phoenix, but provides no

throughout the United States and was expanding i~a
tionally. Appealing largely to street kidJ and others on the
fringe, Berg had approxirnately.250,000 conver1s in 60 countries by 1978. Berg's message, hCJINever, was not something
most observers would associate with •Christian missioner~
ies. • Quite simply, Berg promoted child«lult a~ child-child

sex.

,

Berg has written that he -round little girts as fascinated by
details.
my own erections and quite as willing to feel them as I was
Bizarre History
to explore their own more hidden recesses." In a 1973 .tract
tiUed "Come on Ma! Bum Your Bra!" he dedared, 'We have
Even without the Phoenix connection, the Family of Love
a very se~ God and a very S9'lf:f religion and a very S9'lf:f
has a history so bizane that one wonders why most Amerileader with an extremely sexy young foll<Ming.. ." In addition,
cans have not heard of this American-led group. Ho>Never,
videotapes and publications seized from the Family are ,
the cult has received considerable attention in the British and
alleged to show minors repeatedly engaging in intercourse.
Argentine press; and the US lV newsmagazine Prime Time
However, reports made after the examination of children
Uve did do a story about the cult after the 1993 Argentine
after the 1993 raid were conflicting: Reuters news service
raids. So the news blackout is by no means complete. Nev(September 5, 1993) reported that there were "no signs of
ertheless, I could find no citations for •Farrily of Love" or
abuse,•
while England's Manchester Guardian reported on·
•Children of God" in the massive 1987-1993 Info-Trac dataSepternber 11, 1993 that some of the boys had rectal excobase of major magazine articles.
The minimal and incomplete cover- - - - - - - - - - - - - - nations and that girts as young as
nine had tom hymens and flayed
age of the cult and its Phoenix connecwlvae.
Nevertheless, based on
tion might well be the result of tight
Berg's own writings, the latter interdeadlines, limited resoun:es, and effec..
pretation of events appears to be
tive PR on the part of the Phoenix
more likely.
family. However, the culfs ability to
escape unscathed from repeated official
Fishing Expeditions
investigations suggests that they have
A pamphlet written by Berg in the
enjoyed tlie piotection of powerful
earfy 1970s titled "My Little Fish•
friends. According to State Chief Infeatured a photo of an adult male
spector Juan Cartos Rebello, who led
stroking the penis of a boy approxithe September 1993 raids against the
mately three years old. A later pamFamily of Love's Argentina compound,
phlet written by Sara Davidito, a
.·
Argentine Police Spokesman
'We found evidence suggesting the
nurse in charge of child-care for the
Family is funded by influential businessmen wortdwide.·
Children of God, pictured Oavidito having oral sex with a
An eartier raid in 1989 had found cocaine, pornographic
young boy, as well as the boy and a girt in a copulatory
videotapes, and children's books with condoms stuck to the
position.
pages. Oddly, no Family members were ever prosecuted.
Former member Abigail Berry has stated plainly that
Likewise, a 1974 investigation by the New York Attorney
intergenerational sex has been a basic tenet of the cult
General's office-which accused cult members of a range of
Berry, who was a prosecution witness in the 1993 Argentina
offenses, induding rape, incest and kidnapping-ended when
trial, stated that all females in the cult, induding pregnant
Attorney General Louis Lefkowitz made the inexplicable
girts, were expected to perform what cult leaders·call "flirty
declaration that the cult was protected from prosecution by
fishing.• To attract new members, the young 8fishers of men"
the First Amendment. (Today, Leftkowitz cannot recall the
were instructed to lure men into anonymous sex. , .
matter.) Even the 1993 raids led nowhere, when it was
Significantly, a January 1990 letter from cult leaders
determined that a federal judge had no jurisdiction in the
instructed female family members to restrict such outside
case, and the sex abuse charges were dropped.
sexual activities to men who were well-known. Nevertheless,
The most remarkable sign of the culfs power may have
current members, induding Christine Richards, leader of the
come in 1992, when a chorus of Family of Love Children
Cleveland chapter of the Family, maintain that the cult unwas invited to serenade Barbara Bush in the East Room of
conditionally ended the practice of "flirty fishing" in 1987,. a
the White House.
tacit admission that such sexual activity was in fact promoted
A Very Sexy God
by cult leaders in the past.
The Farrily of Love has a shocking history that makes its
Berg's own daughter, Debra Davis, a former cult member,
apparent acceptance by the Bush \Mlite House all the more
dairns that, "My father was involved in incest with his own
frightening.
daughters, myself and my sister. It was child abuse-sex,
By 1974, cult founder and leader David "Moses" Berg had
sex, sex. There is nothing sexual [the cult] hasn't practiced."
established one hundred t.venty Christian "comm.mes"
Other former members have described frequent cult sex

"We found evidence
suggesting the Family
is funded by
influential
businessmen
worldwide."
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practices invoMng children and adults. Joyanne Treadwell

Berg, 29, granddaughter of David Berg, daims her cousin
Mene was abused by Berg and other cult leaders. "When
my grandfather [David Berg] initiated [Mene into the Children of God], he abused her sexually. She rebelled. [Cult
members] hit her, tied her up in bed and wrapped barbed
wire around her body. They hit her so muctHhen they
spread the ne\vs that she was mentally ill.·
Links to Khadaffi?

David Berg's teachings-a>ntained in memoranda to his
followers-extended far beyond the realm of sex. For example, he believed that Cornet Kahoutek would destroy America, that the moon contains an underground city, and that he
was guided by the spirits of (among others) General
Douglas MacArthur and Rasputin. He also espoused a hatred of Jews and blacks, explaining ·rm a racist because God is!"
Despite (or because of?) these beliefs, Berg and his cult have maintained
bizarre associations with several
political leaders and factions. Chilean
dictator Augusto Pinochet is said to
have been a financial and political
supporter of the group. In the mid80s, Family of Love leaders in the
Philippines openly sympathized with
the militaly leaders who plotted to
overthrow Corazon Aquino. In the
1970s, Berg's second-in-command was
Barbara Canevaro, the Italian Duchess of
Zoagli and Castelvari.
Also in the 1970s, citing religious persecution,
cult members found sanctuary in Libya. Libyan leader Col.
Muammar Khadaffi was,
Berg gushed in his newsletter
New Nation News, "the savior who would ignite the young
and rescue them from ... godless Communism and American materialism.• Khadaffi is said to have returned the favor
by COl"llX>Sing a song that was sung by Children of God
choruses around the wortd. It isn't knO'M'1 whether they sang
it for Barbara Bush, or at another serenade of President
Bush himself while he toured the devastation of Hurricane
Andrew. In addition, Joyanne Berg has stated that, through
the cult, she •met presidents from around the wortd, • and
that she was paired sexually with "very important" government officials. Hol.lever, no one has suggested that Geoige
Bush was among those officials.

as

The Big Lie?
This is all so unbelievable that the suspicion naturally
arises that David Berg and his group are the victims of a

smear campaign, perhaps one meant to discredit all nonmainstream Christians: or perhaps people who express
racist ideas; or perhaps particular wortd leaders like Pinochet and Khadaffi.
Lawyer and conspiracy researcher Linda Thompson
believes that such accusations are being used by groups
like the Cult Awareness Net.work (CAN) and Jewish AntiDefamation League (AOL) to discredit pabiotic and Christian

groups and, as was the case in Waco, anyone who dares
violate the nation's increasingly strict gun laws. [See PARANOIA Issue 4, 'Waco Seaet Weaponl'1 However, while the
Family of Love, as stated previously, has been said to
promote anti-Jewish sentiments, they have not been a<>
cused of any weapons violations. Also, the idea of a wellorchestrated smear campaign doesn't fit in with the fact that
the Family of Love has received such limited coverage in
the United States.
There are certainly some obvious similarities between the
charges made against Berg and those made against David
Koresh, i.e. that they are nominally Christian leaders who
make bizane prodamations, have sex with children, and
lead a group of brainwashed cult members. But, if it i~
indeed all a Big Lie campaign, what exactly 1s the
Truth that is being covered-up? VVhat is the
motive? "Mly would charges of child sexual
abuse-a serious enough aime in and of
itself-be augmented by charges of
bizane teachings and associations?
And, finally, who would have the
motive and means to produce so
many faked Family videotapes and
publications?
Perhaps the Family of Love is just
what it appears to be, and has escaped aiminal prosecution through
the efforts of influential friends and
backers. Another possibility is that,
given these apparent extensive links to
politicians and businessmen wortdwide, the
Family of Love may actually be some sort of
intelligence agency tool, whose shocking and bizane
attributes have been manufactured to divert attention from
its more "traditional" covert activities. Finally, there is the
question of whether River Phoenix had been contacted by,
or was going to be contacted by, the Argentine prosecutors.
If so, did the cult want him silenced?
More troubling than these speculations is the fact that
David Koresh and his followers, who were accused of child
sexual abuse on a much smaller scale and with little if any
evidence, were killed. Meanwhile, a much larger cult against
which similar but far more substantial charges have been
made was allowed to sing at the "Mlite House.
·If only for the memory of River Phoenix, that cult's most
famous abuse victim, it's time to ask "Why?"•
Sources
Alex Constantine, "Family Ties,• Hustler, July, 1994
Michael Scott Cain, "'The Charismatic Leader,• The
Humanist, Nov-Dec, 1988
Deborah Davis, The Children of God: The Inside Story
(Zondervan, 1984)
Walter Martin, The New Cults (Vision House, 1984)
Other sources are indicated within the article
Above: What is believed to be the last published photo of

David "Moses" Berg, surrounded by a bevy of Flirty Fishers
in 1971. (Source: The Chilllren o/God: De lnsilk Story)
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OJ
vs.
the
nwo
by Disembodius

he sinister forces vvorking
behind the scenes in the
"O.J: media blitz should
scare the hell out of us all. Wny
are they drowning us in all this
coverage? Wny do they treat it
like it is all happening spontaneously, ignoring the net\NOrk
saturation being deliberately
engineered from behind the
scenes? ·Wny? Because something

T

else, something more ominous-, is going on
that is only using the O.J. murder trial as a
front. Aa a front for what? We1 never find
out the answer to that question If we continue to rely on Corporate 1V for our news
and information. If we allow .ourselves to
come under the media spell, we are vicariously participating in this frightening psychodrama that has O.J. acting as the
sacrificial scapegoat, and us viewera acting
Oka bloodthirsty Romans during some
barbaric public spectacle at the Coliseum.
And it looks like it's thumbs down for O.J.
Instead of trying to break free of our
. media-dependent status by lookiig for
alternative soun:es of i1fonnation, most of
us just accept things as they are and drift
along ob&viously down the river of unconsciousneu. Maybe some of us really don1 ·
v.ant to find out what's going on, so we
alow our subconscious ninds to be swept
along by overpowering undera.tnenll
projected by the media. Al of us must

. . fall 1994

seriously consider that our minds are being
violated by subliminal intrusions emanating from
hidden psycho-technologies that sway our
emotions and influence our thoughts without
awareness or consent.

Watch What You Think or Think What
You Watch?
At the mercy of network lV, commercial
radio, and mainstream news to supply you with
information about O.J.'s plight, you are certainly
not aware that anything suspicious is going on.
In the case of "OJ vs. the New Wortd Order" we
all know who is going win. O.J. ii the legal
scapegoat who is to be ritually slaughtered on
the medUHlltar of our corrupt judicial system.
This democr.tic deseaation of the law is foreshadov't'ing the Iola of due process and the
demise of our right to privacy and to a fair bial
by a jury of our peers. Regardless of Mr. Simpson's innocence or guilt, after this sham trial we
wil all be that much more at the mercy of the
lhadcw government: a citizen's right to due
process of the law and a fair bial becoming a
thing of the past. Lots of middle-class white
people who naively think that they are immune
to such things; and who keeP quiet and do
nothing, may find themselves joining blacks,
gays, political activists and other enemies of the
state in over-crowded jails and concentration
camps in the not-too-distant future.
We can be sure that what we are seeing on
1V Is not really what's going on. All we are
seeing is a highly selective editing of the whole
O.J. story, sublinating the Constitutional issues
at stake to the sinister perspective of subhuman
psycho-technoaata ·who own the broadcasting
networks and who know where not to point their
cameras. Those lousy bastards who dominate
the airwaves! Them stinking son:erera who
control our minds!
There is mental statu8 qi.lo that we can
hide behind that will shield our exposed beiefsystems from the deadly psyd1oaclive radiation
.emanating from the meltdown of the core of our
Reality, when this "something else" reaches
critical mau and goes from incomprehensible
unknown to palpable tenor overnight; when we
wake up to something so technologicaly overwhelming that we surrender our minds to the
newo electronic World Order that we can
neither escape from nor defend ourselves
against. .

no

Psychic Sorcery
Alter centuries of mundane forms of Mind
Control, like Religion and Politics, the 21st is

apparently ready for the Bigtine: direct invasion
of our brains using psycholronic technology.
Mind control's insidious i'ltrusions leave us
much men wlnerable than we think; from the
ahady-in-we.sublininal forms of mental domination to the up-and-coming satelDte/rnicrowave
invasions of our Psyche. Milions of unconscious minda are being psyc:hicaly assaulted by
neuro-elec:tronic devices that do their dirty work
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by getting directly inside our brairls and
fouling our psychCHpiritual space. The
bigshots who run the show no longer
have to depend upon the presence of
godly fear, nor do they need to rely on
the aude assistance of rigged elections to manipulate and control unsuspecting populations. Minds can now be
·bent and broken using neuropathic
energies delivered by invisible radiation
beams and silent electromagnetic
frequencies. Revealing the Mysteries
of the Mind has been the great expos6
of the 20th Century.

Slopping it Up at the Media
Trough
For those of us still in possession of
our minds, the start of the so-called
Gulf War a few years ago was the
beginning of a series of media-staged
events that have gradually taken over
the news, demanding more and more
live airtime, preempting almost everything else. Our Programmers may be
attempting to graduaUy introduce a
very technically sophisticated method
of neuro-electronic mind control. The
media has taken a drastic tum for the
worse during the past three or four
years. lV's psycho-political forces
spearheaded the invasion of Iraq with
heavy bombardments of propaganda,
and it dominated coverage of its horrible aftennath by completely controling
the airwaves. Hundreds of thousands
of defenseless people were slaughtered by dumb-bombs "delivered" by
stupid remote killers in satellite command centers and computerized cockpits. Meanwhile, mHUons of tuned-in 1V
viewers, zoned-out by the hype and
blitzed by the repetition, gorged themselves on pre-packaged·crap "delivered" by overpaid news reporters
serving up sickening sound bites like
so many doughnuts and hamburgers.
For weeks on end these blistering
scenes of dead Iraqi soldiers in
burned-out vehicles fed living-roomsful
of action-hungry viewers, eagerly
pigging out on all the hi-tech death and
destruction like it was a first class
feast. Somehow the media knew that
their patriotic bullshit would be gobbled
dovm Dke so much pizza and beer by
miUions of perceptually-bloated media
hogs. They knew that countless Americans at home wanted to be able to
deny any involvement in al the honor
and manipulation done in the name of
their shadow government. So guilty
viewers were amply supplied with
plenty of moral excuses to hide behiid,
and they were generously provided

with all the patriotic rationale that they
needed to ~I good about themselves.
While we are being distracted by O.J.'s
innocence or guilt, the media's influence
digs deeper into our Collective Consciousness, and the long tenn implications of
phony drug laws and bogus anti-crime
legislation cuts deeper into our Civil
Rights. Each time something Ike this
happens (e.g. the public viewing of the
videotaped beating of Rodney King), by
denying what we are seeing with our own
eyn, we· drop a notch lower in our conaciousneaa. We send the message to our
media overseers that we will suppreaa
what we know to be true, and go along
with the manipulated version concocted by
slick spin doctors. After watching Rodney
King get beat up a million times over,
psychically numbed viewers were ready to
mentally submit to the subconscious
takeover of their opinions and beliefs.

Distract and Conquer
It all began with the network-dominated
"pool reporting" that glossed over the U.S.
rrilitary's hi-tech slaughter of tens of
thousands of surrendering Iraqi soldiers
and defenseleaa civilians. Then again
during the "long range" reporting of the
· ATFJDelta Force siege ofthe Branch
Davidian compound, culminating in the
brutal mass murder of 86 innocent American citizens in Wac:JJ, Texas in 1993.
In the latest spectade, we were treated
to the "feeding frenzy" of reporting surrounding the arrest and trial of O.J. Simpson, beginning with the strange events of
the night of Friday, June 17th, 1994. Up to
90 million entranced viewers watched
obediently as O.J.'s white Bronco galloped
ahead of the Sheriffs poaae on LA 's
familiar freeways. Dozens of TV cameras,
gangs of vicious reporters, and a bunch of
hastHy-gathered lawyers, mixed together to
produce a vulgar brew of noxious hype,
putrid lies and endleaaly repeated inferences to 0.J.'s guilt and to the need for
new laws to deal with this sort of thing.
Each time one of these mediasaturated events occurs, it is likely that
some subversive legislation is being
passed, some dark legal precedent is
being set. or our saxophone-playing president is getting etN8Y with "improprieties"
again. Anti-constitutional activities such as
gutting social programs, poisoning our Civil
Rights with hidden drug laws and crime
bDls, and taking over the Government in
an engineered National Emergency, are
some of the shady dealings that our secret
government engages in while these wellorchestrated media extravaganzas distract

our attention with entertaining news and
sensational coverage. UnknOIM"I and
unreported Executive Orders, as wel as
House and Senate Billa are responsible for
the eroding away of the demoaatic infrastructure of the three branches of our
Govemment, laying the groundwork for
control of the population once the State of
Emergency is declared and the Constitution is suspended. Executive Orders go
into effect after 30 days, without any public
debate or Congreaaional consent.

Remember Waco
TV's information superhighway into our
subconscious minds is contaminating our

The media knew that
their... bullshit would be
gobbled down like so
much pizza and beer
by millions of
perceptually-bloated
media hogs
thoughts and opinions with artificial stories
palatable enough to satisfy the
junk-food-news appetite of a couch potato
mentality with shit for brains. Sorry folks,
but it has to be said this way: our collective stupidity is killing people and it will
eventually get us too. It happened in
Waco, Texas last year right before.our
educated and well-informed eyes, and
there are still too few of us today who
have any idea what a horrible thing took
place there. Eighty-six innocent adults and
children were psychologically tortured and
brutally murdered by ski-masked terrorists
sent there by our Government to anest
David Koresh for illegally modifying automatic weapons: Like in the Gulf War
coverage two years before, the co-opted
media distorted the real drama taking
place, engineering scenes to correspond
to how they wanted the situation portrayed. They counted on the major news
organizations to bring their reporters in line
with the unquestioned govemment view.
By now they were certain that millions of
deadminded Americans would believe
whatever Dan Rather and Ted Koppel
said. And sure enough, they were
right, they went ahead and incinerated
86 Branch Davidians, jailed the rest,
and moved on to the next media
paranoia

spectacular, bulldozing over everything
and everyone in their path.

The Shadow Knows
Our lives have been co-opted by commercial interests, and our media-doned
society mimics the image and complies to
the standards of Corporate America.
Public Opinion polls are rallies for the
mental status quo. TV can exploit the
shadow aspects of our Ego because the
entranced viewer is a willing participant in
the need to remain unconscious. The
repressed shadow-self subconsciously
cooperates with the media-authorities
because it shares a hidden agenda of
denial and cover-up with them. Subliminal
advertising and psycho-propaganda
makes use of our own repressed shadows
to get us to subconsciously do their bidding so that we unwittingly go along with
their hidden agendas as if they were our

own.
Those who are in denial about this
subconscious complicity have an inner
betrayer that conspires with the subliminal
invader, a mental double-agent that secretly smuggles in the psycho-propaganda
and ad-hype for the media goons who run
the show. The more this psychically debilitating proceaa withers away at conscious
awareness, the more it gets their weakened minds to neuro-electronically submit
to subversive subconscious commands.
The self-deceiver enters into a mental
conspiracy with him/her self, and with the
unconscious forces controlling their minds,
thereby making them more psychologically
compliant and technically easier to manipulate and control, eventually degenerating
into manufactured mediadones
without

compassion.
DOesit
do any
good to
have discus-
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and the shadow government (lldeed, any
"new paradl(Jn") wih that part of the
population whose ~to remain unoonscloua is sternly defended?
The seaat Q011'81T11'1811s system of
indodrination and donination is insidious
and painlesS, it takes aJfJI not by force but
by running everyone ragged trying to
survive. Waking sleep becomes the dls1ractlon of choice: the half
awake sleep of mindlessly
gazing at the lV saeen,
the mechank:al repetition
associated with most jobs,
the hypnotic trance of being
self-absorbed, and the
Isolated anonymity of being
alone in pubic places, with
its stark and ever-present
alienation. Under these
perceptually restrtdlve
conditions, the borders of
one's mind remains locked
Mhin the cranial compooocl, suffocating the
Imagination and stifling the
. Spirit, reducing everything
to the bottom-lile mentality
of "me alone in my body
waiting to die."

The Cult or Well-Paid Banality
M our 'TV saeens ooze these sleazy
O.J. stories, you can see the grotesque
effects of this gradual subliminal invasion
of the public mind in the blank expressions
of teleprompter-reading, putty-faced reporters who got where they are not so
nu:h for their imleatigative abilities as for
· their abity to go on camera time and
again and perfonn as they're told. They
are capable of foolng themselves and
wiling to deceive us because they have
big egos, and they have been economlcally ooercect Into mentally surrendering to
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a system of control that has made mediadones out of them.
Vllhat makes the whole cr8Z:f thing \Wl1c
Is not some OOlllJlex oonspiracy theory,
but the sin1Jfe truth that some people are
more vain and greedy than olhers, the
type that wil sel out once they are rich to
protect their interests. llle very experts
who Inform and educate us are the very

people who are the most Indoctrinated,
because they have 8'J'88d SOITl8\\tlere
along the line to become members of the
corporate club, awearing Somewhere along
the line to He and betray in order to keep
their jobs, and reaching the point somewhere along the &ne where they don't
remeniber what happened to them.
The only people left who stil think that
state tenor and mind control doesn't exist
In this CX>t.l1try are the succesaful prore.
sionals, whose vested interests i'I the
reVin9 pa.var- slrucllr'e prevents them
fi"Om admitting to themselves what goes on
in the backrooms and private clubs of the

paranoia

major institutions that efT1lloy them.
These be-slited, ~corporate
team ~are the ones most ooaware
of v.tlal's goilg on. They are inteligent yet
unoonscious people who have allowed
themselves to be hoodwinked by capitaist·
propaganda and bamboozled by their
corporate education. Corporate lackeys
and their famllies are in general an unreflective bunch of sheepish conformers of
the mental status quo, who line up
and INIDlngly submit their prefrontal lobes to the ~
electrol lic knife.
And it is just because of the
had mentality of the so-called
educated and informed i'I this
CX>Untry that the O.J. mecia cil'ClJS
can attract a thi'd of the population
to their lV aaeens, and there's
not many of them who are able to
see through the lies and grasp
what the whole thing is really all
about.
The monsters that control the
media are enacting the Spectacle
of saaificing O.J.'a Rights on
camera so that once the National
Emergency ls declared they can
remind us of how we jumped up and
down rNer O.J.'s mnder conviction, no
matter how una>nstitutionally it was done.
Media authorities have known all along
that with a little 'TV and some foolish
games most people will shut up and do
what they're told, meekly giving in to the
hype and mindlessly going along with the
propaganda. They knCMI that with a little
pat on the back and a slight reference to
their intelligenoe, "the viewing ptj:>lic" Ml
proudly display this cheap K-Mart style
superiority Ike It was Royalty. Ultimately,
they knCMI that inner freedom does not
appeal to a dead mind.•
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by Mark Westion

Germany, and SWitzertand's Bank of International Settlements.,
Although this level of power would have kept most men happy,'
Schmitz had a bigger dream. He imagined a pharmaceutical and
.
"
chemical empire so vast that it would become a virtual monopoly,
th e h and s of a canng pro1essional who wielding great influence in the halls of both academe and gov~
possesses the finest education available. emment With the help of his friends at the armaments giant .
The Norman Rockwell image of the lab-coated Krupps Steel, he formed a company known as lnteressen GemeM D d · "st ·
d" ·
inschaft Farben, which roughly translates as Community Carmi
· · a mini enng me 1cine along with sage ad- Dyes. (The "dyes· part of the name was a holdover from the days
vice is firmly ingrained in our collective psyche. when patent medicines were made from petroleum byproducts,
What we fail to recognize h9wever, is that the as were dyes.)
doctor is in reality a representative of a gigantic
By 1929, the concern of l.G. Farben had grown to the point
where they had absorbed into their conglomerate such American
multinational industry.
firms as Standard Oil, Shell Oil and Imperial Chemical. These.
Despite the fact that the M.D. may have entered the profession acquisitions aeated an economic marriage of sorts with that very
for the purest of humanitarian reasons, he or she is constrained
powerful American family known as Rockefeller. Thus it was that.
by the dictates of that industry. The industry controls the schools
LG. Farben was able tD wield influence in America's medical
where the doclDr learns to employ the industry's tools
----~
schools through the funding "largesse• of the Rockeand methods. After graduation, the doc1Dr is placed
feller Foundation. This unholy trinity of Krupps,
under the watchful eye of both government and
l.G. Farben and RockefeHer also influenced
professional regulatory agencies which enthe course of history by supplying the
force the industry code. Those medical
fascist government of Germany with the
professionals who overstep the bounds of
means necessary 1D implement it's
this code are summarily dealt with. Even
nefarious programs. Krupps supplied
in cases where the scientific evidence
the cannons and other large weapsupports their research, these medical
onry, l.G. Farben supplied the poipioneers are branded as •quacks,• and
son gas for the camps of Auschwitz,
their works are destroyed.
and the Rockefellers made sure
The examples of Rene Caisse and
that the Nazis were well supplied
V\lilhelm Reich come to mind. Caisse
with oil.
was a Canadian nurse who came upon a
By the time World War Two was
a.ire for cancer. The Canadian govemin full swing, l.G. Farben had Its
ment let her conduct her research on a
tentacles in 93 different countries. It
very limited scale until she died, at which
was not only the largest corporation in
time her research material was bumed by the
Europe, it was also the largest ·chemical
authorities. In Reich's case, the American govcorporation in the world. By then, it's inftuemment threw him in jail on trumped up charges,
ence was felt in the boardrooms of such dispawhere he subsequently died under mysterious circumra1e American firms as Bayer and Ford. In fact, it was
slances. In an attempt to eradicate all traces of Reich's work, the
1.G. Farben's influence that kept the Nazis from appropriating
govemment then bumed his research papers in a municipal New
Ford's German truck works during the war. When other foreign~
York City incinerator. The year was 1958.
owned firms were nationalized by the German government at the
All of this training, regulating and punishing is handled with
beginning of the war, it was decided to let Ford keep control of ifs
such quiet expediency that the public hardly ever notices a ripple
German plant Unbelievable as it now seems, it is a dorumented
of discord in what is perceived as a •genUemanly" profession. This fact that Ford Motor Company supplied the Nazi war machine
is exactly as the Industry wishes 1D be perceived. After all, discord with equipment necessary to prosecute the war.
draws attention. When you have facls to hide, investigation of the
Toward the war's end, when American bombers were pulverizfacts is the last thing you want
ing Frankfort Germany, ftight crews were lnstruclad to avoid
The most cursory study of this industry reveals a history so
damaging the VIOrtd headquar1ers of l.G. Farben. The official
embroiled in intrigue and cover-up that it equates to a kind of
reason given for this order was that the buildings were 1D be used
medical mafia. What follows is just such a cursory loolt
for Allied headquarters afterwards. During the Nuremberg trials
which followed, no one associated with l.G. Farben was ever
Birth of a dynasty
convicted of a war crime, despite the overwhelming evidence.
Hermann Schmitz was a man who fit well with his times. In
If the end of the war had brought about the end of I. G. Far1926 he was the direc1Dr of both the Deutsche Reichbank in
ben, then all of the above would have been merely all interesting

I
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hen we visit our doctor, we do so under the
assumption that we are placing ourselves in
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his1Drical footno18. Unfortuna1Bly, because they survived the war
unscathed, the power of I. G. Farben has become even more brazen as the years have passed. Through ifs deep-pocketed inftuence, It's political lobbyists have managed to wield undue inftuence
in this country and abroad.
A good example in recent times would be the comple18 aboutface that the Clinton administration performed on it's proposed
health care plan. One of the original points of the plan was the
scaling back of the "obscene" profi1s made by the drug firms. But all
that was before the pharmaceutical lobbyists had their say. The
revised health care bill allows the pharmaceutical industry to rape
the American public for an additional $10 billion per year!

FDA Protlctors?
Oslansibly organized to pro1act the medical consumer, the FDA is
in reality a pmlection agency for the manufacturers. The reality of
this situation is seen in the atlilude displayed by the agency's leadership. The following statements suggest the bla1ant disregard which
the FDA has for the American public: "It has become fashionable in
some quar1Brs to argue that women ought to be able to make
[breast implant] decisions of their own. If members of our society
were empowered to make their own decisions about the entire
range of products for which the FDA has responsibility, however, the
whole rationale for the agency would cease to exist.• (succinc'lly
stated by FDA Commissioner"DoklDr" David Kessler.)
"Pay careful attention to what is happening [with die1ary supplements] in the legislative arena ... if these effor1s are successful,
there could be created a class of products to compete with approved drugs that are subject to less regulation than approved drugs
..• the establishment of a separate regulatory category for supplements could undercut exclusivity righ1s enjoyed by the holders of
approved drug applications," (grumbled with guidance by David
· Adams, FDA Commissioner for Policy, before some august body
called the Drug Information Association.)
"The American public does not have the knowledge to make wise
health decisions ... FDA is the arbiter of truth ... trust us. We will tell
you whafs good for you.• (Commissioner Kessler again.)
None of this should come as any surprise when one raalizes that
control of the medical industry is accomplished through the use of a
virtual revolving door policy which encourages represen1atives of

major drug firms to sit on the governing bodies of government regulatory agencies. This creates a system whereby the industry is
expected to police itself. It is for these reasons the industry, with it's
deep pocke1s and ample supply of "expert" witnesses, has been
able to legislate out of exis1ence any alternative treatment
which doesn't fit the FDA
model. This model, if their own
words can be 1aken at face
value, precludes any medical
remedy Y.rtlich allows adults to
make their own choices or
interferes with profit laking.
"But,· the reader may ask,
"Doesn't the FDA perform
some beneficial functions,
such as testing drugs for
effectiveness or safety?" Sorry,
they don't After all, those
friendly "we know whafs best
for ya'" folks at the FDA have
in the past decreed that laetril
(which is vi1amin B17) and
Vitamin C are dangerous,
while they once allowed the
baby-deforming Thalidomide
(and now Prozac?) to be freely
prescribed. According to Dr.
Brian Strom of the University of
Pennsylvania School of Medicine, FDA-approved drugs put
1.6 million people in the hospi1al each year in the U.S. alone.
Of those, 10%, or 160,000 will
die from the side effects of
prescribed drugs. The monetary cost of this medical mayhem is $20
billion per year.
So what exactly is raflected in all the facts stated above? First,
the pharmaceutical industry was created by the same forces which
helped to finance, then actively suppor1Bd, Hitler's Third Reich. This

(During World
War ID
American
bombers were
instructed to

avoid hitting the
world
headguarters of
I.G. Farben, ·
supplier of the
poison gas used
at Ausehwitz.

Infamous Hneup: The four key l.G. Farben defendants in the Nu181Tt>erg war crime trials. Hermann Sctvnitz, mastennind of the cartel;
Cat Krauch, Cruirman of Farben's bead of directors; Max llgner, in charge of Farben espionage and propaganda; and Otto Arri:>ros,
proc1lction chief of Farben's poison gas facilities. All escaped conviction.
paranoia
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industry then consolidated
ifs power through an
international cartel which
gained control of not only
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: the medical profession
:::\::::~:~:~:~~~~~~;:~~~:::::::: but also the agencies
:::~~~~~:*~~:~~:~:~~:: which are supposed to
:::~;:~4\!l!!\~\@.~~llllY\~S@.l;\~\\\i::==:=':: police the profession.
This situation has created
:::~:~~~~,:~~:~:~:::::: what amounts to a Nazi
:::~~~~:~:~~~~~~~~~::::::: drug.mafia which uses
:::~P.ilY.lii~~:@i:~;®P.:il#~:~:::: ifs power to stamp out
:::~~:~~;:~¢:~:~::::::::::::: any alternative treatment that doesn't fit the
:::~~~:~:~~~:~~:hlii~:~t:~:~~: industry's 'drug and
:::~:~:~~!•:~~~\~@~~~~,::::' slice' medical model, or
:::~:~~:~~~:~;:~:r.~:::::: interferes with the bot:::~~:~~'iihlJ(~~,$~!::: tom line.
How far will this
:::~iw!H~~@:#~t~~~~~;:~,:;;;
international drug mafia
:::~:i~~:~:~~~~:N~~~t::;:::::;,=: go to enforce their
:::~~:~~:~,~~¢~-(~:::::: agenda? The following
:::-.~:~~~:~~;.~:~:P.~~~:~::;:: facts are presented as
:::~~;:~~~=~w.:~:~J~:~:~=~;;::',::: examples:
• The drug firm. ICI
:::1~:•:~~rPt.J:~:w.1~1~•H:::':,':::: tried to push it's product
:::•~~J,:~:~:~r:~~~:~:'AA~'~:'==, Clofibrate in West Ger:;:~;::~:~i~SY.~~·:~:::.:::= many back in the 70's.
ii\~~~~:~:~~~:(~~'~\~IH\\'\:::::, Unfortunately for ICI, the
West German govern:::~:~~~:~~~~~:::= ment ran their own tests
:::~:~:m:~#4:~~~r=-=~~1::~:: on the drug and discov:::~~:::$.~:~~~:~:~w:: ered that it did more
!L~~!W~~,~~:~'~\~'',::: harm than good. So ICI
rn~~:::~:i~i~:~~:~:::;,::::= sued the West Germans.
The drug was soon on the
:::~:fi4:1>r:~~:5iMWill:dfoii' market
:::~:~:~:,~;:~~i~~i~~::;::::=::=,::
~ In Sri Lanka, a govH~##!i##41#i<(~#lit~:#:i:l#i#:I!#:~::::,.: ernment commission
:::~:~:~:~~=t~:~~~~~:tt~i~'::: recommended a drastic
reduction in the amount of
:::~;m~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::,:::::'::::::;::::::::::::: drugs
entering the country, most from the U.S.
The U.S. ambassador immediately threatened to cut off food aid.
The commission's recommendations were ignored.
• The same recommendation was made in Italy by Health Minister Tina Anslemi. The pharmaceutical firms offered her 35 million
lire to shut up. Instead, she reported the bribe attempt Three days
later, her car blew up. She escaped injury, but was soon fired.

one third of 1he consumers in 1his country would rather "take their
business elsewhere• has rattled the FDA to the point where the
Agency has taken it upon itself to "protect" us from the practitioners
of alternative treatments by arresting and harassing them.
A recent victim in this "W&r" is a British doctor named Basil Wainwright His "crime" was the invention of a device called the Polyatomic Apheresis Unit He presen11y resides in a jail in Miami, Fl0rida. His case is such a blatant injustice, that both Amnesty International and Lord McNair, of the House of Lords, have gone to court
to get him released.
In an attempt to do battle against
the forces of ignorance and greed,
entertainers such as Mel GibSon,
Eddie Albert, Whoopi Goldberg and
Randy Travis have teamed up with the
Health Freedom Task Force to produce a series of commercials. These
ads will demonstrate some of the
heavy-handed tactics being employed
by the FDA. This action may go far In
affecting public opinion. Unfortunately,
public opinion, though important,
places a distant second to, shall we
say, more "pragmatic" concerns when
it comes to getting the attention of
those whom we have hired to craft our
laws. Take for instance Democratic
Congressman Henry Waxman, from
California. He is attempting to pass a
bill which would classify as drugs
many of the supplements we now buy
over the counter. This piece of legislation has the enthusiastic backing of the
FDA, of course.
The tnie motives of the pharmaceutical mega-business are
exemplified by two issues recently reported in the media. In the
first, President Clinton reneged on his promise to reclassify marijuana so that it could be used in medical treatments. Despite ample
evidence that marijuana has been proven effective in the treatment
of glaucoma, AIDS and cancer, to name but a few, the FDA recommends that "more research is needed." Lefs face facts: marijuana can be grown on a windowsill. Where's the profit? The fact
that prescription drugs take 160,000 lives every year, while marijuana has never directly killed anyone, means nothing to them.
The second issue in the news is all the noise being generated on ·
Capitol Hill regarding tobacco. FDA Commissioner Kessler is trying
his best to look like the White Knight in this fairy tale. According to
this fable in the making, Kessler et al. have just discovered that
tobacco is more addictive than heroin! Can you say "regulation"? All
of this political chest-pounding has been undertaken after the tobacco firms were firmly entrenched in foreign markets of course.
The fact is that American tobacco companies are now making more
money in China than here in the States. Also, a cynical mind will
realize that killer tobacco was alright when the private' sector was
paying for it's own health care. The Federal Government is not
about to pick up the tab for a habit that causes.so much damage.
So what can an individual do to avoid becoming a casualty of the
Pharmaceutical Syndicate? Nothing short of being armed with the
information which will keep him or her from jumping head first into a
decision based solely on the word of a medical practitioner. Always
keep in mind that it is your body, the good doctor is not a god, and
a little paranoia is a very healthy thing.•
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No Alternative
The FDA's war against allBmative remedies recently got a boost
by the passage of the NAFTA agreement. Earlier this year, this
Untied States agency led a raid on Mexican soil, against a group of
clinics which were offering altematiVe cancer therapies. Not satisfied with the results of their "SWAT" style raids on health care
clinics and health food stores in the U.S. last year, they now feel the
need to cross the border in order to ferret out any system which
might threaten their livelihood.
And threaten they do. According to the L.A. Times, one in three
Americans now actively seek alternative treatments for what ails
them. For these altematives, $13.7 billion is spent each year. Of
this amount, a whopping $10.3 billion comes directly out of pocket
(not covered by insurance). These treatments include such things
as acupuncture, naturopathy, herbs and massage. The fact that
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Sources: Nexus magazine, Washington Post, World
Without Cancer, by G. Edward Griffin
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illiam Bramley is the author <f Gods of Eden (Avoo), a
oorlc thal has gained much d2served attentim among
UFO and conspiracy resemr:lters. This issue f«ltures an
excerpt from tMt book, "UFOs and the Blade Death, ,,
'Milich begins m page 2. Recently, Mr. Bramley consent.ed to a mail interview, excerptS <f'Mllidlfollow:

Your book The Gods of Eden proposes that hu·
mankind's history of war and catastrophe is the result
of a conspiracy carried out by branches of an ancient
organization you call the Brotherhood of the Snake.
But you define the ultimate conspirators, those behind
the Brotherhood, as a group called the Custodians.
Could you tall us more about the Custodians?
I define the ·custodians· early in my book as "that
specific extraterrestrial society
(or succession of
societies) which appears to
have .had ownership and.
custody of the Earthy since
prehistoiy. • As many people
are aware, there has been a
consistent UFO phenomenon which is as old as
recorded histoiy. UFOs are
a hidden common denominator that we have been
missing in our search to
understand human his-

which have arisen from an organization that existed thousands of years ago called by some people the "Brotherhood of the Snake.• When you look carefully at history,
you discover that these various societies and factions have
been responsible for generating almost all significant strife
throughout history, including today. They are also, in my
opinion, responsible for generating tremendous ignorance
about fundamental spiritual and scientific matters.
What it really boils down to is evidence that Earth is a
textbook case of Machiavellian manipulation. Historical
evidence follows the model of Machiavelli exactly. The
surprise is that the source of the manipulation may not be
a human source: it may be that missing link I mentioned
that we have all been pooh-poohing and making fun of. It
was all really a mind-blower to me. When I was a sociology
major in college, I never dreamed that I would ever come
up with an hypothesis like that.

toiy.

Thousands of y~ars
ago, our ancestors
claimed that Earth was
owned by a humanlike
extraterrestrial society.
Read the ancient
Mesopotamian texts
and it jumps right out
at you. Our ancestors
also said that human beings had
been created by that extraterrestrial race to serve
as slaves. What many people don't realize is that this is
Earth~s first creation stoiy-it was written and taught long
before the Bible was written.
The idea has lingered. In 1919, after he spent years
studying unusual phenomena, a man named Charles Fort
wrote his conclusion that Earth is still the property of an
extraterrestrial race, and that human beings still have the
status of slaves or livestock in the greater scheme of
things. I hypothesize the same thing.
When we look past the hype and at the actual UFO
evidence from histoiy, we discover that the behavior of the
Custodians is filled with terrible violence and oppression
against the human race. We also find a definite intention
stated for the Custodial society to keep humanity in a
condition of suffering, conflict, and fundamental Ignorance.
The vehicle for this appears to be a network of secret
societies and associated radical religious/political factions

You believe the Custodians' goal to be the prevention of human unity and spiritual enlightenment.
But I'm not clear as to their motivation. What interest
or benefit are the Custodians (as opposed to the
members of the Brotherhood) trying to maintain for
themselves?
The original motivation described in ancient texts was to
maintain the human race as a slave race. The question is,
why Would the Custodians continue those activities when
the human race is no longer being used for mining operations and other labors described in ancient creation stories?
Let me preface my answer by making an analogy. The
type of research that I have done is veiy new and in its
infancy. It is like an investigator vmo has just uncovered
evidence of a crime, but he may not immediately understand the motive. When a homicide investigator first visits
the scene of a murder, the evidence of a crime is clearly
there, but it may not be immediately obvious what the
motive was. I am in a similar situation. I have uncovered
evidence of what appears to be an extraordinaiy ongoing
crime. It Is going to take more investigation to pinpoint
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v.tlat the precise ongoing motive might be. I can speculate, have to begin to face the fact that there are some inbut that it is all it is: speculation.
credibly sleazy and ugly things going on that affect us all
There are three possible ideas that people have sugvery deeply-things that are unthinkable to most of us, but
gested to me, and that I have constdered. The flist is
v.tllch are perpetuated and tumed a blind f!l/e to by people
simply force of habit Just as the United Kingdom hangs
to v.tiom we have given over our trust. It Is comforting to
on to some old colonies that no longer seive Britain's
be naive; it is much more difficult to face unpleasant posneeds, so the Custodians may still be hanging on to Earth slbllitles. Nalvet6 Is a blessing, conspiracy research is not
and managing it in the same way for no better reason than
I think that many conspiracy researchers go through two
the Earth happens to belong to them, and it never oophases: the initial phase is one of excitement It is like
curred to them to give it up.
playing detective or James Bond and uncovering exciting
The second idea is reflected in old creation stories and
clues. The second phase is when it all sinks In: hey, this is
religious teachings: people were thought of as being spiriall so extraordinarily ugly, and the people behind It are
tual beings which animated human bodies; it's the
such unimaginably sleazy psychopaths that It just boggles
body-as-a-puppet-of-the-soul concept In other words, a
the mind that such personalities can even exist-and a
person's true personality resides in the soul, not the-body.
few of them even smile from our TVs and run for office! As
rNe see evidence of this in near~eath studies and in
a group, I believe that they are careening towards spiritual
some of the more responsible reincarnation studies). The
and personal oblivion, and dragging an awful lot of other
Custodians reportedly understood this, and so they use
people down with them. Doing conspiracy research and
Earth-which is a small planet and quite remote from
having to look at v.tlat these people do becomes like
everything-as a spiritual dumping
diving Into a· cesspool of the
ground to exile their undesirables,
foulest-smelling muck you can imagprlsoners, etc.
~ co~iracy
ine. It is much easier on the psyche
The third Idea may come from the ~esearch
to say, "oh, well, that's just some
UFO abduction evidence that we are J. ,
, Y .\ll
lone psycho who shot that guyseeing today. An awful lot of abduc}
gosh; what a shame-and those
tee testimony suggests that UFO
00
W
UFOs are Sl,lch silly things, you
(I.e., Custodial) entit;ies are making
}
know, and hey, It is all just some big
extensive and ongoing use of hu~p e 0 ecOffie8
e cosmic accident that I am here
man subjects for biological engineero~"ll:l
a~yway, so I'll just send ~10.00 the
Ing programs. It may be that the
~
Sierra Club to do my soc1allyhuman race still serves as a valuresponsible thing, and tell jokes to
able gene pool. The Implication is
,
p
make people laugh, and golly, I can't
that we still have the status of liveJOU
wait to
that_ new Wendy's h~
stock or slaves, and so we are still
-o~
burger. (Nothing against the Sierra
being managed the 1?3me way. The answer may also be a
Club, by the way. I wholeheartedly
combination of all of the above, or perhaps none of the
s1:1pp0rt them and encourage people to send them donaabove. All I can say is that there is evidence that some
tions. My point is simply that we need to take more indithlngs of a Machiavellian nature are definitely
vldual responsibility for the world in addition to making
happening-and behind it all we bump into that curiosity
donations to worthy groups).
known as the "UFO phenomenon"-but more investigation
I don't blame people for wanting to Ignore or pooh-pooh
needs to be done to nail down the exact reason for why it
conspiracy theories, but if evidence of conspiracy is there,
may all ..be happening.
it either has to be faced or we will remain victims. I don't
How do you respond to people who say that conthink that people realize just how deeply they are affected,
spiracy theories are too simplistic to explain a comright Into their daily lives by the widespread failure to
plex world?
confront and deal with the significant conspiracy evidence
Conspiracy theories are much more complicated than
that exists.
the types of simplistic explanations that the majority of
There Is one last point to be made about this, and that
people accept Most people believe in things happening
is that there is good conspiracy research and there Is bad
sort of randomly or because of vague social forces that
conspiracy research, just like there is good scholarship
really don't make much sense when you truly analyze
and there Is bad scholarship In all fields of study. The
them down.
problem with conspiracy research is that It does, by its
very nature, deal with subjects that have large amounts of
Another factor is that most people are baSically decent
Information hidden from view. There is a tendency to want ·
themselves, and it is much more comforting for them to
to
fill in the holeS with theories, and many conspiracy
think that everyone else is that way except for a few isoresearchers
develop a wortd view early in the game that
lated crooks. crazies and greedy people. Once you begin
they
later
have
trouble deviating from. Conspiracy reto face some of the credible conspiracy evidence, you
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searchers can sometimes be just as irrationally stubborn
about their view of reality as debunkers can. This is not to
fault such conspiracy researchers since all of us are human. Conspiracy researchers just need to be alert to not
falling into the same traps and holding rigid world views in
the same way as many debunkers.
In your introduction, you say that you twice gave up
on your research, but then decided to continue. Could
you tell me more about what made you give up, and
then what made you continua your eft'ort?
.Regarding what made me give up, it's easy to recite the
reasons:
The research was extremely tough and leading into the
most bizarre avenues of history that you could imagine. I
initially had no Intention of getting into the subject of UFOs
or any spiritual questions since I did not originally perceive
them as being relevant to the subject of human warfare. I
was just expecting to do a comparative study on the role
that outside political and monetary interests have played In
warfare throughout history.
Secondly, the research was incredibly time-consuming
and was robbing me of time and energy that would have
been better devoted to a career. I am not a writer by profession. The only reason that I started the, research was to
address a problem that I was concerned about and that
touched me as a human being. The trouble is, when
someone takes that kind of responsibility, his or her life
changes and can become much bumpier. (Mine certainly
did). So, when the "big picture" began to emerge in my
research, I was only too glad to say, "This is too strange
and too exhausting. I quit. No one is going to read this
anyway.• I wound up throwing everything into a closet with
the idea that I would never touch it again. This happened
twice.
Why did I get back into it? I would see something on TV
or accidentally stumble across something in a book or
newspaper that completely "clicked" with my findings. It
often aggravated me when this happened because It was
as though fate would suddenly dangle a carrot in front of
me just when I had happily put the project behind me. So,
the book got completed by a series of jumpstarls.
Most popular theories of "ancient astronauts" pres·
ent the axtratllrrestrials as benevolent beings, helping
mankind to improve their lives in soma way. You might
say they follow the Close Encounters modal. Your th•
ory suggests that the extraterrestrials are actually
quitll the oppositll. Do the Custodians influence our
popular culture for their own purposes? ·
I have heard hypotheses of a possible Custodial (i.e.,
extraterrestrial) influence into our popular culture, but I did
not research it specifically. One would need to trace pop
culture (including the corporate side of it) in the same way
as I did with political and religious groups to determine if
there are similar links. There are many potentially interestillJ areas of research that I did not do.
Keep in mind, though, that a link is only significant if it

~ctually

influences some.thing. Every person has many
links to many things both past and present, but those links
all have different degrees of influence on what we do. For
example, I have a link right now to PARANOIA magazine
by virtue of this intelView, but that link is only relevant to
understanding my actions to the degree that the link
causes me to behave in a certain
way. If the link does not affect my
actions, then the link may be interesting as a bit of biographical trivia,
•
but it is not terribly relevant to understanding me or what I do. The
same holds true for tNery other
person in this world and for groups.
I can make one general observa•
tion in response to your question. If
you look at the testimony of many
abductees and UFO contactees, as
well as look at many ancient historical records, Custodial entities have
•
been saying to abductees and
contactees that Custodial entities
are wonderful enlight~ned beings
vmo have humanity's best interests at heart. These statements can then seep into our popular culture and be
reflected in books and movies. However, just because
someone says that they are wonderful, it does not necessarily mean that they are: one must look at their overall
actions and weigh them. In light of other historical evidence
surrounding UFOs, we need to consider the writings of
Machiavelli who wrote that part of the formula for secretly
keeping human factions at war with one another is to keep
telling the people involved in the wars just how wonderful
the secret perpetrator is.
To be honest with you, I too, would like to think of UFO
entities as benign enlightened beings who may be able to
save humanity from Its own foolishness-it is a comforting
thought, and I can understand why it is popular. It is a lot
like people believing in angels that watch over us. The
grim evidence, though, suggests that the reality is quite
different, and such evidence is not likely to be as popular
since it does not perpetuate a "feel good" idea. On the
other hand, facing up to unpleasant evidence is the first
step towards deaRng with the reality behind it, and once
that reality is dealt with, then the wor1d really can improve
so that we really can feel good on a much broader scale.
What would you like your book to accomplish?
A reader of my book said It to me really well, but I don't
have his letter handy, so I am going to paraphrase from
memory. He said that my book will have been worth it If it
causes just one person to pick up a gun a little slower or if
It causes someone to think again before firing up the
ovens. If my book plays any kind of role~ no matter how
small, In bringing about a permanent resolution to the
social insanity that plagues us here on Earth, then I will
feel that it has accomplished its goal.•
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precautions and brandishing the sword against those

Whom she had deCided to extennlnate, with a directness
that had not been seen for a long time. Many of the U&-

tashl formations were officered by Cathoftc priests, and
often by friars, who had taken an oath to fight with dagger
and gun for the triumph of Christ and Croatia:
The Vatican's Holocaust by Avro Manhattan
When we think of the atrocities committed during WVV2,
Ozark Books, $9.95
we tend to conjure up images of Auschwitz, Treblinka and
far back in history as one cares to I
Buche
Id. Now we can add to this sorrowful list the
Yugoslavia has been one of those regions which
senovach ..This Ustashl death camp, run by the
destined to suffer from ethnic and religious divi ·
n monk Father Fllpovic, was the last stop for
This situation continues right up to the present era,
s of Orthodox. The following quote, taken from
religion and nationalism still combine to mock a
CCX>unts, iUustrates the extent of the honor: "The
sions of civility. As in any such conflict, there
· at Jasenovac took place In the spring of 1942.
some impetus, some driving engine which
e meant to imitate the Nazi camps In Gennany
of religious passion. In The Vatican'• Holoca
o d... There was then a decision to cremate pe~
Avro Manhattan places the throttle of this
W"""to!lnr'l~mply open the huge iron door and push
squarely in the hand of the •holy" Catholic hu.
e fire already alight there. That plan,
Rome. Manhattan focuses on that semlna
.--~fi!lrld terrible reaction among those who were
tory, between the World Wars, when seeming
IC''ilUIJl'la\I. People shrieked, shouted and defended
groups formed symbiotic relationships for the
lhtr'IMl\IBS. To avoid such scenes, It was re$Olved first to
of private agendae. According to Manhattan,
nd then to bum them.•
·
Church, In concert with a growing Nazi Party, se
acts ware not committed by Nazis, taking orders
opportunity to form the independent State of C
. This unspeakable terror was perpetrated upon
accomplish this, the Orthodox Christians in the a
, by devout catholcs, under the approving gaze
have to be ellmi"lated. Thus It was that the newly fo
ope Plus the Twelfth. Whereas Hitler's reign was cut
Ustashl Government, led by the Catholic Church, zea
h rt In 1945 Pius lived, and his reign continued, until his
undertook the gruesome task with such ferocity that e
th In 19sS. The issues raised In this book are disturbNazi troops who were posted In the region were horrified
ng and many of the photographs are not easy to look at. It
by what they sawl
been said that 9the truth shaU set you tree.• It should
According to the author, 9The Csthollc church did not
kept In mind that the truth is often ugly. Those who are
leave the exeartion of a relisjous war to a secular arm, a1--.m to the task of observing the truth, warts and al, owe it
she had done in similar circumstances In bygone centuries. to themselves to ha\19 this book on their library shelf.
She came down into the fighting field, full tilt. shunning
Mark Wntlon
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Psychedelic smun..m, Jim
DeKorne, Loompanics, $18.96

llmm

have bce:n IUIDCIOUI boob wrillal
on the subjem of shamanism and plydloUopic
pJaDll. Some arc good. 10111e bad, and odral
can be dowmigbt dqenlus. OcclsiamJly, die
1Dpic la graced by a wrilicr who can 1llUlllam

-1
•
into pmse wbicb 1lmJdl
- expenence
___..._..,_
1be gravity of words to become a~

imlmap to 1be place of dn:ams. This is II)
mean bl, yet one 1hat baa bce:n ably llXllllllplishod by DcKome. ~ lldJjcm ~
from 1be practicalities of growmg and pteplldll
to 1be psychic necessity of being familiar with
die imqinal landscape, DeKame acll as boch
cosmic bus driver and tour guide.
While 110111C writers in this gain: arc conreat
to mmely provide anecdotal evidmcc of their
pmooal experim:es in the imqinal ralms,
DcKome aoes a step further by mpplying
diagnms and color plates of die plaatl in
qucsdm. He also advocala, ml provides
guidance in, growing your own pl8llll. He does
Ibis not only for the obvious n:asons of IDUICe
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availahility and quality. but allo bccalllc, .!here
is Ill~ 8lllOUlt of subtle mcqy cxdllmged between the culliwlor and the arowina
plam. This IDUllds myltical but only IDllMllJDD
who bas done it can n:ally undetltlllll what I'm
tryina to oonmnmirate•• ltigbt from die art,
one realizes 1hat this wriler la oo mere dildtne; bis penanal experieacea mab it dear
that he is oo dabbler in 1be mbjcct. Yet, he is
II) rectlea ll9lC cowboy eilber.
TatiDg a anEous •1Cien1ific• approach to a
IUbject wbicb does DDt oftm fit Ill)' cp•!liM!hle
tanplale, he eiiplaim bis iJ!lmtions dma: "The
psydledc1ic pJaDll clilC!Jaed in thia book arc DDt
FJID)ly drugs of abllle. Their principal me
tbmugbout biatmy bas bce:n wirhin llbamanic
comcm, which Is to 1111Y bcaliDa coatcm•••I do
not believe that psyclledelic drup are anything
lllOle than usefUI catalylts for tbil
traDSformalion. ••Psydiedelic ll:lf cxplolBlion is
1be psydlological ecpliwleat of cpl8ldmD. piys.ics, the subjectM a1t1•ner between belief and
the Myatmy, ..•where old premises arc deltloyed and new cm arc begoam. • He believes 1hat bumanldnd, as a wbi:>le, now bas the
paranoia

oppodunity to 118blfixm iDelf to 1be next lcYd
of com:ioullal, and that with 1be8e new
lbamanic tooJa it la poalble to initiate an
jnbnjmpJ evolulion of die mind.
Pediapl du ewlulion will . . place
wbedla" DcKome wrifa about it ot not. Perhaps writen lib him are bm to facilitate ~
proceu, llllkiaa it leas sloppy. Rmlembcr this:
if )'Oll'R beaded fer 1be llln, )'Oll'd 1JeUcr have
a map. Pl)dledetic Shammi1111 is just mch a
guide to 1be cxmina mlllmDm! lllfk w.tloll

Vletnmn, America'• Betrayal and
Treason, A. Ralph Epperson, Publius
Press (address, p.32) $6.00

Al1bou8'J. ei&blY-ei&bl paaes long, this laqe
format paper bound book 'WOUid only coul8in
aboot thirty five pqes if it were prDed in a
llCalldard format. Tbii fact, howewr, does not
dellact from 1be in-dcpdl mean:b CODlb:lcd by
bislorian Railii Bppalon ill his punuit of 1be
1a110111 behind 1be fialco known as 1be V'Jelllam
•coafli&:t. • Eppalan pmem evidence that our
lllppOlld llDiea were providing 1be North
V•••11eae with the mpplies m y to

NameBase, Public Information Research, PO
Box 680635, San Antonio, TX 78268,
phone: 210-509-3160, fax: 210-509-3160.
$79 postpaid. For Mac or IBM-compatibles.
Specify disk size and computer type.

IAMI

What tool enabled a reporter to track down the
retired CIA officer who installed Ollie North's security gate?
NameBase, a remarkable computer database that's vital
for any researcher or reporter
with a serious interest in
international intelligence,
espionage, global elites,
assassinations. and related
topics.
Usable on virtually any Macintosh or IBM-compatible PC,
this unique software gives you
quick access to its database
of 73,000 names of groups
and indMduals. Just enter a
name (actual or phonetic
spelling) contained in the
database a11d you'll get a
source list compiled from over
400 books published since
1962 and a number of investigatory periodicals published since 1973, as well as other
types of documents and reports. Citations include author,
title, date, and page number(s), and most are linked to
annotations that provide more information about the partlrular source. The program even allows you to search for
the names of individuals associated with a particular country for a particular period· of time (for example, you can
learn who else was hanging out in Japan while Lee Harvey

...You can
learn who else
was hanging
around in
Japan while
Lee Harvey
Oswald was
stationed there
as a Marine.

continue the war through the northern port of
Haiplong. In this haJbor, according to F.pperson, was a dredge which the North Vielnamese
wen: using to widen the shipping channels. He
says removal of this one strategic target would
have ended the war. Although our military
planners knew of the significance of this target,
notbiDg was done to dCstroy it. According to
~ the reason for this lack of initiative is
that the American leadership, under the direc.ti.on of Henry Kissinger, did not want an end to
the hostilities.
Not satisfied with merely explaining who
was responslble for continuing the conflict,
Epperson explains the real reason that the war
was profitable to those in power: DRUGS!
Ample evidence is presented to directly tie
tben-congressma George Bush to Richard
Anni1age, who later became Assistant Secretary
of Defense for International Security Affairs
under Nixon. Armitage, F.pperson alleges, flew
drugs out of the Golden Triangle under the
dirc:cticn of the warlord Gmeral Kmm Sa.
The evidmce set forth in this book is disturbing. Were thousands of young lives de-

Oswald was stationed there as a Marine.)
After purchasing an initial set of disks (at $79), buyers
are notified of optional cumulative updates, available for
$39. Also, photocopies of all cited sources are available
from Public Information Research for a labor charge of $20
per hour, plus $.10 per page. Not ·a bad deal, when you
consider the time and money you can save.
Like any database (or book, for that matter), NameBase
is not all-inclusive. After putting my review copy of NameBase through its paces, I found it to be strongest in the
areas of modem U.S. intelligence and politics. Thus it is
not particularly useful for those interested in historical
conspiratorial groups like the Knights Templar, or nonpolitical topics like Satanic ritual abuse. With these caveats in
mind, I expect that many researchers will want to gain
access to this timesaving information goldmine.•
Al Hldell

sttoyed in order to enrich an underground cabal
of profiteers? Did one of those pirates later
become the President of the U.S.? F.pperson's
little book raises these questions, while answering many more. lllrk w.tlon

The Complete Gulde to Mysterious
Beings, John A. Keel, Doubleday .

$9.95
No one can accuse Keel of hyperbole for
calling this book .the complete guide, .. for
complete it is! Everything you could ask for is
duly included in this Fortcan-style compendiwn
of inoomp1ebensibly strange critters. From sea
serpents to flying cats to the infamous "Mothman" of West Virginia, Keel presents his
collection of oddities like a sideshow barker
from hell. Boob like this provide a service to
Society in that the evidence they present tmls to
pull the covers from under the chin of the
scicmific "realist,• rousing him from his slumber wilh a cold chill from somewbere...beyoml.
What we don't know about the world, or for
that matter our own back yard, could fill a
book. This book for instance. In fact, Keel lists
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so many anomalies, from so many locales, that
your "back yard" may well be mentioned in
these pages.
The mysteries are so thick that they sometimes overlap. Why does Bigfoot show up
during a rash of UFO sightings? Why does
poltergeist activity occur along with "Mothman" sightings? Why does paranormal activity
seem to concentrate in certain areas, am around
certain individuals? The comfortable scientific
materialist, rowied from his dreams of solidity
by the chill wind of the unexplainable, might
attempt to attribute such events to mass hallucination and hysteria. This scenario may be
plausible in cases where great stress is being
experienced by the witnesses involved. However, Keel presents cases where the abnormality
is observed by crowds of strangers in a relaxed
annosphere.
The following example may serve to illustrate this point: "A marvelous apparition
appeared over Coney Islaod. Many rqMable
persons" saw it, according to the New Ycrt
nm.es (Sqitember 12, 1880), am they all agree
that it was a man engaged in flying toward New
fall 1994 @>
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The Philadelphia Experiment Chronicles, Commander X,
Inner Light, $11. 95

This spanking-new Inner Light title explores the bewildering Uves
of Alfred Bielek, who daims to have been inwlved in the infamous
Philadelphia Experiment-in which a U.S. Navy ship was allegedly
transported to another dimension-and to have himself been transported forward and backward in time by the U.S. govemment. Co~
mon sense imposes the sneaking suspicion that the Bielek slDry has
been inven1ed by disinformation specialists as a test of the gulibiity
of the average "conspiracy kook"! However, v.tlether you believe the
story or not, the book delivers to~tch en1ertainment. The story
gets weirder by the page.
On August 12, 1943, at 09:00 hours, in the Philadelphia harbor,
an awesome seaat experiment was conducted by the U.S. Navy
aboard the USS Eldridge. The object of this "lnvisibHity
experiment"-which employed the suppressed 1echnology of scientist Nikola Tesla-was to see if the warstip could pass undetectad
by radar. For the first sixty seconds, observers could see the sh~
through a green mist, then they lost radio contact Four hours later,
the aippled ship reappeared at the same location, extremely da~
aged. Parts of the ship were even missing. Two sailors were embedded In the deck and two were embedded in the bulkhead. One
sailor's hand was embedded in the stael of the ship and had to be
amputa1ed. The rest of the sailors were hysterical, deranged or
comple1ely insane. According 1D Bielek, they had been falepor1ed
into another dimension.
In 1erms of Tesla-babble, Bielek talks Bke maybe he reaUy was
therel Apparently, Tesla knew the experiment was not ready for
manned 1esting, since the first test in March of 1942 had been a
faiure. Due to his conoem about using human beings i1 this experiment, Tesla was replaced by Dr. John Von Neuman. According to ·

Jersey. This thing was deacribed as •a man with
bat's wings and ~proved frog's legs." It paned
over Coney Island at an altitude of about one
thousand feet, making mowments which
"closely resembled those of a frog in the act of
swimming.• A man's face was clearly seen
attached to the monster and it •wore a cruel and
determined expresmon."
There are two explanations for the wealth of
paranormal activity reported by Keel. Either
lhesc weird events really do occur, or large
groups of "n:pu1able persons• have hislorically
been subject to mass delusion. I'm not sure
which scen8rio scares me more. Marte: Westlon
Vampires or Gods? True Stories of
the Ancient Immortals, William
Meyers, ~II Publishing, P.O. Box
170363, San Francisco, CA 94117,
$16
Osiris & I.sis, Hercules, Krishna, Caligula.
Quettalcoatl, Jesus, Chang Ling. Dracula. ..
What do these historical figures have in common? An intriguing hypothesis comes ll08ring
your way when you pick up the new m Publish-
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Bielak, Tesla had used an ·analog approach" 'Attere au the equipment was left on continuously, rnodulatad with tour very complex
wavefonns. One modality powered at a specific frequency was used
mdrive four non-typical Tesla cols. Tesla knew that the hll'n&n mild
and body oOuld not be subjectBd to this much energy and l'8fused m
perform the experiment Tesla "turned up dead ten months later in
his hotltl room in New York in January, 1943." Onoe Von Neuman
took over, he radesigned the system and requeslad a new ship, the
USS Eldridge.
Blelek's blzarnt claim centers around "physical age regression,• a
tachnology he says was first conceptualized at the Hughes Medical
Research Center in Miami, F~a in the 1950s. By the ear1y 70s,
Blelek claims, a person could be regressed twenty years. Duing the
Phoenix pmject n 1975, with the help of alien tachnology, the new
and inproved U.S. government could perform a regression of forty
years With no memory loss!
Mar raasavvnent fR>m the Philadelphia Experinent 1D the Los
Alamos labs, Blelek's blabbing made him a security risk. In July of
1947 the government gave him what he
calls "the great-grandaddy of all goodbyes.•
Taking him 1D Fort Hero, 1Dwards the back
of the Mon1auk AJr Force Base, and &landing him Inside a round cement wheel
embedded in the ground, he was sent
forward in lime to 1983, and was picked up
by the mad scientist Von Neuman, who
then sent Bielek back 1D 1927 as a one ·
year old. Apparently, tliis double-whanwny
was supposed 1D leave hin totally ciscombobulatad. Forward then backward. (Wait a
miluta ...slanding in a circle? Could this be
a Masonic ritual?)
Al Blellk
Bielek's brother, Duncan Cameron, who
also worlc8d on the Philadelphia Experiment, died and was rebom In
1951 utilizing alien space-time 1echnology. Wow! Over time, memories of their other 1elves reslrilced, they found each other, and the
l'ltUt is: The Phlladelphla Experiment Chronlclu. As the book
says: "Realty Is in the hands of the few who control It!"

ing title Vmiplres or Gods? It would aeem dull
tbeae infamous persons. and more clilCUad in
this book, were reanimated humans. Yes, these
are people who died, and were risen from the
dead to become immortal beings, Vampires one
and all!
Vampires or Gods dellcribes the legends
surrounding history's most eniglllalic figures
and gives cm1ence to the theory that their
"legendary" prowess in the cycles of human
mayhem was the remit df ri1llala which let dml
up as immortal. As a matter of fact, thme
beings may hlM made llMllll rcwwwww in
earthly historical cycles u other ghouls of
infamy! In all of the cases, the 1111hor argues
that reanimation-the act of rising from tbe
dead-affords one the credr:olials of Supreme
Being-hood. Meyers sfafal that Dracula. IOll of
Dracul (tbe Romanian word for Drap or
Serpent) was actually Vlad IIl, Prince of Wallachia (not really Tnnsalwnia), an immortal
being who went on to be a powa1Ul figan: in

the Catholic Cbun:h. beadiq the European
Inquisition. And v.tiy DOl? His remme llllllld
that be was an lmmorllll!
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JoanD'Aro
Whm Dracul & Son, Inc. introduced Calholicism fO Wallscbia, M fmd that the Order
of the Dragon promised "eternal life to nobles
who would forcibly conwrt their subjects to
Cadlolicism ·1 la this 1he secret llO well protected by the Catholic Church? There are even
rumors, sfafal Meyers, that Dracula is alive and
'Mill and residing in the Vatican today. Now
that's not so diflicult to bcilieve!
So, is rdiBion In fact vampire worship?
Meyers warns lhat, to praerw its own immorlalily, tbe vampire may merely be interesled in
your IDUI (life energy) or perhaps in slaves for
its invisi>le empire. So don't be fooled. Pick up
this book right away. Joan D'Arc

Mercury: UFO Messenger of.the
Gods, W.D. Clendenon, SelfPublished $15.95
Vimana Aircraft of Ancient Incl•
end Atlantis, David Hatcher Childress, Adventures Unlimited $15.95
Clmdmon is a rmeardlec and inw:nror who
is allO an admirer of George Adamski. His

book is a challenge to the emepreneurial 1¢.rit which naively assumes
that building a better mousetrap will
guarantee that a crowd will beat a
path to your door. Citing longignored documcmation going back
dlousmls of years, the author claims
that liquid men:ury is the secret fuel
used in the bell-shaped UFOs seen
by Adamski, himself and others.
UFO Mesaenger is actually
divided into two books, the first of
Vt1llch details such subjects as the
aulbor's personal UFO encounters
and subsequent government interfermce in his work, ranging from
the l1aDdilrd bureaucratic footckagging (lost recmds) to actual 1apS
on his pume. In one strange chapter
he deacribes a classic Men-in-Black
encounter in which, oddly, 1he MID
actually encomaged him to continue
his world
Part two explmes 1he mecbanics
of the mercury drive and discusses
ancient texts such as the Sanskrit
VllDllllDika Shastia, which puports
to describe the same mercury drive
that powers the bell-shaped craft.
Clmlenon also delves into the
hollow earth theory, putting his own
t.eclmical spin on the possible mecllanic:s inwlved in plate tectonics
.and geographical anomalies.
Allhough many writers have
tm:bed upon these subjects in the
past, Clendenon takes a fresh approach. Nc>t satisfied with merely
discussing these mysteries as pure
.enigma, he presents easily understood technical answers to some
higbly complex questions. Only time
will tell whether or not he is right,

but if you are the type of person
whose iDtellec:tual curiosity is piqued
by novel theories, you owe it to
yourself to include this book in your
library.
Whereas W.D. Clendenon's
Mercury: UFO MelllllellgEI' concentntes on a partic:ular flight technology (mercury vortex engines),
Childress's book presents a fascinating oVerview of the history of
Vimanas or flying machines. Clildress presents evidence of incredibly
advanced societies which existed so
fur in the foggy past that most
modem scholars discount their
existence as myth.
Childress, however, presents
ample evidence of 1he existence of an
ancient aryan technocracy which did
more 1han ride magic aupets.
1brough the use of both written
accouots and photos of historic sites,
the flying maclJines and lllJclear
weapons descn'lled in Indian texts
such as the Ramayana and the Mahalilarata are shown to be all too
real.
The book is broken down into
1hree sections: ancient legends,
t.eclmical specifications of Vunanas,
and the CODDeC1ion to tales of the lost
cnntinents of Atlanlis and Mu. The
discrete sections are well-connected
by 1he historical narrative, making
this an enjoyable and easy read.
Childress's prose is so lucid and
his research so concise, that both
those new to the subject and those
more knowledgeable will have
trouble putting this book down. This
is the kind of book one delights in
giving to a skeptic! Mark Westlon•

Family Matters _ _____
With the recent
demise of his zine City Limits
Gazette, Editor Steve Willis has now
ended his "Bil Keane Watch." In the column, he
had (jokingly?) sought to unearth hidden and bizarre
meanings behind the seemingly innocuous and bland Family
Circus cartoon panel. Why, for example, do the telephone poles
have no wires? Exactly what, he asked, do the lumps on Jeffy's
head really mean? Why does Keane spell "Bill" with only one L?
And is it a coincidence that FamHy Circus is an anagram of Life: It
Much Scary? According to Willis, "Generally, we said that Bil, perhaps without knowing it, was acting as a conduit between a cosmic
power and the readers. Other strips were linear and digital, but
Family Circus was circular and wholistic. • He goes on to explain
that, "All of this had grown too big. It was time for me to stop.
The Bil Keane Watch hit some kind of nerve out there."•
(As reported in Obscure Publications, No. 27, a
newsletter available for $2 from Jim Romenesko,
POB 1334, Milwaukee, WI 53201)
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Uncovered in this remarkable book is the most
explosive historical seaet of recent centuries:

Hidden Messages and Signals within the
American Declaration of Independence
Thomas Jefferson, author of the Declaration,
was amaster of secret writing. He used his
skills to weave secret communications into the
text of the document, in the form of an intricate
word game.
Tho~e hidden things were meant for

Freemasons' eyes only, but

Now rou can begin lo share tbe secrets
which have been so jealously guarded
for centuries
The book is an introduction to -not the solution
of -one of the most intriguing and baffling
streams of Western esotericism ever to have
surfaced.

Can You Hel Solve It?
ISBN 0-9696892-0-9pp183, trade paper
Price per copy:
US $11.00 plus $2.50 shipping;
CAN $13.95 plus $3.25 shipping.
Canacian residents add 7% GST
Check or money order to

Trllfthan Publfshlng ltd.
250 "H" Street, P.O. Box 8110-551
Blaine, WA 98231-2107
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CONSPIRATORS' IDERARCHYi

AMERICA'S
SECRET .
DESTINY

The Story Of The Committee-Of 300 ·
By Dr. John Coleman
$16.95 + $3.40 PRIORITY SHIPPING
267pgs...Trade Paper.. .ISBN: 0-'922356-57-2

a two hour lecture by
RALPH EPPERSON
It's truel America has a "secret destiny" that
has been kept from the American people for
over 200 years! UNTIL NOWI
Ralph Epperson, for 30 years an historian
and. lecturer, author of THE UNSEEN HAND
and THE NEW WORLD ORDER, has discovered that It has been kept secret because IT
IS COMPLETELY HORRIBLE I He was the first
to expose the NEW WORLD ORDER, in
1985, and he is the first to niake public the
real history of America's beginning. More
Information than you will want to know!
Learn:
• • who America was really named after
• • the real explanation of all of
the symbols (the pyramid, the eagle, the
"all-seeing eye" and the Latin phrases)
on the Great Seal of the United States
• • why the eagle on the Seal has
32 feathers on the right wing
and 33 on the left wing
• • how our founding fathers were liars
and deceivers
• • how total government is
CONSTITUTIONAL
because it was written into the document
by the founding fathers
* • why GEORGE BUSH will be at the
Great Pyramid of Giza near Cairo, Egypt,
on January 1, 2000 A.O.

C&n you imagine an ALL POWERFUL GROUP that knows
no national boundaries, Is ABOVE THE LAWS OF ALL
COUNTRIES, one that controls every aspect of politics, rellalon
conrnerce and Industry, banking, Insurance, minlng,11HE
DRUG TRADE, the petroleum lnduStry, agroup ANSWERABLE
TO NO ONE but Is ment>ers?
That there IS SUCH A BODY caled "THE COMllTTEE
OF 300,• is graphlcaly told In this book. When most people
atte~t to ad<tess our problems, they speak or write abOut
"THEY"; this books tels precisely who "THEY" are, and what
"THEY" have planned for our future, how "THEY" have been
at war wlh the American nation for 46 years, a war which we
are on the brink of losing. what methods "THEY" use and
exactly how "THEY" have brainwashed us.
Orice you have read the appalff ng truths contained in this
book, uncterstanding past and present P.olltlcal, economic,
social and religious events win no longer be a problem. This
powerful account of the forces ranged against the Unled
states, and indeed the entire free woi1cl, cannot be ignored.

PROJECT SEEK
C>nsmis, Kennedy and the Gemstone Thesis
By Gerald A. Carroll
$16.95 + $3.40 PRIORITY SHIPPING
436pgs...Trade Paper.. .ISBN: 0-9640104-0-2

Includes 24 Photos and Diagrams
Gerald A. Carroll, an investigative journalist who is
the Assistant Professor, School of Journalism, at the
Unlverslty oflowa, has produced a serious and definitive
inquiry into who authored the Gemstone FUe which
has circulated worldwide since the mid- l 970s. Many
of the missing pieces reveal what connection Aristotle
Onassis had with the Kennedys. In addition, new
insights are revealed to answer the following: How and
why did billionaire defense contractor Howard Hughes
meet hisfate? Why was President John F. Kennedy and
his brother Robert murdered? Was the Watergate
scandal merely an extension of these events? What is
the impact of early 20th century maritime history?
What was the "October Surprise" really about? Project
Seek offers new insi~hts on the meaning of these and
other pivotal events m American History.

order a VHS video tape now for
$20.00 (includes postage) from
PUBLIUS PRESS (suite P-1 )
3100 South Phllamana Place
Tucson, Arizona 85730
call (602) 886-4380 for Information
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AllRICA war DDnmllUTOU
P.0. BOX 3300-X
BOZEMAN, MT 59772

(800) 729-4131
Visa • MasterCard
Discover
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h8 foll.owing is excerptedfrom a July 20, 1994 radio interview
with Lyndon LaRouche broadcast on BIR Talks and amducled by
Mel Klstetslcy. /f'Y'JU have questions/or Mr. LaRouche, please
write to EIR Talks, do EIR News Service, Inc., Attn: Mel Klenelslcy, P.0. ll()% 17390, Washington, D.C. 2004HJ390. lfyou are
on the Internet, -you can subscribe to the LaRoudle e-mail Ust free

of charge by sending the message

•sussCRJBE UR-LSI· (no

quotalion mar'ks) to LIYl'SERV@CCS. COVICI. COM
Q: After Bill Clinton's trip to Europe, the Hollinger Corporation's
[Sunday Telegraph) increased its attacks with a front-page article
entitled, "Clinton took cocaine while in office." Now, these type of
articles, highly questionable, using dubious sources which are
appearilg on a regular basis in the British press for the most part,
seem to indicate a certain bent-an attack on the President.
Why?
MR. LAROUCHE: Well, the British, to put it bluntly, are
"fr8aked" by the President's recent trip to Europe, and also his
pt8Vious trip to Europe, when he went to the Normandy
anniversary. Following that, the British Queen protested
to France, that France had given more time and attention to the United States and President Clinton, than to
the Queen of England. Then, this time, the President
went to Naples, where he did succeed in changing the
agenda on the Naples meeting, to say that job-creating
internationally is a high priority, which apparently the
British objected to. Then, he went to Bonn, to work with
Kohl on various matters, includi' ig the support for the
Delora Plan, and then he went to Germany, to Berlin,
went through the Brandenburg Gate, came back, made
a speech, which somewhat surprised Kohl but pleased
him, in which he announced a new strategic mandate
from the U.S. Presidency, which he's now working to put
into effect. And, he announced a "special relationship"
with Germany, noting that the United States had had a
"special relationship" with Britain, and that this had developed after
a couple of wars we fought against Britain. Wen, the British didn't
take that kindly at all. Some of them may have thought it was
quite reasonable, but at least the ones upfront didn't, and, therefore, the Hollinger Corp. went wild. And, I think they're going to go
wilder. Not only are they going to make press attacks on the
President-and the press attacks in Britain are much more violent
than anything we've seen so far spill over from Britain into the
U.S. press-but we have to look for terrorism. We have to look for
.destabilization, particularly in the Middle East but not restricted to
the Middle East. The British intelligence services are going to try
to blow up the Middle East, blow up the peace agreements. They
wll use terrorist methods-don't underestimate them...You will see
pressures to jack the interest rates in the United States up. You
wiD see Greenspan, under British influence, pushing for higher
interest rates. [After this interview was conducted, the Federal
ReseNe in fact raised interest rates-Paranoia ed.) You're going
to see [ewrything) coming out of London, in an attempt to destroy
the United States, until the United States stops doing what the
British don't want us to do.
Q: In terma of this, the Hollinger Corp. has played a pretty
nasty role in this, especially Conrad Black, who owns the Hollinger
Corp. What is the Hollinger Corporation? Why are they playing
this kind of role? And, how are they connected to these higher
financial and political authorities in Great Britain?
MR. LAROUCHE: Well, Conrad Black is the son of one of the
founders of a section of British intelligence set up in Canada
during World War II. Before the United States entered the war,
they set up, under Lord Beaverbrook and Churchill, a special
lnteDige~ unit, a branch of the British foreign intelligence service, which is Ml-6. Ml-6 set up what was called the Special Operations Executive, and that was to interface with the U.S. intelligence
senrices, without letting the U.S. intelligence services thereby get
a peek on the inside of Ml-6. So, this was set up largely in Can-

ada; out of it we got the Office of War Information, later, we got
also the OSS later, as a spin-off of this relationship. We got some
other things. J. Edgar Hoover's Division Five was set up as part of
this British intelligence operation. Division Five of the FBI was set
up to be the U.S. subsidiary of British Ml-5. That's the way the
thing worl<ed ...Hoover was very ambitious. So they told him they
were giving him Ml-5, U.S. branch, and that made him happy for
the time being. But, in any case, Black's father, and
others, set up a funding organization in Which to
procure money and to procure weapons from the
United States for British use. Now, that continued
during the war. At the end of the war, there was a
multi-bUlion dollar kitty left in this function. So, the
British decided to take this branch of British intelligence, and put it under another private cover. This
became known as the Argus Corporation. The Argus
Corporation had all kinds of investments, which were
used to fund this British intelligence operation, mainly
against the United States, running out of Canada. At
a later point, the Argus Corporation was changed,
without actually changing anything else, but it
changed its investment portfotio, to building up an
international mass-media empire. This was done
under Conrad Black...
Q: Mr. LaRouche, let's mow on to the Middle East The
Israeli-Jordanian talks appear to be on a fast track. There's discussion of things like an lstanbul.,to-Egypt railroad, an
Israeli.Jordanian-Egypt electric grid. Yet, you have opposition. I
think the recent bomb explosions in Argentina, at the Jewish
community center in Buenos Aires, the tensions between Palestinian police and the Israeli anny, weigh heavy on this fragile peace
process. What is needed for the peace process to worl<?
MR. LAROUCHE: Well, let's take the Argentina bombing as a
case of that. Put the Gaza rioting and the Argentina bombing
together (and the last count I heard was about 22 people kiUed in
that insurance building). Just a few weeks before that bombing,
there was a group of people who went down from British intelligence, to hold a conference of some sort in Buenos Aires. I think
it was a rather dubious conference. I wondered what they were up
to down there. Now this group in British intelligence, which is tied
to a fellow called Gerald Segal, in particular, in the London llSS
organization, but I happen to know it's run directly out of the
British foreign intelligence establishment, is also connected, very
closely, and controlled, through Switzerland and other channels, to
the crowd in Israel around Sharon, which are the terrorists. So,
you have these right-wing, neo-con[servative] terrorists, Israeli and
others, who are tied directly to British intelligence-and this particular bunch of visitors down in Buenos Aires fits that pedigree,
they're British intelligence, but they're closely tied to gangsters like
Marc Rich, who are tied, in tum, to the crazies, the fuzzy-wuzzies
in Israel, who are against the present government and against the
peace accords. Now, when the thing blew up, that is, the Gaza
event, and lhen this atrocity in Buenos Aires, foreign minister
Shimon Peres said, rather astutely and accurately, that this was a
part of an effort to destroy this peace process. There's no question about it in my mind, and I said so, publicly, immediately.
We've got to do something about this. We've got to investigate
these British-run terrorists... •
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published in 1984.) With the simple stroke of a pen, a sitting
nts of the Federal Eme_rgency Management Agency
FEMA), 1he shadowy U.S. agency designated during the . pntSident can fl9l an Executive Order (EO) declaring a national
emergency, due either to a military attack against the United
administration of President Jinmy Carlar to assume con-

N

S1ates, intBmal strife or natural disaster. A fenced-in detention
trol of ruming 1he United States under restrictlYe martial
area
with barracks has been in place at Fort lndiant>wn Gap
law during a declared national emergency, partlcipatad in
since World war II, when the instalation was used to hold Ger12-day training exercise v.flh units of the U.S. Anny,
man prisoners of war. Silce then it was used during the Carlar
Navy, /'Jr Force and Marines in Pennsylvania last June. Accordadministration tD house supposed refugees from Cuba during the
ing to SPOTLIGHT sources, the exercise, which involved some
so-called Mariel boat lift. A source at 1he base said he believed
10,000 U.S. military personnel, was held at Fort Indiantown Gap,
1he
detention center was capable of holding about 3.500 people.
Pennsylval)ia, north of Harrisburg, from June 11 to 23.
Unl1s
of the 10th Mountain Division served in Somalia. Several
The exercise, caled "Grecian Flrabolt '94," Included a special
members of 1he division were among
communications unit from 1he 1Olh
U.S. mHitary personnel lcilled when
Mountain Division, stationed at Fort
the operation 11.lmed sour.
Drum in upsta~ New York, near1he
Upon retumlng from Somalia, one
St Lawrence River and 1he Cana0 _~ •
of
1he
division's two active dirty
dian border. According to a Fort
SCVet
~ U:i&a.11a.hODS
brigades
was sent '> Fort Polk,
Drum spokesman, 50 members of
r
Louisiana, for advanced readiness
. 1he 10th Moumai"l's 10th Signal
training In urban warfare, which
included house-to-house searches
for
1he seizure of we11pons. Fort
munlcations between the military and
Polk is 1he Anny's readiness training .
FEMA.
center for non-armored units, Uks
Sources at Fort lndianto'M'1 Gap
1he 10th Mountain, and is also the North American Training
told The SPOTLIGHT 1hat the rnlitary base, which has long been
Centar for the UnitBd Nations, sources have told The SPOT.
used primarily for training National Guard troops, has an urban
LIGHT.
. warfare training area, a model town celled "Johnson cnr: The
Elsewhere, The SPOTLIGHT has learned of mysterious,
base is used extensively for training In riot conln>I, the sources
po8Slble FEMA-llnked activities at the military section of the Salt
1Dld The SPOTLIGHT. The exercise.ii June supposedly was
designed '> 1Bst the abity of combined U.S. mlitary units to work Lake City airport In Utah. Our investigation in Utah Is continuing.
The SPOTUQHT has obtained fax copies of pho~phs .
in conjunction with FEMA and slat8 disasl8r rellef organizations In
taken around the oulBr perime1Br of the airport, showing signs .
eslabllshlng coml'l'Ulications Inks 1hat are crttlcal "during a huwamlng 1hat taking photos or intruding within 1he fenced area are
manitarian relief or combat deployment.• The Fort Drum public
violations of national security. Near one of 1he signs, turret of
affairs oftlce said 1hat some of the troops utirlzed new high-tech
what appears tD be an M-60 U.S. heavy 1ank is seen jJtling
equipment for the first time In field operations.
above a dug.In embankment. There have been reports that a
Fort Indiantown Gap is one of aeveral military Installations
new heavly-ntSlrk:led and guarded electronics building, its roof
. ... ,.",, ....... planned by FEMA for uae as delantion centers for dissisprouting numerous communications an1Bnnae, has been erectad
dents during a declared national emergency, during
not far from 1he airport. The Unisys Corporation, which has be8n ·
which ~e ~EMA ~Id 1ake control of an governmental
l.llder contract for manufac:hring comm~ications equipment for
operations m the Unitad States. wl1h the power to susFEMA, has a large facility in Salt Lake City, one sol.l'Ce told The
·~''t . pend law and civil rights as guaranteed U'lder 1he ConsliSPOTLIGHT.•
. . "''· tutlon. (See The SPOTUQHTs exclusive series on a
By Mike Blair.
·
government ~ . , "an1klssldent" program code
,,, ... '·..: x.... · ·.·. named"Rex'84"
From The Spotlight weekly, Aug 1,

Fort Indiantown Gap is one of
al mili' .__. __
planned

by FEMA ror use as detenbon
•
=~~=:~~':i :,-:,_ase· centers for dissidents during a
declared national emergency

a
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The following exgerpta are taken frOm No Treaeon, by abolitionist and lawyer Lysander Spooner. First published in 1870,
the euay argues that the Conatitulion itself is unconstitutional.

This P>nstitu •

Tbe ConstitUtion has DO inheleDl lllthority or obligation. It has DO
authority or obligadon at all, unless as a contract between man and man.
And it does DOt so much as even purport to be a cxmtnlCt between persons
DOW exisdng. It purports, at most, to be only a CODtillct between persons
livin& eighty years ago. And it can be supposed to have been a contract
then only between persons who had already come to years of disaetion, ·
so as to be competent to mate reasonable and obligatory conttacts. Furthermore, we know, historically, that only a small portion even of the
people then existing were consulted on the subject,
to expms .either their consent or diuent in any
penoos, if any, who did give their coosent
Most of than have been dead forty, fifty, sixty or
Cooslitution, so far as it was their CODb'aCt, died
natural power or right to make it obligatory upon
only plainly impossil>le, in the narure of dllngs,
posterity, but they did not even attempt to him
instrument does not purport to be an a
peop1e• - . existing; nor does it, either
any right, power, or disposition, on their part, to
1bmnselves...
Tbe Constitution itself, then, being of no
does our government practically rest? On what
pRlald to administer it claim the right to sei7.e
than in their natural liberty of action, iDiustry
those wlio deny their authority to dispose of men'
and lives at their pleasun: or discn:tion? The most
some half, two-thirds, or tbrec-quarters, of the
have a tacit UDleislaDling 1hat they will maintain
Coostituti.on: that they will ae1ect, by ballot, the
and that those persons shall act as their repn:se:otatives, and acmlinisteJ
Constitution in their name, and by their authority.

11 now vo1

But 1his tacit understanding (admitting it to exist) cannot at all justify
the conclusion drawn from it. A tacit 1llllenrandiDg between A, B, and
C, that they will, by ballot,
as their agent, to deprive me of my
property, liberty, or life,
autboria: D to do so. He is nooe• because he claims to act as their
bwedly acla1 cm. bis own responsibility
do not thamelves know who their
These latter act in secret: for acting by secret
as much as if 1bey were to meet in secret connigbt. And 1bey are personally as much
select, as they am to others. No pretended agent
by whose ballot he is scJected, or consequeody
. Not knowing who bis principals are, he has
any. He can, at most, say only that he is the
robbers and mwderers, who are bound by that
confederates in crime, to stand by him, if bis
, shall be resisted. Men honestly engaged in
MiBllPIWlti'ce in the world, have no occasicm. thus to act
qems for which 1bey (the principals) are not
. The secret ballot mam a secret government;
is a secret bml of robbers and munlerers...
pvei111111::nt we have: and it is the only one we are
are ready to say: We will consent to no Constituas we are neither ashamed nor afraid to sign; and
will authori7.e DO government to do anything in our name which we
are not willing to be personally responsible.•

An proponents of IM New World Order beginning a frightening effort to test IM ·reliability•
of IM US annedjorces? Recently, PARANOIA
bet:1J1M mwlll <f rumors that members <f tM
US ndlitary were being asked questions such as
Mdter they W<Nlld serve under UN command,
tllld Mdter they W<Nlld shoot at .American
citizeiu. (CN q/fiar is said to have replied to
tM latter question, •1 W<Nlld be inclined to shoot
tlu! one w gave tM order.") Now we've
obtmn«l what is said to be an aclUal question- .
nairl given to MariMs at tM 29 Palms Marine
Base In California In May of 19'J4. Excerpts

reside in during childhood?
Part II. Attitudes
[Each of these queetlone wae followed
by five anewers. The reepondent wae
uked to check one of the foUowlng:
Strongly dlugree, Dleagree, Agree,
Strongly agree, No opinion)
Do you feel that U.S. combat troops should
be used within the United States for any of
the following missions?
8. Drug enforcement
9. Disaster ntlief
10. Security at national events (e.g. Olympic
fol/aw.
.
Games, Super Bowl)
Combat Arms Survey
11. Environmental disaster clean-up
This questionnaire is to gather data con12. Substitute teachers in public schools
ceming the attitudes of combat trained
13. Community allistance programs
personnel with regard to nontraditional
14. Federal and state prison guards
miuions. All of your responses are confi15. National Emergency police force
dential. Write your answers directly on the
questionnaire form. In Part II, place an "'I: in 16. Advisors to S.WA.T. units, the FBI, or
the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firethe space provided for your response.
arms
1. What senrice are you in?
17. Border Patrol
2 What is your pay grade?
Do you feel that U. S. combat troops under
3. What is your MOS code ... ?
U.S. command should be used in other
4. What is your highest level of education in countries for any of the foUowing United
years?
Nations missions?
5. HOw many months did you serve in
18. Drug enforcement
Operation Desert Storm/Desert Shield?
19. Disaster relief
6. How many months did you serve in
20. Environmental disaster clean-up
Somalia?
21. Peace keeping
7. What state or country did you primarily
paranoia

22. Nation building (Reconstruct civil govemment, develop public school system,
develop or improve public transportation
system, etc.)
23. Humanitarian relief ...
38. It would make no difference to me to
take orders from a U.N. company commander.
39. I feel the President of the United States
has the authority to pass his responsibilities
as Commander-in-Chief to the U.N. Secretary General.
40. I feel there is no conflict between my
oath of oflice and serving as a U.N.
soldier...
45. I would swear to the following code:
·1 am a United Nations fighting person. I
serve in the forces which maintain wortd
peace and every nation's way of life. I am
prepared to give my life in their defense.•
46. The U.S. govemment declares a ban on
the possession, sale, transportation, and
transfer of an noHporting firearms. A thirty
(30) day amnesty period is permitted for
these fireamas to be tumed over to the local
authorities. At the end of this period, a
number of citizen groups refuse to tum over
their firearms. Consider the following statement:
I would fire upon U.S. citizens who refuse or resist confiscation of firearms
banned by the U.S. Govemment.•
fall 1994 ~

even a token amount.• How has this happened?

National Security Directives
What is the main weapon of the Secret Government which rules
America? Although the President is not authorized to write law, in
fact, the Executive office does write law, in the form of Presidential
Executive orders, National Security Counsel (NSC) memos, NatiOnal
Security Decision Directives (NSDD), and National Security Directives (NSD). Cooper explains that •Nsc memos were broad policy
papers in the days after passage of the National Security Act, but
became narrower and more specific over the years," with varied
titles. While Kennedy called them National Security Action Memoranda, we got to read George Bush's lips when he changed the name
to National Security Directives. The difference between these secret
directives and Executive Orders (E.O.s) are that "Executi\'e Orders
are listed in the Federal Register or Presidential Findings, which are
made known to the House and Senate Intelligence Committees, ... the
others do not have to be reported, reviewed, made available to anyone, or even acknowledged that they exist." Furthermore, there is
•no oversight whatsoever that could maintain a checlc on the legality
of these National Security Directives." According to Cooper, the
justification of the use of executive orders stems from •the failure of
the Government to rescind the declaration of martial law during the
Civil War.• In effect, he informs us, America has been under martial
law ever since Linooln's administration!

Senate Bill 2834

by Joan D'Arc

illiam Cooper is the Paul. Revere of the
1990s. He is the Patriot throttling the American throat in a wakeup call that would rouse
the Founding Fathers. His book, Behold A
Pale Horse, outlines the preliminary steps being taken
to circumvent the Constitution, exposes the transitional actions which have been taken toward an impending Police State, and analyzes the underlying
intent of recent laws with concern for our fading
Democracy. Americans have effectively rolled over and played

W

dead in the face of the government's ongoing pilfering of the public. A
phony War on Drugs has usurped our freedom, imprisoned Americans
by the hordes and confiscated millions for the coffers of a secret ypvemment. They are testing us. They want to see how much they can get
away with. And they get away with plenty.
Take a ride on any Thanksgiving or Christmas Day and note how
easy it would be to •drop the bomb" on America. Caught completely
unaware on a trypophane bli1Z, Americans wielding turkey drumsticks
will be herded from their homes without a fight when U.N. troops
invade home and hearth under martial law. It is not without serious
consideration that William Cooper states:
"... no palriot should ever be at home or at the home of any family
member on any holiday ever again untU the traitors have been hung and
the constitution restored as the Supreme Law of the Land. "
One of the J!lOSt alarming sentiments expressed by Cooper in Pale
Horse is that our Congress has been somehow subverted and that
"through greed and fear, our representatives and senators quit representing us long ago." To the reader's utter dismay, Cooper completely
backs up this statement, leaving you grasping for the insane reason why
Congress has allowed the Executive branch to write law, thereby circumventing the balance of power built into our Constitution in order to
thwart just this possibility! The democratic process endows the legislature with "tremendous powers" but it "fails in most cases to exercise
~ fall 1994

These Unconstitutional tools were prolific during the Reagan administration. While over 300 were written, no more than fifty leaked
out to the public, so most Americans have never heard of these treasonous weapons being used to destroy the Constitution while you sleep.
At 3:30 a.m. Saturday, August 4, 1990, the Senate made it •ewn easier
for the Executive Branch to subvert the Constitution and may have made
George Bush the first American King with the passing of Intelligence
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1991 and Senate Bill 2834. •With
attention focused upon the Middle East crisis at the time, the public and
most Congressmen knew absolutely nothing about this bill. Fraudulently
introduced as a reform to •prevent future incidents of the abuses
brought to light during the Iran-Conlra scandal,• Cooper believes it
instead authorizes major abuse. Being brought to a vote by Senator Sam
Nunn •in the dead of night when the opposition was gone" it transferred
most authority over the United States government directly into the hands
of George Bush and the secret, dark group of which this evil miser is
part, parcel and instrument.
This is what Mr. Cooper warns about S.B. 2834:
With this bill, the President was given the power to initiate war,
appropriate public funds, define foreign policy goals, and decide what is
important to our national security. Title VII of S.B. 2834, entitled
"Oversight of Intelligence Activities,• gives the President power to
initiate covert actions (this has never before been given to the President); prevents Congress from stopping the President's initiation of
covert actions; allows the President to use any federal "departments,
agencies, or entities• to operate or finance a covert operation and
powers the President to use any other nation or private contractor or
person to fund or operate a covert action; redefmea covert actions as
operations •necessary to support foreign policy objectives of fhe United
states• a defmition that is so vague and broad as to be essentially uiilimited; for the first time officially claims the right of the United States to
secretly interfere in the internal "political, economic, or military affairs• of other countries in direct and flagrant violation of international
if;v; requires that the President prepare and deliver a written finding to
the Intelligence Committees of the Congress but allows the President to
omit •extremely sensitive matters• and authorizes the President to claim
Executive Privilege if Congress asks too many questions [and] there are

paranoia

m penalties in the bill for violating any of its provisims,
~ the provision requiring a fimlingl S.B. 2834
gave Presidmt Bush (a former CIA director) the power to
use any agm:y or branch of goveromcm and any ~
priated fimls from any agency or branch of the government for covert action even if they were never appropriated for that purpose.
S.B. 2834 effectively prevems any oversight by anyone
and allows the Executive Branch to skirt the law and to
escape acc:ountability using that dangerous tool: Natiooal
Security Directives. Cooper describes in detail several of
lhese direclives, ooly a few of which have been do.::JaWfied. He describes them with special attemon to the
uoderlyiDg Dai and ultimaJe coosequcD:e in tmns of
global politics. Once yw understand their ultimale purpose, it is easy to see that, as the world's police force,
America's cxDrol freaks need some mtensible explanation
to •cto the riglt thing" while really "doing its own thing."
~afewofthesecretdirecti~revealedbyCooper

Takeover hysteria?
The inaeaslng concern of patri-

ols, gun OIM'lerShip aclYocales,

Constitutionalists, Birchers oonservatives. and assorted right~ngers
in general regarding the possibility
of an invnanent UN take-over of the
US under the color of President' s
Emergency Powers is very dear to
everyone who follows the electronic and
.
print mad'.a of • uch groups. This. ..is
approaching hysteria In many quarters.
It is important to evaluate such COi icems
and, if unlikely to reflect 1881ity, reject
them as they very serlcusly detract from
the poeaibilily rA oigaizing for longrange change. Hysteria aaates suicidal
"armed militla" and "head for the hlls"

~mentalities that do ltlle "!

===-~=

follow:
the diredion of the country In the future.
• NSDD 17: DETERRING CUBAN MODELS/
Those wi:io wish~ defend what's
of
COVERT ACllON IN NICARAGUA, 11123/81 (Classi~
an~ly
fied). SUBJECT: The CIA was given authority to create
linited Republic should not be blinded
the Corms and "work with foreign govemmen1s as
by the short-run orgai liz.alional benefits
appropriate" to undermine the Sandanism govelJllJKD of
rA "nilitary CX>UP" hysteria because the
long M elfact of a coup that
N'icaragua. PURPOSE: To stop the flow of arms from
.........._"'
ODm and Nicmguan sources to the Salvadoran rebels.
' doesn't happen Is di&lluaiol 11 ient and
btm-cx.t. Utimataly
that particiCONSEQUENCES: The CIA was given $19 million to
pate
in
the
hysteria
asse:ni>le and arm a fora: of 500 Comas to join with l<XX> thEir warmga prove to have been when
exiles already being trained in Argeaiioa. Scores of opera- wilhout bmatlon. The claim that our
tives arrived in HonWras; arms sbipmem from Miami
"wamif9S" stopped the •coup plot"
~ the Coma war was set in motion.
generally does not v.esh. It gets "tired"
real quick.
• NSDD 138: INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM
As a 50 year old pro.Constitutionalist
4/3/84 (Classified). SUBJECT: This directive endorsed the
I have seen these "take-over" hysterias
principle of preeD4JtiY'e strikes and relaliatory raids against ebb and--. •. _.__ the late 950's when
1
11uw • tmorists and called on 26 Federal Agencies to 1et1••••ed

=.,

1en

·=edited

. I first began to follow rVlt-wing
politics ooder the influence d my
right-wing Catholic relatives. Such

hYsteria 6eoornes especialy strong

~ democrats are elected to the
VVhits House. Of oourse, I CX>Uld be
wrong this time. We need to ke!3P
an ear to the ground for real evidence. However, the wrent Emergency Orders and UN troop(
equipment movements can be
explained quite wall without ......... d..t.
.
.
.,...........mg an ii 111181'1811t ~ mlitaly ~·
~ the UN ~ and considerng "peace keeping" all around the
~. the ITIOll8ITient of~ and

==

equipment does not automaticaly

~

l:ta~

Emergency~

dam aushing
up
his ~· Real ~are

~~~8 :rthey

could exercise In a fake or manipu~ emergei !Of· It is ~ly
~ that irreversible changes
ll the us system <X>Uld be effected
during an emergei icy. However, the
Super-Ridl Ollgart:hy d "Great
~ le the "Money ..._._.
nr-

1

•

runa,

already CXJ11tro1s the country as it Is.
They do not need a CX>UP or emergency to remain In power...
-James Daugherty
A·alblonlc Research published, but

does not endorse, the viewpoint
excerpted hare. For free Info Pak,
a-mail jhdaugh@mail.msen.com or
write A-A Research, PO Box 20273,
· Ferndale, Ml 48220-0273.

--------------------1111111111111111111111

specific measures to cooDit la'rorism. PURPOSE: To
...
lessen irternarimal terrorism and free U.S. hoslages in
l..ebaom. While this NSD clirective pnmm to be cmcemed m. ilfematimal lt:norism, Cooper fears it is
really a d:liDly disguised audlorizatioo of preaqlti:Y'e
strikes and raids aimed at the Am::ric:an Pattiol movement. GovCl1ll1lall agems and law cnforccmenl officers in
every ci.iy across the nation have received am-terrorist
training under Ibis NSDD directive. The U.S. Militaly
along with civilian law enforcement teams (in civilian
clolbing) rnncbX'Jrd joilf anti-terrorist training across

" ... no pzitriot should ever

be zit home or at the
home of any family
member on any holiday
ever zigain until the
trziitors have been hung

America.

and the constitution

According to Cooper, NSD directives are "the de faclo
legislative vehicle of the Natiooal Security State." He
claims tbat, through the research of Susan Fitzgerald,
Coosultmt at the Fund for Cm¢itt"'1al GovemmeD in
Washington who has collected declassified NSD direclives, it has been
found that many were released witboot the Wbi1e Hru;e letterhead at the
top of the page or the President's signature at the bottom. This, she
spec1dates, is to conceal the fact that some of llr.m were signed by
"Autopen," DOt by Ronald Reagan's own band. Cooper fears that unless
the pub~ forces disclosure of all of these secret directives, their effect
will prCbably never be kmwn.
Is Cooper panmoid to believe that "somewhere within the volumes of
secret NSD directives there is a plan to suspelll the Constitution?" He
lhoogbt maytJe he was mil lhe exisrm:e of Ibis plan surfaced cming the
Jran-Oxm. hearings. Congressman Jack Brooks (D) Teus, aHti••G:d to

restored as the Supreme
Law of the Land ...
bring it ilfo lhe Open. When he asked Col. North dinlctly if North had

ever helped draft a plan to suspend the Coostitution, Brooks was silenced by the CClmmittee 01ainnan, Senator Daniel IC. llolye (DHawaii) Oil the grounds that the subject dealt with national security
issues and should be discussed behind cloaed doors. Cooper would like
to koow, "Who gave anyone, in any branch of govc:rDIJICIK, with any
title, lhe right to suspeol lhe Constitution st any time, for any reason,
under any cmditions?"•

paranoia

William Cooper's Behold a Pale Hane Is
available from Light Technology Publishing,
P.O. Box 1496, Sedona, AZ 86336, $27 ppd.
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ask not your. counsel or anns; crouch down
and lick the hand whidt feeds you; may
your dtains set lightly upon you and may
posterity forget that you were our countrymen."
AB: But you're giving up on the Constitution.
LT: No, the very essence of the Constitution is behind this action. We are enforcing
the Constitution. We have been under a
declared state of national emergency since
1956. The president of this country does
not need an excuse to declare martial law.
Everyone has seen the handwriting on the
wall. I have not met anyone who does not
believe that martial law is about to occur in
this country.
AB: About to occur, or might occur?
LT: Just because they aren't attacking
your house...
AB: Well, yes, I agree that what they
are doing In Chicago [I.e. warranties•
searches of publlc housing] Is poorly
advised...
LT: Ifs not poorly advised ... it's unconstitutional, it's illegal, and it's absolutely

Have you tried? Did anyone in this country
electoral college? Our constitution
specifically refers to an elected electorate.
We do not have this. Our govemors and
committees pick our electorate and they
pick those who fund the committees. The
committees pick who they're tok:f to pick.
You cannot solve the seriousne99 of this
with the voting process. Ifs not possible
when the people do not control the voting
process.
AB: Linda, you're going to get a lot of
people kllled.
LT: Art, people have died for our liberty
for centuries. You make a mockery of these
people if you aren't willing to put your life
on the line for liberty. We are living in a
country that is more communist than the
Soviet Union. Our govemmenfs economic
policy has led us to total economic bankruptcy. The federal government never had
the legal authority to enact an income tax
but they did it when this country was bankrupt during World War I when a bundt of
bankers financed the war debt for the
government.

e~ the

Constitutional Attorney Linda D.
Thompson. Chairman of the American Justice
Federation, created quite a stir with her Waco
documentaries. Now, she has people up in
arms over her ca11 for the formation of citi7.ens'
Treason; Sedition; 18 USCS, § 2386
militias, and her plan to conduct a militia
AclvoCating Overthrow of Government
much inlD Washington on September 19,
Whoever knowingly or willfully adwcates, abets, advises, or teaches the duty, necesslly, desir1994, annecl and in uniform, to arrest every
ability, or propriety of Oll9rthrowing or destroying the gOll9mrnent of the United State ... by force or
member of Congress for treason.
violence, or by the assassi'lation of any officer of any such government; or Whoever, with intent to
cause the overthrow or destruction of any such gOll9mment, prints, publishes, edits, issues, circuAcconting to Thompson, her group has
lates, sells, distributes or publicly displays any written or printed matter adwcating, advising or
delivered an ultimatum to each and every
teaching
the duty, necessity, desirability or propriety of overthrowing or destroying any government
member of Congress, giving them a chance to
in the United States by force or violence, or attempts to do so; or Whoever organizes or helps or
n:tbink their allegiance: do they answer to the
attempts to organize any society, group, or assembly of persons who teach, adwcate, or encourPeq>Ie, or to the international banking/
age the 0119rthrow or destruction of any such gOll9mment by force or violence; or becomes or is a
cmporate regime that has become the American
member of, or affiliates with, any such society, group or assembly of persons, knowing the purgovcrmnent? The militia will arrest Congressposes thereof, shau be fined not more than $20,000 or imprisoned not more than twenty years.'..•
men who have failed to IJliiold their oadJ. of
office, ·who then will be ttied for treason by a
Ci1izens Court. Thompson claims that those
found guilty will hang by the lamp posts ~
Washington, D.C. In a recent broadcast of the
Coast to Coast AM radio show, she spoke
with host Art Bell about her bold plan of last
resort. [Important Note: At press time, we
learned 1hat Thompson bad called oft' the
September 19 mareh. Though some have catled
it all a •trirJc• or •joke,• it seems to us to have
been part of an intelligent 1aCtical maneuver
against the forces of the NWO. We hope to
publish Thompson's reasons for the p
·
and subsequent calling off of the much,
..
well as her response to her critics, in . .
::::;._~ '- .. h,~s--..........~
issueof PARANOIA.J .JoanD~fl~''·~·~~" ,_ .. arrested e1rpas.... ,,~~~~
Art Bell: Unda, Why have y
on the system?
Linda Thompson: Why? Bec:iijj~~
have an absolutely bankrupt fe
,
emment thafs being run by private · ·-~-·~
era, a corrupt federal judiciary, a di
ship where a president can issue eixec:crti\re
orders and by fiat decree that there
house to house warrantless searches.
Samuel Adams said it best: "If you lo
wealth better than liberty, the tranquillity m--.......,l"R""'Wl'lvm...,,.millllin ~..-.----"·~~..
seNitucle better than the animated contest
.out of office?
of freedom, go home from us in peace. We
LT: You can't vote them out of
•
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•First they came for the Jews and I did not speak out
was not a Jew. Then they came for the cooimunisls and I did not speak out because I was not a
cooimunist. Then they came ftx' the trade uniooists and I
did not speak out because I was not a trade unionist.
Then they came for me and there was no me Jct\ to
speak out for me."
Pastor Niemoeller, Victim of the Nazis
because I
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con't trom page 39
.
deviant sexual groups, to that segment of society generally which
finds perverted sexuality stimulating and appealing.· The art
experts from Eckerd College concluded that "if the 'arts community' hasn't heard of it, or you can't hang it on a wall, it's not art"
and that irue art has life affirming qualities.•
In his court summation, defense attorney Luke Lirot pointed QUt
to the jury that whether or not they liked what Michael Diana
created, the work should be protected by the First Amendment
and, furthermore, that matters of taste should not be confused
with matters of legality. Determined to redefine the First Amendment prosecution attorney Stuart Baggish identified Michael
Diana as a serial killer in the making. In a wholly fabricated fourstep scenario offered up to the jury as fact he stated: "this is how
Danny Rolling (confessed Gainesville serial killer) got started.•
· According to his simplistic logic, step one starts with drawings,
step two moves on to pornographic pictures, step three is the ·
movies, and before you know it, you're smack dab into a real-life
killing spree, which is apparently where you wanted to be in the
first place. The missing analysis is that perhaps the murderer has
internalized disembodied State-perpetrated violence. Ifs OK to be
the voyeur, to tune-in to vicarious violence on television, but if you
want State-sanctioned killing sprees, please fill out the proper
paperwork to join the police force, the armed forces, or the CIA.
But the real crux of Diana's story is that he is now forbidden to
draw or doodle in the privacy of his own home! Michael Diana's
probation officer has free rein to make unannounced house
sarehes without a warrant to make sure that Diana is not
"doodling obscenities.• The legality of these warrantless searches,
as well as First Amendment issues, are the basis of Diana's
appeal to a higher court.•

To make a donation toward Michael Diana's appeal of
this important case, please contact Susan Alton at
the Comic Book Legal Defense Fund,
1-800-992-2533. To order Boiled Angel, Superfly,
and Michael Diana's other comics, write to Michael
Hunt Comix, Box 226, Bensenville, IL 60106; phone
number 708-794-2723. Boiled Angel issues #1 - 8
sell for $6.66 each, including postage. A holiday
package containing all eight issues is in the making.
You can write to Michael Diana at PO Box 5254,
Largo, FL 34649. •
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Plague,

can't from page 5

Significantly, bubonic and pneumonic plagues were not
the only infectious diseases in history to be spread on
strange lethal fogs. The deadly intestinal disease, cholera,
was another.
"When cholera broke out on board Her Majesty's ship Britamia
in the Black Sea in 1854, several officers and men asserted
PoSitively that, immediately prior to the oulbreak, a curious dark
rrist swept up from the sea and passed over the s~. The mist
had barely cleared the vessel when the first case of dsease
was announced."(22)
Blue mists were also reported in connection with the
cholera outbreaks of 1831and1848-1849 in England. As
·mentioned earlier, plagues had a very strong religious
significance. In the Bible, plagues were said to be Jehovah's method of punishing people for evil. "Omens• preceding
outbreaks of the Black Death resembled many of the
"omens" reported in the Bible:
"Men confronted with the terror of the Black Death were
ifT"479SS9d by the chain of events leading up to the final plague,
and accounts of the coming of the 14th-century pestilence·
selected from among all the ominous events that must have
occurred in the years prsceding the outbreak of 1348 fl'!<>se
which clOsely resemble the ten plagues of Pharaoh: cisruptions
in the atmosphere, storms, unusual invasions of insects,
celestial phenomena."(23)
In addition, the Bubonic form of plague was very similar.
if not identical, to some of the punishments inflicted by

"God" in the Old Testament ... The religious aspect of the
medieval Black Death was enhanced by reports of thundering sounds in connection with outbreaks of the Plague.
The sounds were similar to those described in the Bible as
accompanying the appearance of Jehovah. Interestingly,
they are also sounds common to some UFO sightings:
"During the plague of 1565 in Italy rurri>lings of thunder were
heard day and night as in a war, together with the turmoil and
noise as of a rrighty army. In Germany in many places a noise
was heard as if a hearse were passing through the streets of its
own accord.. ."(24)
Similar noises accompanied strange aerial phenomena
in remarkable Plague-related sightings from England. The
object described in the quote below remained visible for
over a week and does appear to be a true comet or planet
(such as Venus); however, some of the other objects can
only be labeled "unidentified." Historian Walter George
Bell, drawing on writings from the period, summarized:
"Late into dark Deceni>er nights of the year 1664 London
citizens sat up to watch a new blazing u, with "mighty talk"
thereupon. King Char1es II and his Queen gazed out of the
windows at VVhitehall. About east it rose, reaching no great
altitude, and sank below the south-wast horizon bEitwaen two
and three o'clock. In a week or two it was gone, then letters
came from Vienna notifying the like sight of a brilliant comet,
and "in the wtr (ai~ the appearance of a Coffin, which causes
great anxiety of thought amongst the people." Erfurt saw with it
other teni>le apparitions, and listeners detected noises in the
air, as of fires, and sounds of cannon and musket-shot The
report ran that one night in the February folla.ving hundreds of
persons had seen flames of fire for an hour together, which
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seemed to be thrown from WitehaU to st James and then
back again to Vl/hitehall, whereafter they dsappeared. In March
there came into the heavens a yet brighter comet visi>le two
hours after midnight and so continuing till daylight. \Mth such
orrinous portents the Great Plague in London was ushered ·
in."(25) ·

Other less frequent "omens• were also reported in
connection with the Black Death. Some of those phenomena were obvious fictions. Significantly, the fictions were
not widespread and were ~rely reported outside of the
communities in which they originated.
he preceding quotes provide evidence that UFOs
(i.e. the Custodial society) have bombarded the
human race with deadly diseases. This evidence is
particularly intriguing when we consider claims made
by a number of modem UFO contactees who say
that they are relaying messages to mankind from the UFO
society. Some of them claim that UFOS are here to help
mankind and that UFOs will eradicate disease on Earth.
The UFO civilization reportedly has disease. If the Custodial cMlization is indeed so healthy perhaps it is only
because it is not. bombarding itself with germ weapons. If.
UFOs truly intended to bring health to the human race,
maybe all they needed to do was to stop spraying infectious biological agents into the air.
The Black Death not only killed a great many people, it
also caused deep psychological and social wounds. People in the past were convinced that the epidemics were
God's punishment for sin, and this caused deep Introversion. It was natural for people to accuse themselves and
their neighbors of wickedness and to wonder what they
had done to "deserve• their punishment. It rarely occurred
to the victims that plagues, even if deliberately inflicted,
had nothing to do with trying to make human beings more
virtuous. After all, the social and psychological effects of
·the Plague produced the opposite result. The misery and
despair generated by the massive death tolls brought
about widespread ethical decay. In a dying environment
many people will no longer care about whether their actions are right or wrong; they are going to die anyway. In.
the fearful climate of the medieval Plague, spiritual values
noticeably declined and mental aberration sharply increased. The same resullS are observed during war. Although the Bible and other religious works may preach that
plagues and wars are created by "God" to ultimately make
the human race more virtuous and spiritually advanced,
the effect is always the opposite.
The catacl)'Smic nature of the Black Death overshadowed another disastrous occurrence of the Plague years: a
renewed attempt by Christians to exterminate the Jews.
False accusations circulated that Jews were causing the
Plague by poisoning wells. These rumors stirred up a
fearsome hatred of the Jews Inside those Christian communities being devastated by the epidemic. Many Christians participated in the genocides, which may have
claimed as many lives, if not more•. than the slaughter of
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Jews by the Nazis in the 2oth century. According to Col·

li•'s Encyclopedia:
That country [Germany) figured ... as the site of brutal rnassaaas on the widest possi>le scae, which periodcally swept the
country from encl to end. These culrrinalad at the time of the
teni>le plague of 1348-1349, known as the Black Death.
Perhaps because their medc:al knowledge and hygienic Uf of
life rendered them somewhat less susceptible than others, the
Jews were preposterously accused of having deliberately
propagated the plague, and hllldreds of Jewish comnunities,
large and small, were blotted out of
existence or reduced to insignificaK:e.
Mt« ttis, only a broken 18rmant 18makted in the country, mainly in the petty
lordships which protected nt even

people were proclaiming that the "End Days• were at hand.
True to prophecy, out of this tumult emerged new •messengers from God" with promises of an imminent uptopia.
The teachings arid proclamations of those new messiahs
had an electrifying effect on the ravaged Europeans and
brought about an event of major importance: the Protestant
Reformation.•
·
This article copyright 1989, 1990 by the Dahlin
Family Press. All rights reserved.

encouraged them for the sake of financial advantages vmich they brought.
Only a few large Gemv:rl Jewish com-

mmities, sud'I as Frankfurt-am-Main or
\M>rms, managed to maintain an unbroken existence from Medieval times
ooward."(26)
The genocides were often instigated by German trade guilds, which
excluded Jews from membership.
Many of those guilds were direct
offshoots of the ancient Brotherhood
guilds. In fact, membership in Brotherhood organizations and European
trade guilds still overlapped heavily in
the 14th century with leadership in the
Drunken medieval looters: The Plague years were a time of spiritual decay.
. guilds often being held by men who
were members of other Brotherhood organizations. Here
again was an instance in which the corrupted Brotherhood
network was a significant contributor, if not the primary
1. Nahl, Johannes, The
16. Nahl, op. cit., p. 63.
source, of a major historical genocide.
Black Death, A Chronicle of
17.. Ibid., p. 68.
the Plague (London, George
Germany was not the only nation to host Jewish slaugh18. Ibid., p. 66.
Allen & Unwin Ltd., 1926), pp.
ters. The same occurred in Spain. In 1391, a massacre of
19. Ibid., p. 67.
56-57.
Jews was perpetrated throughout much of the Spanish
20. Ibid., p. 62-63.
peninsula. Although frightened Christians supplied the
2. Deaux. George, The
21. Ibid., p. 61-62.
manpower for these terrible genocides, their activities were
Black Death, 1347 (New York,
22.
Cortiss, William R.,
not always endorsed by the Papacy. To the credit of ClemWaybright & Talley, Inc.,
Handbook
of Unusual
ent VI, who served as Pope from 1342until1352, he tried
1969), p. 1.
Natural
Phenomena
(Garalmost immediately to protect the Jews from massacre.
3. Nohl, op. cit. p. 56-57.
den City, Anchor Books,
Clement VI issued two Papal bulls declaring the Jew.; to be
4. Ibid., p. 68.
1983), p. 206.
innocent of the charges against them. The bulls called upon
5. Ibid., p. 59.
23. Deaux, op. cit., p. 10.
all Christians to cease their persecutions. Clement VI did
6. Ibid., p. 53-54.
24. Nohl, op. cit., p. 65.
not fully succeed, however, because by that time many of
7. Ibid., p. 63.
the secretive trade guilds had become a united faction
25. Bell, Walter George,
8. Ibid., p. 205.
engaged in anti.Papal activity. Pope Clement also did not
The Great Plague in Londismantle the lnquiSition, and the Inquisition did much to
9. Ibid., p. 2.
don in 1665 (Dodd, Mead &
create the generally oppressive social climate in which such·
Co., 1924), p. 1.
10. Ibid., p. 63.
massacres could occur.
11. Deaux, op. cit.,
26. Halsey, William D.
The combination of Plague, Inquisition, and genocide
p. 2.
(ed. dir.), Collier's Encycloprovided all of the elements needed to fulfill apocalyptic
pedia (The Crowell-Collier
12. Ibid.
prophecy. The Catholic Church was on the brink of collapse
Pub. Co., 1965), vol. 13, p.
13. Ibid., p. 4.
due to the many clergymen lost to the Plague and from the
579.
14. Ibid., p. 78.
loss of popular faith in the Church caused by the Church's
15. Ibid., p. 4.
inability to bring an end to "God's Disease.• A great many
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Masonic Symbolism in the JFK Assassination

•

MyaUcalToponorny

by James Shelby Downard
with Michael A. Hoffman, II
The following is a version of James Shelby Downard and Micbad
A. Hoffman Il's popuJar ardcle •King Kill / 33°, • which appeared in
the first edition of Apocalypl!le Cillture (Amok Press, mw oot of
print), and was edited oot of subBequent versions of the book. It incorporates some changes and additions taken from the revised msion
receotly published in Secret and Suppre•ed (Feral House, PO Box
3466, Portland, OR 972(11, $12.9S). Adam Parfey, editor of Apocalypse Culture, is currently worlrlng on an in-depth piece on Downard
for his up:oming book, Cult Rapture, due oot in Novanber.

he information I present in these pages is we"'1own to
certain news agencies who have chosen to suppress it;
just as the motivation for the JFK assassination ·has been
plunged into cryonic secrecy. Masonic betrayal of the
"common man" involves archetypes of f8rtility and death
symbolism seemingly motivated to bring about syncretism
in opposing principles in order to green Israel, rebuild the Temple
of Solomon and establish a One World government. It is by way
of Masonic sorcery that the union of opposing principles is supposed to be biought about. The aiminals who stage-managed
Dallas in the killing of Kennedy have controlled the American
people's wiH in exchange for a sleep V't'ithout nightmares. I publish
this in the wake of the situation Chartes Seymour alluded to: "The
moralist unquestionably secures wide support; but he also wearies h~ audience.• Most Americans are beyond being tired; the
revelations have benumbed them.
Most Freemasons .apparently have no idea of the evl that is
part of Masonry, and if they do hear about it they don't believe it.
The same is true of most members of the "Clandestine Lodges"
and Masonic-oriented fraternal organizations, as well as Androgynous Masonic Societies.
It is certain that onornatolopy, or the science of names, forms a
very interesting part of the investigations of the higher Masonry,

T

and it is only in this way that any connections can be created
between the two sciences. -Encyclopedla of Freemaonry

When the ancients saw a scapegoat, they could at least
recognize him for what he was: a pharmakos, a human
sacrifice. When modem man sees one, he does not, or refuses
to, recognize him for what he is; instead he looks for 'scientific'
explanations-to explain away the obvious. -Thomas Szasz,
Ceremonlal Chemistry
The "science of names• forms only one segment of the science of symbolism used by the Masons. The JFK assassination
encounters this science ·in a d8cisive way, and contains a veritable nightmare of symbok:omplexes ·having to do V't'ith. violence,
perversion, conspiracy, death and degradation. These elements
are Important not only as cause-and-errect In the murder of a
president but in the ensuing reaction of the people of America
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and the world.
The fertility and death symbolism in the "J<ili"lg
Of The King" rite, which is part of the Greening
Ritualsm that has to do V't'ith JFK, has been suppreased because its examination must necessarily
link it to "Freemasonry" and its mysticism, as well
as to the political influence which it exerts. Obviously, this would do some damage to public confidence in:
a. Masonic progressivism, i.e., liberty, equality,
fratemity. b. Those who have shielded the conspirators. c. The entire mental construct that passes
for knowledge of the genuine nature of the government of the United States.

Mystical toponomy incorporates word wizardry
(onomatology) and the Masonic science of symbolism. In considering my data, it would be helpful to consider a dictum of Einsteinian physics-a science few Would accuse of fanaticism or irrationality: "Time relations among events are assumed to be first
c:onstiluted by the specific physical relations obtaining between
them."
My study of place names imbued V't'ith sorcerous significance
necessarily includes lines of latitude and longitude and the divisions of degrees in geography and cartography (minutes and
seconds). Let us take as an example "Mason Road" in Texas,
which connec:ta to the "Mason No El Bar" and the Texas-New
Mexico ("The Land of Enchantment") border. This connecting ine
is on the 32nd degree. The 32nd degree in Masonry of the Scot·
tish Rite is the next to the highest degree awarded. When this
32nd degree line of latitude is traced west into the "Land of Enchantment" it becomes situated midway between Deming and
Columbus (NM). Sightly to the north. of the town of Columbus are
the Tres Hennanas (Three Sisters) mountains. The Three Sisters
are found approximately 32 miles between Deming and Columbus and are a minute and some seconds south of the 32nd
degree line. When this line is traced further to the west it passes
the ghost town of Shakespeare at a distance south of the town
that is ioughly equivalent to the distance which the 32nd degree
line passes north of the Three Sisters Mountains. The names
Shakespeare and the Three Sisters find their connection in the
tragedy of Macbeth, which comprises such a large part of the
JFK assassination imagery.
When this 32nd degree line is traced some little distance
farther west, into Arizona, it crosses an old trail which meanders
north of what is now another ghost town, but which at one time
was the town of "Ruby.• Part of the old llllir1ding trail became
known as the "Ruby Road." The town of Ruby acquired its name
officially on April 11, 1912, and was notorious for many brutal
murders which had ritual aspects. Four of these homicides occurred in a store attached to the post office which had been
erected over the grave of a catholic priest.
Continuing on V't'ith mystical toponomy, one encounters the fact
that the Ruby road twists north into the area of two mountain
peaks that are known as the Kennedy and Johnson Mountains.
Johnson Mountain is supposedly named after the general manager ofthe Peabody Mining Company, who also had a town
named after him. The 32nd degree of latitude is but a few seconds from Johnson. In this frontier town on a December evening,
1883, a Colonel Mike Smith and a man called Mason were ambushed by gunfighters desaibed as being of questionable repu·
tatlon and questionable character. These terms are employed
in Masonic .writings:
He, (Captain WiUiam Morgan) was a man of questionable

character and dissolute habits, and his enmity to Masonry. ls
said to have originated in the refusal of the Masons of Leroy ...
-Encyclopedla of Freemuonry
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A "lcaystone" is the designation for the stone at the apex of an
arch which, when set in place, "keys" or locks the whole. A symbolical lcaystone is vital to 1he legend of the Masonic Royal Arch
Degree of York. The earliest known record of such a degree is in
the annals of the city of Fredericksburg, Virginia on December 22,
1753. Fredericksburg is also 1he location of the "House of the
Rising Sun,• a Masonic meeting place for such notables as
Founding Fa1hers George Weshington and Benjamin Franklin (of
Hell-Fire Club fame), and George Mason.

The Killing Of the King
Never allow anyone the luxury of assuming that because the
dead and deadening scenery of the American clly-of..dreadfulnlght is so utl8rly devoid of mystery, so thoroughly flat-footed,
starile and infantile, so burdened With the illusory gloss of
baseball-hot dogs-apple pie-and-Chevrolet, 1hat It exists outside
the psycho-sexual domain. The eternal pagan psychodrama is
ncalatad under these so-called modem conditions precisely
because sorcery is not what twentiettK:entury man can accept as
nml. Thus, the Kilfing of the King rite of November, 1963 is alternately ciagnosed as a conflict between anti-Castro reactionaries
and the foroes of Uberalism, big business and the big bankers,
this-or-that wing of the intelligence community and so oli. Needless to say, each of these groups has a place in the symbolism of
the Kennedy assassination.
But the ultimate purpose of that assassination was not political
or economic, but son:erous: for the control of the dreaming mind
is the under1ylng motive in 1his entire scenario of lies, auelty and
degradation. Something died in the American people on November 22, 1963-alll It idealism, innocence or the quest for moral
excelence. It Is this transformation of human beings which is the
authentic reason and motive for the Kennedy murder, and until
so-caled conspiracy theorists can accept this very real element,
they wl be reduced to so many eccentrics amusing a tiny remnant of diletlantes and hobbyists.
President Kennedy and his wife left the Temple Houston and
were met at midnight by tireless crowds present to cheer the virile
"Sun God" and his dazzlingly exotic wife, the "Queen of Love and
Beauty,• in Fort Worth. On the morning of November 22, they
ftew mGate 28 at Love Field, Dalas, Texas. The number 28 is
one of the correspondences of Solomon in kabbalistic numerology; 1he Solomonic name assigned to 28 is "Beale." On the 28th
degree of latitude In the slate of Texas is the site of what was
once the giant "Kennedy ranch." On the 28th degree is also Cape
Canaveral from which the moon flight was launched-made
poaible not only by the Presidenfs various feats, but by his
death as wel, for the placing of Freemasons on the moon could
ocetr only after the Killing of the King. The 28th degree of Templarism is the "King of the Sun• degree. The President and
First Lady arrived in Air FOn:e One,
code"-med "Angel."
The mo1orcacle proceeded
from Love Field to Dealey Plaza.
Deeley Plaza is lhe site of the
tlrst Masonic 1Bmple in Dallas
(now razed), and there is a
marker atl8sting to this fact in the
plaza. Important "protective"
&lra1Bgy for Dealey Plaza was
planned by the New Or1eans CIA
station whose headquarters were
in a Masonic temple building.
Dallas, Texas is located ten miles
south of the 33rd degree of latlbte. The 33rd degree is the
highest in Freemasonry and the
tbll1di1g lodge of the Scottish Rite
In America was aeated in
· Charleston, South Carolina,
exactly on the·

33rd degree. Dealey Plaza is close to the Trinity River. At 12:Zz
p.m. the motorcade proceeded down Main Street toward the
Triple Underpass, travefing first down ("Bloody") Elm Street. The
latter was the scene of numerous gun figh1s, stabbings and other
violence and It Is the location of the Majestic Thea1re, the pawn
shop/Negro and industrial district. It was also the home of the
Blue-Front tavern, a Masonic hangout in the grand 1radition of
"tavern-Masonry": Sam Adams and the Ma&ons of the American
Revo1uti9n did much of their Conspiring at the Green Dragon
Tavern in Boston. One of the many bars claiming the honor of
~ing the first Masonic lodge Is the Bunch of Grapes Tavern, also
1n Boston.
The Blue-Front was the site of the "brolcan-man• ritual in which
various members of the "Brotherhood of the Broom• swept the
ftoor and tended some 1ierce javelino pigs; .The Blue-Front was
once a firehouse and was still sporting the pole In the late twenties. This Is extremely germane symbolism. The national offices
of the Texaco oH corporation are located on Elm Street, Dallas.
Its chief producis are "Haviland (javeUno) oil" and "Fire Chier
gasoline.
On the comer of Bloody Elm and Houston is the "Sexton
Building.• "Sexton" is heavily laden wi1h graveyard connotations. It
is closely associa1Bd to the beetles of the genus Necrophorus or
Sexton beetles, so-caled because they bury the remains of tiny
animals with their legs. Bloody Elm, Main, and Commerce form a
trident patlBm In alignment with the triple underpass as any
Dallas map 'Ml show.
Many analysts contend that at least three assassins were
involved In the aossl'ire ambush of Kennedy. It is a prime tenet of
Masonry that Its assassins come in threes. Masonic assassins
are known in the code of the lodge as the •unworthy aaftsmen."
Because Masonry is obsessed with the earth-as-gameboard
(tesselation) and the ancillary alignments necessary to facilita1B
the •game; it is inordinately concerned with railroads and railroad
personnel to the extent that, outside of lawyers and circus performers, no other vocation has a higher percentage of Masons
than railroad workers.
Minutes after John Fitzgerald Kennedy was murdered, three
"hoboes" ("unworthy aaftsmen") were amtsled at the railyard
behind Dealey Plaza. No records of their identities have ever
been revealed, nor the identity of the arresting officer. All that
remains of those few minutes are a serious of photographs which
have reached legendary proportions among persons concerned
with uncovering the real forces and persons behind the assassination.
Dealey Plaza breaks down symbolicaly in this manner: "Dea"
means goddess In Latin and "Ley" can per1Bln to law or rule In
tha Spanish, .or Hnes of pretematural geographic significance In
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na1ure religions of the English. For many years Dealey Plaza was
lllderwater at different seasons, being flooded by the Trinity
River until 1he introduction of a flood-<x>ntrol syslem. Thus the
Dealey (Goddess-Rule) Plaza is present at the Trinity Sile of
Kennedy's kiHing. It should be noted that the de1Dnation of 1he
atomic bomb, whose alchemical creation and destruction of
primordial matter was an llluminist obsession, occurred at 1he
so-called "Trinity Site,• located on 1he 33rd degree of latitude. To
1his trident-Neptune site came 1he "Queen of love and Beauty•
and her spouse, the scapegoat, in the Killing of the King ri1e, the
•ceannaideach" (Gaelic word for Ugly Head or Wounded Head).
In ScoUand, the Kennedy coat-of-arms and Iconography is fuH of
folklore. Their Plant Badge is an oak and their Crest Badge has a
dolphin on it Now what could be more coincidental than for JFK
1D get shot In the head near 1he oak tree 'at Dealey Plaza. Do you
call that a coincidence?
The systematic arrangement and pattem of symbolic things
having to do with 1he killing of Kennedy indicates that he was a
scapegoat in a sacrifice. The purpose of such macabre ritualism
is further recognizable in patterns of symbolism culminating in the
final "making manifest all that is hidden."

dragged to this government hospital. They were operated on,
continued on a heavy drug i:egimen In a state 1hat varied from
somnolent to comatose for a number of days. The electrical
function of the victim was recorded and monitored and the biotelemetry plant tested. Subsequently the vic:tims were "brainwashed" and re1umed 1D 1he place where they had been seized.
The targets then continued their existence, unaware of how their
bodies had been invaded and 1heir autonomy stolen. (This was a
select procedure and not all of the staff necessarily knew what
was laking place.)
Uke the disgraceful trea1ment of the autopsy of President
Kennedy, Oswald's is similarly weird. Oswald was literally butchered in the "post-mor1em examination.• Pieces were actuany cut
out of his body. The trenchant inCision in his 1Drso resembled a
huge "Y, •which ran from his groin to the solar plexus. From
there, incisions were made to the right and left armpits. (It is also
probable that he was castrated). The so-called "t\w horns of the
letter Y" supposedly symbolize two different paths of vir1ue and
vice: the right branch leading to 1he former and the left to the
latter. The letter is sometimes referred to .as the utera Pythagorae (The Letter of Py1hagoras): Llt.ra Pythagorae, dis-

Dealey PlaiA is the site
of the first Masonic
temple in Dallas ... F,~/
strategy for Dealey ···
Pla14 was_planned by
the New Orleans CIJ\
station whose
headql!arters were in a
Masonic temple ...
Oswald
"Oswald" means "divine strength.• The diminutive form of the
name Oswald is ·0s· or •oz•: a Hebrew term denoting strength.
The role which "Divine Streng1h" played in the Dealey "Goddess
Rule" KiOing Of The King ri1ual should be given careful consideration. One should also note the significance of (Jack) Ruby's killing
(destroying) of "Ozwald," in reference to the "ruby slippers• of The
Wizard of Oz, which one may deride as a fairy tale but which
nevertheless symbolizes 1he immense power of "ruby light,•
otherwise known as the laser.
Oswald may have undergone biotalemetry implantation in the
Soviet Union while a "volunteer" at a Behavior Control Center at
Milsk. Oswald roomed with Cubans and was allegedly friendly
with a Castro man identified only as being "burly" and a "key"
man. "Burly" can mean burlecue or burlesque. The "key,• of
course, is one of the most important symbols in Masonry and the
symbol of silence.
If Oswald was the result of some Soviet Frankenstein process,
v.fly did he have to travel several thousand miles for such treatment when it is a routine operation in America? Here in the good
ol' USA it is perfonned in hospi1als, prisons and psychiatric centers. While such activities of the Milk>f-Oread are pro forma at a
variety of institutions at 1he present, there was a time when it was
deemed necessary to do such work at Walter Reed Hospital.
These lmplan1s were back alley operations in which the victins
ware overpowered in some place or other, drugged and then
~
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crtmln• 1ecta blcoml, Humana• vitae 1peolem praefeml
vldltur. (The letter of Pythagoras parted by its two branched
division appears 1D exhibit the image of human life.)
In the 47th Problem of Euclid lies a secret of 1he Third Degree
of Masonry. Pythagoras is called by Freemasons "our ancient
friend and brother.• One of Pythagoras' main docbines was the
system of "Metempsychosis,· v.flich pertains to the passing of a
human soul into the body of an animal. Perhaps this was the
intention of 1he autopsy-by cutting 1he letter of Pythagoras into
Oswald's body they sought t> expedite transmigration, and they
may even haw gone as far as feeding sec:tions of Oswald's
corpse t> a certain aninal, for this too Is a practice of what used
1D be widely feared as neaomancy.

Arlington Necrology
The Kennedy and Oswald burials were both at "Arlington": JFK
at the National Ceme1ery near Washington, O.C. and Oswald at
RosehiH Cemetery near Ar1ington, Texas. Ar11ngton is a word of
significance in Masonic sorcery, and it has a hidden meaning 1hat
has 1D do with necrolatry.
At the Kennedy gravesite, there Is a stone circle and in i1s
mlddle a fi19 called the •etemal flame.• The fil8 in the middle of
the circle represents a point in 1he circle, the same type of symboHsm recognizable In Kennedy's bier and coffin occupying the
center of the rotunda in the Capitol. A point in a cirde symbolized
1he sun in ancient sun worship. It Is also a symbol of fecunclty
v.flh the point symbofizing a phallus and the circle a vagila.
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N. the Oawald gravasila stMds a sn&I tree. There exists an
okt belief that a tree which grows at or on a ""81'9 Is embocied
with the spiril..fon::e of the person buried at that site, and that a
twig or branch taken from such a tree has magical powers. I
aiggaat that Lee HMley Oswald's molher (Mrs. Marguerite
Claverie Oawald) shoUd genlty remove a twig from the tree at her
eon's ...-a and then at fNfJl'Y oppartuniy touch FBI agents, CIA
operalives, polloemen, et cetera, with that same twig. Such a
procedure couldn't help but be more efficacious In bringing the
nuderars of JFK to justice than the warren Conmission.

Funerary Rites
John F. (Honey Fitz) Fitzgerald, the ptdlather of John F.
Kannady, was elected rrmyor of Boston thanks in part to his
"WrD Houae" campaigns that became rru:h Imitated. These
COi ISisted rl a daily surveillance of the newspapers for announcements of deaths, after which a disaaet ~izer"
would be clspatched by Fitzgerald and a good deal of political
mileage acaJ1'Uatsd in the bargain.
For a time. the Rzgeralds lived near the fcnner site rl the
Green Dragon Tavem, established aroood 1680 and demolished
for the~ of a street in 1820. The Fdzgerakl home was on
Hanover Street and the Gl88n Dragon Tavern was on Green
Dragon lane (now Union Straet). The tavern boasted the "first
lodge room of Fraemasonry in America,· the St. Andrews Lodge,
locallld wlhin the tavern proper. In the mysticism of the Chinese
tongs. the Green Dragon is a death symbol. A symbol of the
laller is worn on a ring or held in the hand of a "hatchet man.•
The Green Dragon is supposed to il11>8rt the notion of a "license
to klr for it slsJ1lfies that the m.irder is an affair of "honor": the
Green Dragon is the guardan of the god-with-a-thou
..., pnJlacts the sanctity rl the thild heaven.
r.b:t1 of Boston's Irish population arrived in America in what
ware nicknamed the "coffin ships: Members of the Kennedy
tilrily ware acquainted with the "Collin Farrily.• The Reverend
V\lllflam Sloane Coffin was the son of theologian Henry Sloane
Collin; Collin the younger was a member of the Peace Corps
/lvNmty Cooocil that Sargent Shriver headed. "Shriver" or
"Shrive" has the meaning of one 'Ith> grants abeclution to a
pen1111nt n It was aistomary to cal upon a shriver before death.
If the shrivar was not available, a "sin eater" was sunmonect. The
okt pious cry that had to do with the request for a shriving was
"Shrive me 0 Holy Land and Give Me Peace: To this the shriver
would respond, "Pax Voblscln":
.•.the spel lies in two words, Pax Vobiscum win answer all
queries. If you go or come, eat or drink, bless or ban, Pax
Vobiscum carries you through it all. It is as useful to a friar as
a broomstick to a witch or a wand to a conjurer. Speak it but
thus, in a deep grave tone, Pax Vobiscuml It is irresistible watm and ward, Knight and squire, foot and horse, it acts as a
dam upon them all. I think, if they bring me out to be hanged
anorrow, as is much to be doubted they may, I wift try ils
weights upon the finisher of the sentence. -"Wanba, son of
Witless"

·

of the symbolism of the Third Degree, whera the reference is
precisely to the same as that of the P8'tos in the ancient
mysteries. [My emphasis.] -Encyclopedla of Freemasonry
Presidel it Kennedy sat at the head of a <XJflln table at the
Wlite House. To his back, Oller a fireplace, hung a portrait of
Abraham Li1coln, an aaaasairated president On either sided
the pidtn were wns that resentJled the type caHed "cinerary
urns" which are vessels in which the ashes of the dead are kept.
A book about JFK was called Three Steps to the White House.
In Masonry are what is kno'lm as the "three symbolic steps.•
The three grand steps symbollcaly lead from this ife to the
source of all knowledge ... It must be evident to every Master

Mason without further explanation, that the three steps are
taken
the darkness to a place of light either figuratively or
reaUy over a coffin, the symbol of death, to teach symbofically
that the passage from darkness and ignorance of this life
through death to the lght and knowledge of eternal rife. And this
from eartiest times was the true symbolsm of the step.
-Encyclopedia cl Freemasonry

m

The body of President Kennedy was placed in a coffin which
was positioned in the center of a drde under the Capitol dome.
The catafalque was a temporary structure of wood appropriately
decorated with funeral symbols and representing a tomb or cenotaph. It forms a part of the deooralio!is of a "Sorrow Lodge." This
Masonic Encydopedia reference is to the ceremonies of the Third
Degree in Lodges of the French Rite.
Pictures taken of the Kennedy coffin and catafalque show
these two props of the funerary rite as a point In a circle. Ferundily is the symbolic siglification of the Point within a circle and is
a derivation of mtCient Slit worship.
In olden lore of mystery aJlts and fertility retis;on was invariably
the legend of the death of the hero god and the disappearance of
his body. In the subsequent search and supposed finding of the
body we see the contrivance of an elaborate psychological ruse,
well krlO'M'I to the masters of the ancient mysteries. The body
was said to have been concealed by the kiler or killers of the
hero god. The concealment of the body was called aphanism,
and is a rle of the Masonic Third Degree. ~ interested in
comprehending the mechanics of group mind control would do
well to study the Third and Ninth De1J88S of Masonry in partiwlar. The dlsappea 81 I08 of the body, this aphanism, is to be found
in the assassination of President Kennedy:
The Presldenfs brain was removed and his body buried without
it ... Dr. Cyril Wecht chief medica emniner of Allegheny

County, Pennsylvania, past president of the American Academy of Forensic Scientists, and a professor of pathology and
law received permission from the Kennedy family in 1972 to
vie.;, the autopsy materials (at the National Archives). When he
routinely asked to see the brain, Wecht was told it was missing,
along with the microscopic slides of the brain. Msion Johnson,
curator of the Warren Commission material at the Archives
said, "The brain's not here. We don't know what happened to it.•
-los Angeles Free Preas, Special Report No. 1, p. 16.

Sargent Shiver, a Catholic and Kennedy by maniage, as head
rl the Peace Corps and in association with a Collin, rni9it be
If and when the brain is recovered, the entire process will have
m l8idered to be In a sensitive position in relation to mystical
been oon1lfeted wider the term "ewesis.• In the Masonic Mysteronomatology.
ies are "syirix>ical ladders." On the Masonic tracing board of
In the ancient mysteries, the aspirant could not claim a
. 1ne there Is a ladder with three steps, a significant revision of
participation In the highest secrets unbl he had been placed in
the usual ladder in such references (seven steps.)
the Pestos, bed or coffin. The placing of him in the coffin was
There are of course all sorts of ladders: The Brahmanical
caled the symbolical death of the mysteries, and his deliverLadder (seven steps), the Kadosh Ladder (seven steps), ~
ance was termed a rising
the dead; the "mind,·
ill
cian Ladder (seven steps), Jacob's Ladder (various nuni>ers
.
ancient writer quoted by Stobaeus, is afflicted with death just as
attri>uted), the Kabbalistic Ladder (ten steps); and there is old
It is in the initiation of the mysteries. And word answers to word,
"Tim Fmegan's l...adder" which is known to some as the "Ladder
as weft as to the thing; for burial is to die and death to be
of Misfortune,• and it is seemingly <X>f11>1ised of one false step
Initiated. The coffin in Masonry is found on tracing boards of the
after another. Tm Fmnegan was an Irish hod carrier who fell off
eaty pat of the last cenb.Jry, and has always constituted a part

m
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As for the three assassins themselves:

Peny Raymond Russo told a New Orteans grand jury that (CIA .
agent David) Ferne said (regarding the assassination of JFK) that
"there would have to be a minimum of three people involved. Two
of the persons would shoot diversionary shots and the thid ... .
shoot "the good shot· Fenie said that one of the three would have . ·
to be the "scapegoat." He also said that Fenie discoursed on Ille .
availabUity of exit, saying that the saaiftced man would give lh~
other two time to escape. -Quoted by w. Bowart in Operation.·
Mind Control
The Warran Comm...lon

GenUemen, don't pass me by! Don't miss your opportunity!
Inspect wares with careful eye; I have a great variety. ·And yet
there is nothing on my stall. -Witch in Goethe's Faust
··
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lheee are the thoughts of a huckster-witch which one need not
eaardl fer drasaed all in black with conical cap; instead, look
anong the fl8'f ftannel Slits in the bo81dl ooms and offices of the
l"IBIC!lllpapers, electronic meda, goverrment and advertising
ageR::iaa that is, those ~ are not busy wortcing fer the CIA or
Naval lntslligence selHng the public lies.
Mason Lyndon Johnson appointed Mason Ear1 Warren to iwestigate the death of Catholic Kennedy. Mason and member of the
33rcl ctcvee. Gerald R Ford, was Instrumental in suppressing what
lilHe evidence of a conspiratorial nature reached the corrmission.

Responsible for supplying information to the oonmission was
Mason and member of the 33rd degree, J. Edgar Hoover. Fonner
CIA~ and Mason Allen Dulles was responsible for most of

his agency's data to the panel.
IS it paranoid to be suspicious of the findings of the panel on
theae grouids? Would it be paranoid to suspect a panel of Nazis
appoi"'8d to inveatigate 1he death of a Jew, or to suspect a ~
. nission cl KIBl isnen appointed to investigate the death of a ~

wa?

In old law books it was once the

Mason Lyndon
J onnson
l. - - . ed.
ap~mt
hence 8lrf fixed, formulated or
Mason Earl Warren
authoritative injunction of duty was
•
•
h
apt to be designated as being a
to mveshgate t e
~:~or carbuncle
death of·Catholic
Ruby pertains to the "Breastplate Kennedy. Mason and
~~=~.=sr~~~~ member of the
33rd
sorcery, enabling them to receive dPln'PP Ge-- 1d R
"clivlne" answers regarding the
..-0-.--1
ra.I!
•
welfare of Judaism; some interFord, was
pretatlons claim that the "Breast•
tal m
.
plate of Judgment" manifested the mstrumen
immeciate
of~ sup~~· what little
and was also
by Masons an
Royal Arch chapters. This
evi ence o a
"breastplate oontailecl twelve
•
• l
stones,· each symbolizing one of conspiratona nature
the twelve tribes of Israel. The
reached. the
carbuncle or ruby was oonnected
practice to print some of the titles
of the statutes in red and these
were tenned rubrics or a ruby and

pieseiice
\'llOl1l

Representatiye Hale Boggs, the only Catholic on the oormission, at first aveect with its findings and when he later began to
seriously question them, he was •aocidenta11y" killed in a "plane

aash: .

Hoodwink (definition). A symbol of the seaecy, silence and
dartq,ess in which the mysteries of our art should be preserved
from the unhallowed gaze of the profane. -Dr. Albert Mackey,
Mason, member of the 33rd degree, foremost Masonic historian
of the 19th cenlury, writing in the Encyclopedia of Freemasonry
That 18 hew they See us, as "prorane" as "oowans" (outsiders).
The ayptocracy is a brotherhood reminiscent of the atcient
secret societies, with rites of initiation and ildoctrination programs
t> develop in its loyal membership the special understanding of its
mysteries. -W.H. Bowart, Operation Mind Control
Ferrie and Shaw
David W. Ferrie and Clay L. Shaw W818 habitues of the old
"StoryVle" 8l8Cliorl of the French Quarter of New Orteans. One
ClPlJkl 8111 that the entire oflic:ial assassination Investigation is a
my of the F81Tie Tale genre.
Dlacharged from Eastern Airtine8 for homo&exual activity, David
Ferrie (Farie, Faerie, Faerie,.Faiy) was said to be c:oq>letely
~ nt often resorted to pasting hair on his eyebrows and his
head .-i, appropiiatsly encxvi. spit ~ He was also reputed to
hall'$ been an exotic loser who faled in everything he did and who
engagecfln various imposhres. So, in the mystical charade of the
~ OfThe l<lng, Ferrie plays the role of a "medicastro" (quack).
. ShaW.was also a homosexual and flagellant, and since both
men .-e centeied in New Orleans, we can begin to understand
the lntk*1C88 they were slated to represent in this most publicized
d all American nuders. New Orteans, Louisiana, is kna.vn as
"Crelcent City," In refeienoe to the moon and Is closely connected
to luw (luiacy) rites. prostitution and fN8rY other inversion of the
ao-caled American dnBn. The CIA stationhouse connected to
Oawald, Ferrie and Shaw as wel as to the foml.dation of the JFK
mig is, or was, localed in a Masonic ten1J1e bulding in New

to the tribe.of Judah (Nopech).
The term ·Jack Ruby" was
once used by pawn brokers to

i1dicate a fake ruby. In iconography, a ruby or cartxn:le symbolzes blood, suffering and

death.
Truth or Consequences
Former District Attorney for
New Orteans, James Ganison, is
alleged to have been an ex-FBI

agent and to have been mentally

disturbed at one time. Jim Garrison w8s an outsider in the Seaet
Society machinations of the FBI
and may very well have been
phannacologlcal or hypnotically

induced to seklp his ill-fatecl

COIIlIIllS&Oil.

ResP.>nsible for
supplying information
to tbe commis.9on was
Mason and member of
the 33rd degree, J.
Ed.gar Hoover.
Former CIA director
and Mason Allen
Dulles was responsible
for most of his
agencys data to the
pane[

inYestigatlon In the "T~. ~
Consequences Commission.
Truth or Consequences, New
Mexico, is a town locatecl on the 33rcl degree of paralel latitude,
and near the same latitude John Fitzgerald Kennedy became an
oblation, and on the same latitude as the chief Temple on this
planet in the minds of sorcerers, namely the Temple of Solomon at
Jerusalem, which is sworn to be rebunt on this 33rcl degree.

Oileans, LA
New oi1earis wll continue to play a ma;or role in the murder,
rraytan and perversion of the oorring years. It is invariably in the
lnielst!t as a iuppoeedly quaint and •spooky" place and which the
public encounters in a film called Pretty Baby about prostitution

This method and process of Masonic machinations is sunmed
up In the principle of the "Making Manifest of All That is Hdden."
which is to seal for all time the alegedly irresistible force of the
eternal pagan psydiodrama.
. In a lteral, alc:hemical sense, the Making Manifest d All That is
Hidden is the acx:omplistment of the Ttird Law of the Alchemists
and is, as yet, oofUfilled or at least not 0001Jleted. Two law& have
been rnanlfested--th aeation and de&trudlon of primordial matter
(the detonation of the first Atorric Bomb at the Tmity Site, at Vllhite
Sands, New Mexico, on the 33rd degree of parallel), and The Kiling
Of The King (at the Trinity Site, at Dealey Plaza, Dallas, near the

and a 12-year-old child, and in Ishmael Reed's Shrovetide In New
Ortemna; a molher-locle of Voodoo rites \Wiich have no end of
fascination to foolish people everywhere.
Ruby
On December 20. 1947, Jacob Rubinstein changed his name to
Jack L R&my by deaae of the 68th Judlclal Court of Dales, Texas.
The alymolog/ of the term "Rib( nn: (French) rubls; (Spanish)
rubl; (lalln) rublnu., carbuncle.

33rd degree of latitude).
Only the repetition of infonnatlon In oonjundlon with knowledge
of this mechanism of Making Manifest d All that is Hidden provides
the sort of boldness and wiU which can demonstrate that we are
aware of al the enenies, al the opponents, aU the tricks and ~
etly, and yet we are sbl ROt cissuaded that we work for the truth for
the sake cl the buth. Let the rest take upon themselves and their
children the misequenoes of their actions.•
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· Right-Wing
Clap-Trap
.

Love your mag-it's
~-·-··., one of the few I've read that
mad~ m~ lau~h. angry or shake
my head in disbelief ~s I turned. page
after page. My question to you is, are
y~u taking t~e pi~ out of me? Why
!"IX co~pelhng p1~ces such as
Abductions of Children and the Traffic
in Organs" [Issue 41 with right-wing
clap-trap, such as "Waco Secret
Weapon!" and ·Jonestown: the King
Connection"? [Issue 5). Do you feel
compelled to publish all articles dealing
with conspiracies? To me, the real
looney-toon articles (like
"Rented-a-tent. ..") [Issue 4] only
cheapen the impact of more genuine
pieces.
Dann L. Australia
[Hey, watch who you're calling
looney-toonl-Joan D'Arc]
Tepid Pablum
Paranoia keeps getting better with
every issue. So long as you maintain
your integrity and originality by
presenting as many different aspects
as possible of the topics covered,
keeping bias to a minimum, I think the
refreshing change you offer to the
tepid pablum dished out so
monotonously by the mainstream
media will insure your continued
success. You have also steered clear
of the vapid sensationalism that
characterizes the tabloids by
presenting material of substance
instead of froth and tinsel. I don't
always agree with the statements
made, but the writers you publish have
done their homework and are raising
valid points, whether or not their
conclusions are correct. I think that the
way you treated the apparitions of the
Virgin Mary [Issue 5] was excellent. If
there are any angry letters from
Catholics or Fundamentalists, I would
respond by quoting from page 96 of
my book Extra-terrestrial Friends and
Foes.
George Andrews, Druiy MO
Not The Same Guy

Picked up the recent issue of your
most interesting zine and saw Armen
@) fall 1994

~ctorian's [Psychic Warlare]

article. I have to point out
some counter-evidence to
his claim that Col. John
Alexander is the same
individual as the Col. Hal
Phillips discussed in Howard
Blum's book Out There. My own
reading of Blum's book suggests John
Alexander is probably not the
mysterious Col. Phillips, unless
biographical details were deliberately
scrambled. The book Warrior's Edge
by Alexander Morris and Grolier states
"In 1956 he [Alexander] entered the
U.S. Army as a private and retired
thirty-two years later as a colonel."
Colonel Phillips' bio from Out There on
the other hand says •... born 1941, .
Sioux City, Iowa; graduated University
of Southern Illinois engineering degree
and ROTC; entered the Army as a first
lieutenant and decided to become a
career officer.. ." Probably notthe same
guy
·
Steve C, via e-mail
Divide and Conquer
I have been studying 'Conspiracy
Theory' for some time now and have
gone off the deep end trying to figure
everything out. Unfortunately, I seem
to be hung up on a self-evident point
that I somehow can't comprehend: just
what is the left/right? The left seems to
call everyone and everything in its
'conspiracy' Fascist and all groups
and/or organizations on the right (John
Birch Society, Liberty Lobby, etc.) are
government front organizations
spreading propaganda. While on the
other hand. the right calls everything in
its 'conspiracy' Communism and all
groups on the left (Earth First, etc.) are
government front organizations
spreading propaganda. The strange
thing about all this is that both sides
point to the same people as running
this 'conspiracy.' Ifs the labels and
issues that are different So, whafs
really going on, Fascism or
Communism??? And what's the
difference? Personally, I see truth on
both sides, but if any readers would
care to enlighten me I would
appreciate it.
Joseph Toney
675 Rosal way
Sai Rafael CA 94903
Not all Satanists
I recently picked up my first issue
(#5) of Paranoia, and found it very
enlightening. However, your story
about the "satanic child abuse
cover-up" has one simple little line that
bothers me enough to write. You
stated that the pentagram is a Satanic
symbol, when in fact it is nothing of the
paranoia

sort. I agree, Satanists may use
pentagrams, but that is because the
pentagram is an ancient symbol
intended to protect it's bearer from evil
forces or demons, worn by many
occultists, good and evil. Most
occultists are people interested in the
supernatural and are not child
molesters ... and more than 95% of
occultists are NOT satanists, and the
majority of those 95% are not
practitioners of Black magicks, nor do
they sacrifice animals or dig up graves
... The rest of the story was fine, and
very interesting. The rest of the mag
was a blast as welll Paranoia is one of
the few magazines I think is worth
killing all those trees over.
Colin S, Van Nuys CA
Patriot Warning
Praise for your outstanding work in
publishing such an important
magazine. I've been lucky enough to
have found every issue since the first..
Linda Thompson is going to get a lot
of patriots killed or imprisoned in
Amerika's gulags. She has obviously
not read the U.N. (NWO) Charter that
those treasonous bastards committed
us to. Washington D.C. is a Federal
Zone and, militia or not, it cannot be
taken by force. According to our
missing 13th Amendment, Linda
Thompson is a non-citizen. She is a
lawyer, a member of the American Bar
Association, which is a Charter of the
British Bar Association. So she works
for and is a foreign agent. The missing
13th is fully ratified, and she wants to
be general of this misguided militia? All
patriots must be warned so they don't
end up dead or in UN I NWO
concentration camps scattered over
USofA .. [Note: ltd. press time, we
learned that Linda Thompson had
called off the Sept 19 armed militia
march on Washington. We hope to
publish her reasons, and response to
her critics, next issue.] There is
something very wrong here in the land
of the "free.· Thank you for doing more
and risking more than most people
ever think about.
Pa~ W, Mattapan MA

O.J. associate killed
•Former Buffalo bar owner Casimir "Butch Casey•
Sucharski, 48, and two female companions, were discove~d bru1ally murdered exactly two weeks after Nicole
Brown Simpson and Robert Goldman were slain. The
three victims were discovered shot repeatedly in the head
and neck at Sucharski's opulent Miramar, Florida home.
During O.J. Simpson's early days in the NFL, Sucharski
had been the roommate of Buffalo bar owner and O.J.
Simpson friend Michael Militello. Police believe O.J. narrowly escaped arrest during a 1970s drug raid at Militello's
home, which netted a s1ash of cocaine and guns, for
which Sucharski took the entire rap. An article detailing
these drug investigations and mentioning Sucharski by
name had appeared in the Buffalo News the weekend
Sucharski 'NBS killed. (Buffalo News)

Watergate figure questions Foster suicide
•Watergate figure and former FBI agent G. Gordon
Liddy has raised several questions about the death of
Vince Foster. On his radio talk show, Liddy pointed out
that
•No additional .38 caliber ammunition (the type used by
Foster's pistol) was found in the Foster home or automobile
•The hair ofan unidentified indMdual was found on
Foster's clothes
•NoX-rays were taken at Foster's autopsy because
"the machine was broken~, "
•One fingerprint found on the alleged suicide weapon
was not that of Vince Foster. (Radio Free D.C.)

Suspended Farrakhan aide shot
-In late May, 1994, Khallid Abdul Muhammad, the
controversial Nation of Islam former spokesman, was shot
by an assailant. Muhammad survived the attack, which
also wounded five others. Former Nation of Islam member
James Edward Bess, who was beaten by a crowd at the
scene, has been charged with the shooting. Muhammad
was shot outside an auditorium near the University of
California campus after he surprised authorities by exiting
through an unguarded door. Police said they were investigating the possibility that a phony note had been passed
to Muhammad informing him that he had to niove his
question and amMer session outside
because his time had expired. Bess,
the alleged gunman, had been
kicked out of the Nation of Islam
three years ago, though it is not
known whether Muhammad was
·involved in Bess' dismissal. Muham.mad himself had recently been
suspended by the Nation of Islam
leadership for making speeches in
which he called Jews "the bloodsuckers" of the black community and
referred to the Pope as a "no-good
cracker.• (Associat.d Press, USA
Today)

had sprayed zinc cadmium sulfide over Minneapolis and
other areas of the country. The Minneapolis spraying, part
of secret Cold War-era research on biological warfare,
occurred in 1953. Today, several women who attended an
elemen1ary school in the path of the spray say they have
experienced serious health problems including cancer,
sterility, and miscarriages.(Champaign.Urbana NewsOazetllt)

News suppressed
•News organizations around the world agreed not to
report the kidnapping of Associated Press reporter Tina
Susman in Somalia during her 20-day captivity, which
ended on July 8, 1994. Editors at large news organizations including the New York Times, Waahlngllon Post,
and NBC News, defended their decision to suppress the
story. An after-the-fact report in the New York Times
foa.ised on the "controversy• over whether Susman received special treatment by the media because she was a
reporter, and ignored the true significance of the event: It
showed that, given sufficient motivation (or intimidation?),
a few media elites can impose an effective worldwide
news blackout (New York Times)

r'

Jordan death questioned
•Michael Jordan's father may have faked his death to
escape mounting financial problems, say lawyers for one
of two men accused in the July 23, 1993 killing. Larry
Demery and Daniel Andre Green, both 19, are accused of
murder in the death of James Jordan, 56. Prosecutors say
the two robbed and murdered Jordan as he slept in his
car in Robeson County, N.C., then tossed the body into a
McColl, S.C., creek. They were linked to the case because they used Jordan's cellular car phone to call fi'iends
after the alleged murder. [This, and their other proven
actions-including their openly drMng the car-seem more
consistent with a scenario in which the two men came
upon the luxury car only after it was empty.-AI] Green's
lawyers suggested in court papers that the body, which·
was cremated and later identified through dental records,
wasn't Jordan's. A year ago, police investigated reports
that a convenience store clerk, bread delivery man and
others saw Jordan alive three days after authorities say
he was shot to death. (USA Today)•

Compiled by
Al Hidell

Killings linked? Florida victim Sucharski (left) and accused LA killer OJ

US students got lesson in
BioWarfare
•In June, the Army admitted that it
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eneath the posh Greenbriar Hotel in
W;llite Sulphur Springs, West Virginia lies an enormous underground
federal facility. The bunker was
constructed between 1958-61 in
order to shelter the United States Congress
in the event of a nuclear attack. Oddly, until
the story of the existence of this secret
installation broke in May of 1992, only six
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members of Congress knew of the instaiiation
beneath the hotel in the Allegheny mountains
about 250 miles southwest of the nation's capital.
Situated behind two 20-ton blast doors, the underground
complex contains dormitory-style IMng quarters for 800
people, meeting rooms, infirmary, television studio, radio and
communications equipment, a power plant and crematortum.
The installation also has its own water and electricity and
sewage treatment facilities. Apparently, only those with a
"need to know" were previously aware of the top-secret
installation. How could the hundreds of members of Congress take shelter in a bunker they did not know existed?
This is only one of the fascinating revelations made known
by Richard Sauder In his 156-page, side-bound manuscript
entitled Underground Bases and Tunnels: What is the
Government Trying to Hic:le? Sauder discusses documen1s
generated by various military agencies, nabbed under the
Freedom of Information Act, which pertain to the construction, operation and planning of underground military Installations and tunnel systems located beneath American soil. This
is the first and only book to offer solid proof that the underground is inhabited! Sauder states that the U.S. military has
been heavily involved in underground construction for literally
decades; training manuals put out by the Army Corps of
Engineers entitled Design of Underground Installations in
Rock show that underground military installations have existed since the late fifties. These facilities were planned as
survival bunkers for "military brass• in the event of nuclear
warfare. A 1961 Army Corps report states that these "vital
government installations• (note the plural) "have been placed
underground.• There is no question that they exist, but who
owns them, how many of them are there, what is their ostensible purpose today, and how deep inside the earth do they
go?
The Nuclear Connection
While some of the tunneling activity going on around the
world is for overt projects such as sewers, subways, utility
lines, highways, railroads, Sauder believes that there are
more secretive underground tunnel systems built for more
"unusual purposes". For instance, in the early 80s, plans
were made to take the bases and tunnel systems even
deeper, to 3500 feet underground, in order to house and
shuffle around MX nuclear missiles in hiding from the Rus- ·
sians. Sauder concludes that in fact the military, in cooperation with the Ballistic Missile Office at Norton Air Force Base, ·
the Army Corps of Engineers and private companies, has
secretly built an extensive, deep underground tunnel s~em.
and nuclear missile complex, which may be hundreds of
miles long and lies a few thousand feet underground! Plans
for the post-nuclear scenario were more specifjc than many., .
may realize. For instance, it was decided that the preferred
mode of power generation in the deep underground bases : .·

By Joan D'Arc
Illustrations by Bill Barker, from The Counter-schwa Book,
available from Schwa, Box 6064, Reno, NV 89513, $6.00.- ·
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would be iron-chlorine fuel cells, developed by Boeing Aerospace Company.
However, should confinement last more
than four years, which is probable, the
alternative pc>'Ner source would be
liquid-metak:ooled nuclear reactors using
lithium. Sauder indicates that this extensive underground project would have
begun in the late 1980s and ear1y 90s.
The vast underground base sites were
planned for Forty Mile Canyon in Nevada,
Grand Mesa in Colorado, and the Columbia River Basin in Washington State.

Tunnel Boring Machines
Fairly unknown tunneling technologies
are discussed in Underground Bases
and Tunnels. The manufacturer of the
TunnelBoring Machines {TBMs) is most
probably the Robbins Company located in
Kent, near Seattle, Washington. The
newest method of tunnel boring-thermal
boring-involves the use of electron
beam, laser, electric arc, flame jet
plasma, atomic fusion, microwaves, and
high frequency electric drills. Sauder
states that the most promising TBMs are
probably based on the flame jet tunneling
patents for nuclear subterrenes, issued to
government agencies in the seventies.
Almost all of the inventors of these machines are from Los Alamos Labs in New
Mexico. The so-called •nuclear subterrenes" are laser-powered TBMs that leave
smooth, glass lined walls in their wake,
with no muck disposal problems.
Federal Facilities
In the course of his research into
underground bases, Sauder has heard
stories of "dozens" of facilities operated
by the Pentagon. Being careful to only
report on those for which he has found
"tangible documentation•, Sauder prefers
to err on the conservative side. He discusses sub-installations based in Raven
Rock, Pennsylvania; Warrenton Training
Center in Virginia; Kirkland Air Force Base
in Albuquerque, New Mexico; DIPEF in
Atchison, Kansas; Strategic Air Command
under Amherst Massachusetts; Oakville
Grade near Napa, California; and the US
Navy Installation at Sugar Grove, West
Virginia, among others. Many federal
agencies maintain hidden facilities underground, including nine scattered facilities
operated by the Federal Reserve Banks.
The Fort Meade, Maryland underground
site is filled with the supercomputers of
paranoia
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Nuclear Subterrenes
and the Taos Hum
Accoroing to an article by Greg Long in
Contactee magazine entitled "Machinelike
Underground Sounds and UFO Phenomena, •since the ear1y to mid-seventies,
people in various parts of the country
have reported hearing mysterious rumbling sounds coming from beneath the
ground. For instance, machine-like underground sounds on the Yakima Indian
Reservation in south-central Washington
were reported by fire lookouts from the
ear1y to mid 1970s. The strange whining
sounds began on November 7, 1972 on
Satus Peak and were described, alternately, as sounding like •a loaded truck
pulling a long hill and never reaching the
top•, or like "several large turbines". By
November of 1976 the sounds had been
reported by fire lookouts all the way from
Fort Simcoe, 7% miles from Satus Peak.
By 1978 the "turbine" sounds were reported at the southern boundary of the
reservation. Strange lights and luminous
objects are likewise sighted. In addition,
the article reports on similar subterranean
machine sounds heard in the San Luis
Valley in Colorado, Robertson County in
central Texas, southwestern Pennsylvania, northwestern New Jersey, San Gabriel Mountains in California, Pine Bush,
New York as well as Puerto Rico, England and Italy. Some of these sitee correlate with underground sites positively
verified in Saude(s book; for instance,
facilities located in California, Colorado,
Pennsylvania, Texas and Washington
State.

Underground Alien Bases?
The existence of this vast tunnel system has an alien connection. Although
Sauder is careful to steer clear of unsubstantiated assertions, rumors are rampant
in Ufology concerning subterranean dens
such as under Dulce, New Mexico, where
cloning of human/alien hybrids and the
results of other mad-science experiments
are claimed to have been witnessed.
Many UFO researchers believe that the
American government made a deal with
the •gray" alien race at some point after
the infamous Roswell (NM) UFO Crash of
1948. In exchange for advanced extraterrestrial technologies (witnessed at the
Fortune 500 SO-Cal underground baSes?)
has our government built secret bunkers
in order for alien beings to hide out inside
. . fall 1994
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our own mother earth? Are these under
ground facilities dually manned by
human-zombies, alien-hybrids and mad
scientists?
Sauder suggests that the Pentagon
may be spreading these bizarre rumors to
keep the idea of underground military
bases sufficiently ridiculous so as to
deflect attention fmBY from their actual
agenda. The possibility should not be
dismissed, but if the Cold War is supposedly over what is the true purpose of this
vast underground tunnel system? Sauder
is so level-headed that I should make
clear that the following ideas are my own:
If a connection, albeit tenuous, can be .·
made between the specific locus of
underground machine sounds and UFO
sightings and, likewise, a connection
emerges be1ween the sounds and the
documented evidence of underground
tunnels and TBMs, should the sights and
sounds be put together? Our own senses
tell us something is going on, yet we
continue to see no evil, hear no evil and
speak no evil with regard to underground
bases and just wt1at our government·.·
might be trying to hide. The next step in
the research of this topic is that we need
sighting reports and pictures of tunnel
boring machines, most likely built in the
Seattle area, as they are delivered (possibly in sections) to government, military
or corporate installations.
In short, underground bi:tses and
installations can be imaginatively camouflaged and "could literally be just about·
anywhere: under a military base, under a
hotel, under a prominent gc;wemment ·
building, under an old abandoned mine,'-'
under virtually any mountain or hill, iri ,a
national forest, in a small town or large
city." Although in earlier years the purpose of these sut>,facilities was related to
"either the waging or the surviving of
nuclear war, or both". Sauder wonders
what present-day covert activities could
be going on underground, such as "secret
scientific research, super-secure prisons·
where people are secretly detained incommunicado, or extraterrestrial living
areas"? ~ for the possibility of secret
underground prisons, he observes,
"thousands of people absolutely disap- _
pear in this country every year, never to ·· :
be heard from again. No bodies are
found, no trace of them ever surfaces.•
Although he makes it perfeCUy clear that

he cannot prove there are secret underground prisons, he reminds us that
at the end of the Second World War
many German citizens were surprised
to find out that the Nazis had secretly
incarcerated and killed millions of
people In concentration camps they did
not know existed. Could such a program could be going on in America?•

Undergroood Bases and TL11nels:
What is the Government Trying to
Hide? is currently out of print. However, a new and improved 2nd
edition will be available in January,
1995. At that time, it can be purchased for $16.90 postpaid from
Richard Sauder at PO Box 81 543,
Albuquerque, NM 87198.

As for the possibility of secret
underground prisons, [Sauder] observes,
"thousands of people absolutely disappear
in this country every year, never to be
heard· from again. No bodies are found, no
trace of them ever surfaces."
paranoia
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an. 1. [1961) New Years I spend at home of
Ella Germain. I think I'm in love with her. She
has refused my more dishonourable advanis,
we drink and eat in the presenec of her
family in a very hospitable atmosfere. Later I
go home drunk and happy; Passing the river
homeward, I decide to propose to .Ena.
Jan. 2. After a pleasent hand~and walk to the
local cinima we come home, atandng on the doorstep I propose's She hesitates than refuaes, my
love is real but she has none for me. Her reason
besides lack of love: I am american and someday
might be arrested simply because of that example
Polish Intervention in the 20's led to

J

my document is extended until! Jan.
.,,,,,,,,,,F,,,,,,.,.. " ............
4. 1962
Jan. 4-31. I am stating to reconsider my disire
about staying. The work is drab the money I get
has nowhere to be spent No nightclubs or bowling
alleys no places of recreation acept the trade union
dances. I have had enough.
Feb.1st Make my first request to American
Embassy, Moscow for reconslderilig my position, I
stated "I would like to go back to U.S."
Feb. 28th. I recive letter from Embaasy. Richard
E. Sneyder stated "I could come in for an intl9rview
anytime I wanted."
~ 1-18.1 now live in a state of ~on
about going back to the U.S. I confided with Zeger

e
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he supports my j.ldgment but
wames
me not to ten any Russians about
my desire
to reture. I undelstad8 now why.
·March 17. I and Eirich went to trade union.
dance. Boring but at the last hour I am introduced·.
to glr1 with a French hair-do and red-dress with
white slipper I dance with her. than aSk to show her
. home I do, along with 5 other admirarea, HfH' name
is Marina. We like each other right fNi9!J she (jves me her phone number and departs home With an
not-eo-new friend in a taxi, I walk home.
March 11h11. We walk I talk a little about myself
she talks alot about herself. her name is Marina N.. · Proaakoba.

thinking about our future. lnspite of fact I
married Marina to hurt Ella I found myself in love
with Marina.
May. The transition of changing full love from
Bia to Marina was very painful! esp. as I saw Ella
almost every day .at the factory but as the days and
weeks went by I adjusted more and more my wife
rnentaly. I still haden't told my wife of my desire to
retum to US. She is maddly in love with me from
the very start, boat rides on Lake Minsk walks
throught the parks evening at home or at Aunt
Valia's place mark May.•
.
.
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believe the Oswald Diary to be a CIA
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Was that you on the grassy knoll? ..., Ever think about a Book Depository -maybe in November -- say 1963 ... , Did you lead the charge on the Bastille?
Or were you at Gettysburg? Have you walked on the Moon or other
planets? Have you ever... , Wished you had ....,

Visual Proof
A picture is worth a thousand words. A BIG PICTURE is worth thousands
more! Send us any two pictures and tell us what you want to see and we'll
send back a poster-sized full-color rendering of your very special vision.
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Offers both entertaining and educational
media that will detinently have you thinking
and second guessing all that is going on
around you, with shows like:
Ground Zero with Clyde Lewis
PARANOIAtv featuring:
The Jack Blood Show with Jack Blood
Cancel the Cabal with Stephen Roberts
Outside the Box with AlexAnsary
Smoke and Mirrors with Greg Carlwood
Freeman TV with Freeman
The Middle Chamber with Frater X
Cinema Insomnia with Mr. LOBO
Mystery Channel
Anomilies Channel
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Tesla Wolf Media a streaming multimedia company. Delivering live and on
demand shows for your enjoyment.
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